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Editor-in-Chief
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Editorial ……..
Provoking fresh thinking is certainly becoming the prime purpose of

International Journal of Multidisciplinary Educational Research (IJMER). The
new world era we have entered with enormous contradictions is demanding a unique
understanding to face challenges. IJMER’s contents are overwhelmingly contributor,
distinctive and are creating the right balance for its readers with its varied
knowledge.

We are happy to inform you that IJMER got the high Impact Factor
2.735, Index Copernicus Value 5.16  and IJMER is listed and indexed in 31
popular indexed organizations in the world. This academic achievement of
IJMER is only author’s contribution in the past issues. This is 31st issue of IJMER;
I hope this journey of IJMER more benefit to future academic world.

The current issue deals with Marketing Strategies, Study of Errors and
Misconceptins in Science, Trade-Related Aspects, Emotional Suffocation of Women,
Diabetic and Non Diabetic Working People, Sexual Harassment at Work Place,
Literacy and Social Cohesion, Cost and Returns of Sugarcane Cultivation,
Underclass, Green Growth and etc. These applied topics are a fund of knowledge
for their utilization.

In the present issue, we have taken up details of multidisciplinary issues
discussed in academic circles. There are 25 well written articles covering a wide
range of issues that are thought provoking as well as significant in the contemporary
research world.

My thanks to the Members of the Editorial Board, to the readers, and in
particular I sincerely recognize the efforts of the subscribers of articles. The journal
thus receives its recognition from the rich contribution of assorted research papers
presented by the experienced scholars and the implied commitment is generating
the vision envisaged and that is spreading knowledge. I am happy to note that the
readers are benefited.

 My personal thanks to one and all.

(Dr.Victor Babu Koppula)
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MARKETING STRATEGIES FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN
INDIAN TEXTILES

Prof. Radha Kashyap
Head

 Dept. of Fashion Technology
 and Textile Technology

 The IIS University, Jaipur

Ms. Shikha Gupta
Assistant Professor

 Dept. of Fashion Management Studies
 National Institute of Fashion

Technology, Jodhpur

Introduction:

India is a land of craftsmen. The textiles of India have been well

known in Europe since Greek and Roman times. From 1600 to 1800 AD,

India was the biggest exporter amongst the entire textile exporting

countries. Textiles are decorated by various techniques, i.e embroidery,

brocading, printing, painting and dyeing. Handlooms are a tradition of

our country where these crafts have been performed by generations of

craftsmen.

But, the younger generation does not seem willing to continue this

business and 60% of the people belonging to this community are now looking

for other jobs. Their market is also affected by high competition and new

trends in fashion. The handicraft sector needs a lot more involvement from

the newer generation now than ever before to sustain in the market. In

the earlier days, the artisans made only what they can and sell it in the

market but in the marketing driven economy, there is a need for them to

market their products to sustain. Hence the paper discusses the

opportunities of the textile industry which the entrepreneurs can look for.

Lucknow Chikankari :

 The art of Chikan embroidery in India is about 400 years old and

it is believed that this is a Persian Craft, which came to India with

Noorjahan, the queen of Jahangeer the Mughal Emperor. The tradition of
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Chikankari has come down from families who served the ruling elite. Due

to the variety of stitching-styles involved in Chikankari, it is claimed to be

one of its kind. Hand embroidery that is impossible to imitate in any other

part of the world Chikan embroiders claim a repertoire of about thirty-

two stitches, to which they give delightfully fanciful names like Double-

Star Earring, Peacock Feather’s Eye. Closer analysis reveals that many of

these are different combinations of the same few basic stitches. Traditional

Chikankari was embroidered on Muslin with a white thread. Gradually

the work was started being done on other fabrics like Organdie, Mulmul,

Cotton and Silk. Presently all types of fabrics, namely Voile, Chiffon, Linen,

Rubia, Khadi, Handloom cloth, Terry Cotton, Polyester, Georgette, Terry

voil etc are used in Chikan Embroidery.

Pochampally Ikat:

Pochampally is a small town in Nalgonda district of Andhra Pradesh,

a handloom cluster is known for its very unique Ikat design for centuries.

It has about 5000 weavers who are involved in this craft of traditional

design called Ikat. With the objective of converting this uniqueness into

commercial value, the Textiles Committee launched a cluster initiative

under its Cluster Development Programme to facilitate the local

associations “Pochampally Handloom Weavers’ Cooperative Society

Limited”, an autonomous society registered under the society Act 1860
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and “Pochampally Handloom Tie & Dye Silk Sarees Manufactures

Association” an association established under the law are the two bodies

that are responsible for production and marketing of Pochampally Ikat.

The Directorate (Handlooms & Textiles) Government of Andhra Pradesh,

Weavers Service Centre (WSC), APTDC, and NABARD have been involved

in the process of GI registration. The services of APTDC used for filling

before GI registry and NABARD have provided funds under its DRIP to

cover the costs involved. It is the first textile cluster to be awarded the GI

certification in the year 2004.

Analysis of Business Operations is as follows:

A SWOT analysis was done to analyze the various strengths and weaknesses

of the Lucknow Chikankari and Pochampally Ikat clusters and to study

how their business operates and what measures could be further taken

which can create new entrepreneurial opportunities in these sectors.

· Availability of Raw Material:

· The basic raw material for manufacturing of Chikan Embroidery products

is fabric, which is easily available in India. Availability of various variety

of cloth in the market provides manufacturers with opportunities to produce

many varieties of products. For Pochampally the major raw material for

weaving Ikat is Cotton and Silk which is abundantly available in India

which provides an opportunity to produce the products in various varieties

with lower costs.
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· Subcontracting of Production Process: For the manufacturing of

Chikankari products, the usual procedure followed is of subcontracting

the work. Job workers are hired on per piece basis who then usually work

from their own place and complete all the process of production such as

cutting, stitching, printing, embroidery and washing. Some manufacturers

have also started in-house process of manufacturing.

· No Designer Input:

· Handicraft textile dresses are now treated as fashion garments but

manufacturers do not appoint designers for development of new products.

Very few i.e. just two or three manufacturers are making use of designers

expertise. All the designing work is carried out by the manufacturer himself,

either by copying designs from fashion catalogues or by ideas imparted by

buyers.

· Lengthy Production Time:

· Normally it takes about 3-5 months time for production of Chikan

Embroidery products. Sometimes it even extends up to 7-8 months

depending on the intricacy of the designs. The weaving of Ikat saree is a

lengthy process which takes around 5-6 days per saree to be finished.

· No Regular Work to Artisans:

· The artisans are not directly linked with the manufacturers for the

procurement of work. One contractor of the area procures the work from

the manufacturers and distributes it to the artisans. Artisans are dependent

on the contractor who usually exploits them. Artisans do not get the work

regularly and due payment of their work from the contractor.

· Low Wages to Artisans:

· Since the distribution of work is through the contractor, the Chikankari

artisans who are the actual masters of the art do not get their due wages.
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The normal earning of an artisan is just Rs. 15/- to 40/- per day. Very few

artisans who are highly skilled get Rs. 60/- to Rs. 80/- per day while the

recommended wage is Rs 225.

· The material for weaving Ikat is provided by the society or the dealers to

the weavers who get a 12% margin for the final product. When they weave

8 sarees in 45 days with the assistance of the entire family, they earn only

Rs. 2000/-  as wages while the market value of a single saree exceeds Rs.2000/

· Poor Working Condition of Artisans:

· The working conditions of the artisans are quite poor. Usually they do

work at their home along with their regular household work. The Kachaa

homesteads tend to soil the cloth to be embroidered and also the poor light

and hygienic conditions of the workplace adversely affects the health of

the artisan.

· Specialization in Product Manufacturing:

·  In these clusters, usually manufacturer has specialization in

manufacturing one or two products. Some are only manufacturing Ladies

suits while some only produce saris. Even specialized manufacturing of

value wise products is also present. The manufacturers can also be

differentiated as producers of low range, medium range or high range

products.
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· Undercutting Practice among Manufacturers:

· Majority of the manufacturers are involved in producing low priced

products, so that they make quick profits. As a result they compromise on

quality of work and indulge in unhealthy practice of undercutting. While

the Andhra Pradesh Govt. has appointed special quality control persons

to look upon the quality of Ikat products, there is no such initiative taken

by the Uttar Pradesh Govt. to regulate the quality of Chikankari products.

Some manufacturers have established their embroidery centers in

villages, where they provide work to a group of artisans and make payment

on monthly basis instead of the regular job work pattern. In such cases

they have a good control on the quality of embroidery.

Assessment of organizational linkages in the cluster reveal that

there isNo association or forum of small and medium enterprises

in the cluster: Although there are many manufacturers in the Chowk

Area, the main market of producers of Lucknow, but they have not formed

any association or forum for their welfare. Years back, efforts were made

by some manufacturers to form an association called Lucknow Chikan

Manufacturers Association, but the association did not prove to be a great

success. Very recently some young manufacturers have tried to reactivate

this association.

· No proper coordination among manufacturers:

· There is no proper coordination among manufacturers for any process of

business because of fear of duplication of product design; they avoid

discussing their ideas with each other. No consortium or network type

activity is in practice in the cluster.
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· No direct relation between artisans and manufacturers:

·  As the artisans of Chikan embroidery are mostly residing in rural areas

and are unorganized therefore, they are not directly related to the

manufacturers. The contractors of the area come to Lucknow and contact

the manufacturer for work. Afterwards they distribute the work to the

rural artisans. Manufacturers feel comfortable in this process as they have

to deal only with one person i.e. the contractor and not with a group of

artisans.

Prevalent marketing strategies are as follows:

Since both the clusters are based in rural areas and the artisans are

not educated, henceforth they are not involved in marketing activities.

Artisans are mainly dependent on the contractors and the few

manufacturers for the orders and sales of the products. Some of the

marketing strategies that have come up recently with the help of various

organizations (Government and non-government) are as follows:

· Online Marketing:

·  Both these clusters have their own website where they sell products

online directly to the customers. This is a very recent activity that they

have come up with the help of the Textiles Committee of India, Ministry of

Textiles, Government of India. The websites have increased the visibility

of these products in the market and it is now easy for the customers to buy

authentic product directly from the artisans which also saves on the cost

of the products and is beneficial for both the artisans as well as customers.

· Marketing on the basis of GI Certification:

·   Both these clusters have been registered under the patents act as a

Geographical Indicators. It adds to their popularity. Some of the

manufacturers also using the certification to promote the goods
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internationally and certifications are taken as a token of authenticity and

quality in the international market.

· Tourism based Marketing:

· There are small retail outlets of the products of Lucknow Chikankari and

Pochampally Ikat in the area where these products are manufactured which

attracts the tourists to buy the products as a souvenir.  Tourism based

marketing depends greatly on developing good relationships with

neighboring tourist attractions and resorts, visitor and tourist information

centers, and local governments. In some cases, tourist-based marketing

depends on the tourist actually experiencing the production. The tourists

who see the process and talk with the weavers are more willing to pay a

higher price to purchase the product as they can connect with the artisans

and experience the hard work and labor put to produce each and every

product.

Some of the challenges of tourist based marketing is that it can be seasonal.

This can make it difficult for organizations to pay employees or members

whenever there is slow tourist season. Moreover it can be hard to attract

quality managers to the remote locations, especially in sales and marketing.

· Innovative Designs:

· The Generation Y of the artisans is coming up with innovative designs

which suit the current fashion market for the increase in sales of the

products and gain popularity. These innovations are restricted to only the

few educated younger artisans while the others are still working on the

traditional designs and motifs which they have been working on for very

long. There is a lot of scope in the market with new designs which not only

will save our traditional craft but will also provide them with decent

livelihood opportunities.
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Various marketing strategies which an entrepreneur must make

use of in order to utilize the potential of the craft is as follows:

· Branding:

·  Branding has a major role in influencing the buying behavior of the

customers especially in reference to the fashion and apparel industry, it

becomes even more important. This is because the fashion brands not only

ensure quality and durability but are also associated with image and status.

Branded clothing is perceived to have better quality, design , brands are

“classy”, “rugged”, “smart”, makes one look “rich”, gives “self-confidence.

Marketers try to position their brands so that they are perceived by the

consumer fit a distinctive niche in the marketplace - a niche occupied by

no other product.

Moreover with the increasing purchasing power of the customers, they are

moving towards branded clothing which creates an image in the minds of

other people. Most of the handicraft products in India are produced at a

very small scale by rural artisans who are less aware of the brand

phenomenon. There are only one or two manufacturers who have created

a brand which sells only the handicrafts. Thus there is a huge market

potential through branding of these products. The reasons are:

o The products are handmade and have exclusive designs which

facilitate the brand phenomenon of differential marketing.

o The raw material and labor are available at low costs which provides

higher margin for the retailers.

o The product will be new in the market which will create

inquisitiveness among buyers.
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An example of a brand dealing in Indian handicrafts is Fab India

which has established itself as a handicraft products retailer and only sells

handicraft products. The brand sources its products at the grass root level

from the artisans in the village and sells it through a chain of stores all

over the country as well as internationally and through online retailing.

The brand is known for its exclusive product line and authentic, superior

quality traditional products.

· Creativity and Innovation:

· The market trend is changing and so is the need and demands of the

consumers. The fashion market is one of the classic examples of the dynamic

market where the product line changes twice a year and in some cases like

Zara even 4-5 times a year. In a dynamic market, it is very difficult or even

impossible to sustain with the traditional designs on which our artisans

are still working. Most of the handicraft artisans are in the rural areas

where they don’t have any exposure of the market and are thus producing

the products with the same designs which they are doing for years or try

and copy some designs from magazines for a change.

In a competitive market, it is very important to bring in new ideas

in the designing area of the product and give it a new look continuously to

attract customers towards the product. With new designs which are at par

with the market demand, there is a huge potential in the fashion market

for the handicraft products. Moreover, with the rapid change in the fashion,

it is very important to increase the production rate of the products which

is not possible with the traditional designs which are too intricate to be

produced to match the market demand and due to the intricacy and time

consumption, are expensive which makes the customer reluctant to buy

them. Thus the designs can be made less complicated which will not only
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reduce the time required to produce each piece of product but will also

reduce the cost and make it more acceptable in the fashion market.

· Potential in the International Market:

· There is huge demand of Indian handicrafts in the foreign market which

is proved by the fact that the textile and apparel exports has been increasing

each year. Also most of the foreign buyers are looking for products which

are innovative, exclusive and low priced. The upliftment of quota system

also provides a great opportunity for the countries like ours rich in diverse

crafts, easily available raw material and cheap labor of our textile sector is

an advantage. The government of India also promotes the exports especially

the export of traditional handicraft products by giving special discounts in

the excise duties as well as giving duty drawbacks to the organizations

exporting these products.

· Government Policies and Schemes:

· The government gives support to the handicrafts sector through various

policies for the upliftment of the crafts as well as for the improvement in

living conditions of the workers for the preservation of Indian traditional

crafts. These policies favor the organizations working with the artisans

and in dealing with the buying and selling of these handicraft products.

Government has also formed various clusters for this purpose and

duty rebates are given to products produced in these regions to promote

the craft and the artisans. It would further attract the younger generation

who are interested in the business of traditional craft. These policies and

schemes of government are helpful in new enterprise development.

· Certifications Like GI:

· The certifications like GI (Geographical Indicators) have made some of

the handicrafts of the country like Lucknow Chikankari, Pochampally Ikat,
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Pipli Applique work and Upada Jamadhani have popularized these crafts

not only nationally but internationally too. The recognition of these

products has given a good opportunity for manufacturers to market their

products at very low costs. It also facilitates the export of these products

as the certification gives them authenticity which further facilitates in

selling the products to the buyer.

Conclusion:

The two clusters discussed above are an ideal to many more

handicrafts and handicraft clusters across the country which is rich in the

cultural heritage. The artisans themselves are parting away from the crafts

because of low income generation and competition from other fashion

related products in the market. These clusters with the help of various

government and non-government organizations have created a unique

identity for themselves and are continuously creating new market

opportunities for their products. These are only a few examples from the

long list of crafts we have in various parts of our country. Each of them are

unique in their own ways and have a potential in the market but need the

some attention like the Chikankari and Ikat to flourish in the market.

The preservation of these traditional crafts is not only a moral

responsibility of our younger generation but has a huge potential for them.

There is a need to understand the potential of traditional textiles of India

and work towards the innovative marketing strategies so as to fit into the

demand of the customer. Designer brands can be created which would help

in making the craft popular in domestic and international market. The

entrepreneurial opportunities in other sectors can take the textile sector

as a potential market and contribute in the preservation and revival of our

traditional crafts.
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 If our country is to keep in step with rapidly changing world, it is

essential that the teaching of science must have a prominent place in the

secondary schools of our country. The major goal of science education is to

produce citizens who can deal with the words, concepts and scientific

symbols necessary for the success in the technologically advanced modern

age. Concept is the idea an individual has about a particular class of objects

or events, grouped together on the basis of the things they have in common.

In case of human learning concept formation is a valued goal. Throughout

our instructional arrangement, we intend to organize examples and

situations in such a way that the learner will be able to acquire concepts.

Learning of science concepts has become more difficult by the presence of

errors and misconceptions among students.

Errors and Misconceptions

Error is the state of departing from truth.  A multiple choice test is

the most frequently used tool to detect most frequently appearing errors.

Students have many types of errors but all errors are not misconceptions.

It is a well known fact that students do not come to class room as “blank

slates” (Resnick, 1983). Science educators who were interested in conceptual

development have used a variety of terms to describe the situation in which

students’ ideas differ from those of scientists about a concept, like, students’
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misconceptions, naïve theories, alternative conceptions and alternative

frameworks etc.

(Blosser, 1987). These misconceptions may come from strong word

association, confusion, conflict or lack of knowledge (Fisher, 1985).

Without the development of proper concepts, higher level of learning

is not at all possible. Traditionally, classroom experiences emphasize rote

learning. It is a well known fact that despite the best efforts made by

teachers, students do not grasp fundamental ideas covered in the class.

Even some of the students give the right responses but are only using

correctly memorized words. When questioned more closely, these students

reveal their failure to understand fully the underlying concepts (Mestre,

1999). Eryilmaz and Surmeli (2002) have revealed that sometimes students

give correct answers but they do not have scientific conceptions. In contrast

to it, sometimes students give incorrect answers but when questioned deeply

these students reveal the correct scientific conceptions. Significant learning

requires integrating new ideas with existing knowledge. Sometimes this

old knowledge- new knowledge connection is successful but sometimes it

leads to errors in understanding.

It may be pointed out that there is much stress of researches in the

area of science achievement and problems encountered by the students in

the form of committing errors and misconceiving the science concepts.

However there is paucity of researches in the area “errors and

misconceptions in learning scientific concepts” in Indian contexts.

Objectives

 To find out the level of performance of secondary school students

on Concept Achievement Test (CAT) in science in relation to

academic achievement.
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 To find out the percentage of secondary school students who

committed errors and misconceptions on Concept Achievement Test

(CAT) in science in relation to academic achievement.

 Hypotheses

 There will be a significant difference in the concept achievement of

high achieving and low achieving secondary school students on

Concept Achievement Test (CAT) in science.

 The students with high academic achievement will differ from the

students with low academic achievement in the patterns of errors

and misconceptions on Concept Achievement Test (CAT) in science.

 Studies Related To Errors and Misconceptions

Over the past three decades, research in education has indicated

that students hold many ideas that are different from those generally

accepted by scientists. Similar studies have been done in different subject

areas by Eryilmaz and Surmeli, 2002; Sindhu and Sharma, 2004; Cetin et

al., 2004; Haki, 2005.

Method

Descriptive method of research was used in the conduct of the study

which was completed in two phases:

Phase1 included construction and standardization of Concept Achievement

Test (CAT) in science by the researcher for the identification of errors and

misconceptions covering the concepts of adaptations, habitat, biosphere,

ecosystem, food chain and food web, functions of ecosystem, biomass and

biodiversity of ninth class PSEB prescribed science text book.

Phase II included field work. According to the objectives and concepts in

the curriculum the preliminary draft of the test containing fifty three test
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items to be responded in three tiers was prepared. This draft was

administered to 220 students of ninth class for evaluation. On the basis of

the indices of the item difficulty and in the view of the experts 23 items

were discarded and 30 items were selected. This test was administered to

125 secondary school students of Patiala to find out the reliability and

validity of the test. The test was to be responded in three tiers. First tier

included multiple choice items having one correct answer and three

distractors and required the students to select the correct answer. Second

tier required the students to write reason of the response. Third tier asked

students about their confidence for the answer in the first tier and reason

in the second tier. Total achievement score of each student was calculated

according to the students’ multiple choice item scores, reasoning part scores

and confidence level scores together. In multiple choice test items, correct

answer took 1 score and wrong reasoning took 0 score. For reasoning part

of the test, correct reasoning took 1 score and wrong reasoning took 0

score. For assessing confidence level, confident students took 1 score and

non-confident students took 0 score. If a student gave correct answer,

correct reason and showed confidence he/she took 1 score. If in any one of

the tiers student took 0 score, the total score of the student for that

particular item was 0.

Sample

A sample of 912 students of ninth class studying in high and senior

secondary government schools affiliated to PSEB was selected by randomly

selecting 33 schools in seven districts of Punjab.

Administration of Tools

The field work was completed by the researcher by visiting the

selected schools and administering the Concept Achievement Test (CAT)
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in science and academic achievement of the students (annual middle

standard examination marks in percentage) was noted from school record.

Findings

    The major findings of the study are summarized below:

 The distribution patterns of scores in the light of obtained central

tendency values in case of concept achievement in science of

secondary school students of Punjab had moderate level of

achievement.

 It was revealed that the mean achievement of students with high

and low academic achievement came out to be 14.94 and 9.65

respectively. The t value testing the significance of mean difference

came out to be 11.60, which is significant at 0.01 level of confidence

and indicated that students with high academic achievement have

significantly high achievement on Concept Achievement Test (CAT)

in science as compared to their counterparts.

 On the average 44.06% high achieving and 56.44% low achieving

secondary school students committed errors on Concept

Achievement Test (CAT) in science. This indicated that low achiever

secondary school students significantly committed more errors in

all the areas of Concept Achievement Test (CAT) in science.

 As far as low achiever secondary school students are concerned,

they had objectively false conceptions in all the areas of Concept

Achievement Test (CAT) in science.

 The secondary school students committed errors due to mistakes,

lack of knowledge and misconceptions.
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 High achieving students get good marks but still they had lack of

knowledge for certain concepts, made mistakes and misconceptions

persist among them.

 In all the areas of Concept Achievement Test (CAT) in science, the

percentage of students having misconceptions was more than 10%

which is an alarming situation.

 There were 20-30% students who had misconceptions in the concept

areas of ‘adaptations’, ‘habitat’, ‘biosphere’, ‘ecosystem’, ‘food chain

and food web’. Nearly majority of the secondary school students

had misconceptions in the concept area of ‘biomass and biodiversity’.

Educational Implications

 The results of the study showed that students made errors due to

mistakes, lack of knowledge or due to misconceptions. These

misconceptions resist to change and obstruct learning process. The

teachers are required to take students misconceptions into account

so that they may provide more guidance to their students. The

results showed that all the misconceptions exist in high as well as

low achieving students. Therefore teachers should consider that

even if the students have high scores in the examination, they may

have as many misconceptions as the students with low scores have.

Therefore, teachers should emphasize on constructivist approach

for understanding of scientific concepts.

 A teacher should focus on students’ cognitive level to eliminate

misconceptions because most of the students in high schools are in

concrete levels, therefore, the major focus of instruction for those

students should make a link between concept and concrete

experiences and expect difficulties on linking concrete experiences
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to abstract concepts because any science concept has a relationship

with other concepts, so students have to link the ideas and other

concepts.

 The manner in which text books present explanations and

illustrations may also be causing misconceptions. So, the

identification of students’ misconceptions in science can give some

feed back to the text book editors.

 Class room instructions organized by taking into consideration the

misconceptions of students, will help to remove various

misconceptions generated due to confusion and language

imprecision. Earlier, Engel Clough and Wood Robinson(1985) have

also suggested to provide more structured opportunities for students

to talk through ideas at length; both in small groups and whole

class discussion.

 It is not easy to deconstruct these misconceptions and let go of

incorrect ones. Research studies have shown that influences of

technology in a science class room is positive and it can decrease

misconceptions (Williamsons and Abraham, 1995).
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INTRODUCTION

Since 2000 various regulatory changes such as pension fund reforms

and numerous financial innovations like securitization motivated the

growth of alternative asset classes like venture capital or private equity

(VC/ PE) and more particularly, the leveraged buyout industry. PE

investment has grown dramatically, by an order of magnitude over markets

such as public equity and bond markets and the market for private

placement debt (Fenn et al. 1995). Today, the amount of money raised by

PE investors has sometimes exceeded capital raised through initial public

offerings (IPOs) and have become a crucial source of finance for corporate

and has earned the status of an important asset class. VC/PE acts as a

conduit to finance young entrepreneurial firms which require substantial

capital to drive growth and innovation. Growth in savings, abundant

liquidity propelled by petrodollars, sovereign wealth funds as well as hedge

funds and an accommodative monetary policy that enabled a low interest

rate environment accelerated the growth of private equity investment in

the world today.

However, VC/ PE are in its early stages in the Islamic Countries.

While the first Islamic banks were established in the 1970s, the first Islamic

Private Equity (IPE) funds appear only in the last decade. To meet the

growing demand of Muslims and recently non-Muslims in both Muslim

and non-Muslims countries, the Islamic finance industry has grown
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significantly over recent years not only in terms of the volume of the entire

industry but also in terms of the development and the creation of innovative

and sophisticated products which are Shari’ah compliant.

The present study aspires to make an overall evaluation on the IPE

in the world today and prospect of the same in India. To be specific, the

main objectives of the study are:

• To explain the meaning of conventional private equity and narrate

down major activities of private equity firms.

• To elucidate meaning of IPE and need for the same.

•  To explain venture capital or private equity in Islamic perspective.

 To narrate down organisation and structure of IPE.

 To describe growth and development of IPE in the world.

  To evaluate prospect of IPE in India.

Accordingly, the reminder of the paper is organised as under. Section

two describes the meaning of conventional private equity and laid down

major activities of a private equity firm. Section three explain meaning of

IPE and need for the same; while section four describes venture capital or

private equity in Islamic perspective. Section five discusses on various

aspects of organisation and structure of an IPE. Section six presents a

brief sketch on growth and development of IPE in the world. Section seven

discusses the prospect of IPE in India. The last section is devoted for

concluding observations.

2. CONVENTIONAL  PRIVATE EQUITY

2.1. Meaning

A venture capital or private equity (VC/PE) is a collective

investment scheme or reserve capital used for making investments in
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various equity (and to a lesser extent debt) securities according to one of

the investment strategies associated with private equity firm. VC/ PE

activity started in 1946 when General Doriot, a French born and a Harvard

educated businessman, established the American Research and

Development Corporation (ARDC). It grew in Silicon Valley in the 1970s.

Intel and Microsoft are amongst the most famous projects financed through

VC (Romain et al., 2004). However, there is no universally agreed definition

of private equity. Various academic studies and private equity associations

in various countries have defined private equity differently depending upon

the role they play in those countries. Lerner (1999) broadly defines private

equity organization as partnerships specializing in venture capital,

leveraged buyouts (LBOs), mezzanine investments, build-ups, distressed

debt and other related investments. Fenn, Liang and Prowse (1995) have

identified them as ‘financial sponsors’ acquiring large ownership stakes

and taking an active role in monitoring and advising portfolio companies.

Ljungqvist and Richardson (2003) describes private equity as an illiquid

investment since there is no active secondary market for such investments,

investors have little control over investment pattern and investment profile

covers a long horizon. The European Venture Capital Association defines

private equity as the provision of equity capital by financial investors –

over the medium or long-term – to non-quoted companies with high growth

potential. It is also called ‘patient capital’ as it seeks long term capital

gains rather than short term regular reimbursements. Similarly, the

International Financial Services, London discussed private equity as any

type of equity investment in an asset in which the equity itself is not freely

tradable on a public stock market. Private equities are generally less liquid

than publicly traded stocks and are thought of as a long-term investment.
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2.2  Major Activities of a Private Equity Firm

According to Pratt (1981), the major activities of a private equity firm can

be categorised under nine heads depending upon the stages of corporate

development where private equity financing is seeking –

i. Seed Financing: Providing small amount of capital necessary to

develop an innovative business idea.

ii. Start-up financing: Providing capital needed for product

innovation and development and initial marketing activities.

iii. First-stage: Financing the production and commercialization of

products.

iv. Second-stage: Providing working capital funding and required

financing for young firms during growth period.

v. Third-stage: Financing for the expansion of growth companies.

vi. Bridge financing: Last financing round prior to an initial public

offering of a company.

vii. PIPE deals: A private investment in public equity (PIPE) deal is

the selling of publicly traded common shares or some form of

preferred stock or convertible security to private investors. In the

U.S., a PIPE offering may be registered with the Securities and

Exchange Commission on a Registration Statement or may be

completed as an unregistered private placement.

viii. Leveraged Buyout (LBO): It means the acquiring of a company

by a small group of investors, especially buyout specialists, largely

financed by debt.
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ix. Management Buyout (MBO): It is a subset of LBO whereby

incumbent management is included in the buying group and key

executives perform an important role in the LBO transactions.

03.  ISLAMIC PRIVATE EQUITY: MEANING AND NEED FOR THE

SAME

According to Sheikh Taqi Usmani * an IPE fund engage in pooling

of investors who can be high net worth individuals (such as retired

managers) or business families, corporations and institutions. Their aim

is to diversify their portfolios and to raise capital in exchange for high

returns. The creation of these funds leads to a substantial concentration

of capital. In fact, there are savings of hundreds of millions of Muslims

who never deposit their money in banks, such as farmers and artisans.

These savings are increasing dramatically and are being captured by these

funds. An IPE fund provides financing to a larger range of investments

than would be accessible to each investor alone. Of course, these investors

have lower risks when they are operating together. In contrast with

conventional PE funds, IPE funds must invest in companies that are

Shari’ah  compliant to make a halal** profit.

IPE can play a major role for the development of Muslim community

in the Muslim and non-Muslim countries. It can channelize huge wealth

of the Muslim countries in the advancement and progress of Muslim

community. IPE contributes significantly to the increase of the overall

productivity of the economy. At a microeconomic level, it accelerates the

growth of SMEs through financing, sharing experience and skills and

ultimately benefits from the professional network and contacts of the PE

fund. Islamic Banks can’t replace IPE because partnership contracts are

not suitable for Islamic banking business model. But there is a huge need

to this type of contract for the growth and diversification of the knowledge
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based economy which can offer descent employment for youth. The long

colonisation of Muslim countries delayed the development of Islamic finance

in general, in particular the IPE industry. So there is a need to encourage

the development of Islamic VC/ PE institutions.

04. VENTURE CAPITAL OR PRIVATE EQUITY IN ISLAMIC

PERSPECTIVE

In Islam, money is not a commodity and cannot be traded for profits.

It is just a medium of exchange which stores value. Money therefore must

be invested in projects and ventures for the generation of activities for the

benefit of mankind in the process of earning profit. VC / PE investments

have long represented an attractive method of finance, in particular, for

new small companies in the conventional sense of finance. This method of

investment, however, is almost uncommon in the context of Islamic finance

though it principally resembles in its fundamentals much of those

underlying Mudarabha based financing, one of the oldest practiced method

of finance in the Islamic finance context. Mudarabha is principally a form

of partnership contract that has been practiced since the time of the prophet

Mohamed (peace be upon him). It is defined as a capital- labour partnership

contract according to which the Rab Almal (owner of the capital ) hands

over the partnership’s capital to the Mudarib ( the work provider or the

trader ) for establishing a profitable business agreed upon between the

parties for agreed upon profit sharing ratios with the loss being borne by

the capital provider.

Financing contracts in Islamic finance can generally be divided into

two main categories. First category is exchange contracts viz. Murabaha,

Ijara and Salam; and second category is partnership contract which

includes both Musharaka and Mudaraba. While exchange finance contracts

are heavily employed by Islamic banks in financing activities, the use of
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partnership contract is considered significantly minimal (Mahmoud Amin,

2006) due to lack of financial institutions that can absorb high risks implied

in these contracts. In principle, VC/PE is greatly compatible with the

fundamental principles of Islamic finance mainly those related to risk taking

and profit and loss sharing between business partners. The structure of

VC/PE as an equity investment resembles with the Islamic financial concept

of diminishing Musharaka. One facet of compatibility is that the venture

capital provider usually share the profit and loss incurred by the business

from the early stage and therefore does not provide a guarantee for neither

the return on the capital nor any profit or interest thereof. Besides, most

of these VC/PE investments are involved in investments in companies

providing real goods and services that had a positive long term influence

on the economy. Also the private equity stake in the business presented by

the venture capital in most cases is sufficient to influence the business’s

governance, which ultimately ensures that the business’s operations are

conducted in an efficient manner. This provides an important platform for

VC/PE to become a compatible way of finance from the Islamic perspective

because it

 Muhammad Taqi Usmani is an eminent Hanafi Islamic scholar from

Pakistan. He is an expert in Islamic Jurisprudence (fiqh), economics and

hadith. He has also held a number of positions on the Shari’ah Boards of

prestigious Islamic institutions, and is one of the most influential Islamic

authors.

**  Halal: strictly conforming to the precepts of Shari’ah allows the capital

provider (partners) the much needed authority that they may require to

ensure the compliance of business’s operations with Shari’ah financing

principles related to, among others, prohibition of the use of interest-based

capital or engaging in impermissible business activities. In principle, the
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VC/PE firm provides the capital and shares in the process of decision-

making, while the entrepreneur being responsible for the daily activity of

the business, when both are sharing in the profit and bearing the risk of

loss (Chekir, 1992). The similarities between conventional PE and Shari’ah

compliant PE is reflected in the fact that both are equity investment, risk-

and-rewards sharing partnerships and that both are long term and value

added investment. The only difference between the two is that conventional

VC/PE is applicable to all industries, while Shari’ah compliant VC/PE is

applicable only in Shari’ah compliant industries. In addition, all the

methods and instruments of financing applied in the operations of the

Islamic VC/PE backed businesses should be Shari’ah compliant. However,

the underlying tools and instruments used in running of the operations of

the VC/PE backed companies in the West are not compatible with Shari’ah

principles. Here lies the need for the development of a VC/ PE capital

model that is Shari’ah compliant.

05.  ORGANISATION AND STRUCTURE OF AN IPE FUND

5.1 Common Shari’ah based structure of an IPE fund

i. Mudarabah (profit sharing): A contract made between two

parties to finance a business venture. The Parties are a Rabal maal

(investor) who solely provides the capital and Mudarib

(entrepreneur) who solely manages the project. This is akin to a

conventional VC / PE, where exists a relationship between the

capital provider and the entrepreneur. If the venture is profitable,

the profit will be distributed based on a pre-agreed ratio. In the

event of a business loss, it should be borne solely by the capital

provider, to the extent of the capital contribution while the

entrepreneur will lose his time and effort. The key to a Mudarabah
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structure is the fact that the entrepreneur cannot be placed at risk

to bear losses, unless proven negligent.

ii. Musharakah: A partnership between two parties or more to finance

a business venture whereby all parties contribute capital

either in the form of cash or in kind. Profits are shared at a pre-

agreed ratio while in the event of a loss, the loss shall be shared on

the basis of capital contribution.

iii. Wakalah: A contract where a party (principal) authorizes the other

party or parties (agent) to act on his behalf, based on the

agreed terms and conditions. Pursuant to the Wakalah contract, it

confers the power and rights to the agent to act on behalf of the

principal as long as the principal is alive.

5.2 Operation of Islamic Private Equity fund

Usually a PE firm is structured as a partnership with two key components:

 The General Partners (GP); the management team responsible for the

selection and management of the target company and, ultimately, the

exit strategy.

 The Limited Partners (LP); the providers of the capital. They provide

funding and allow the GP to draw down funds as required for

investments that meet an agreed profile.

However, IPE appears more restrictive than conventional PE. In

fact, there are many investments which are not in accordance with Shari’ah

principles (haram investments) including no investment in interest-bearing

instruments. In contrast with conventional PE fund, in addition to the LP

and GP, the IPE fund seek for the approval of Islamic authorities before
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making any investment decision (figure: 1). In fact, it function in the

following manner:

1. The Shari’ah committee also called the Shari’ah Supervision Board

(SSB) sets the Shari’ah policy of the fund. It recruits a Shari’ah

Compliance Officer (SCO) to supervise target companies.

2. Investors raise funds for a fixed period of time to finance the selected

IPE fund (IPEF).

3. The management team (MT) of the selected fund invests only in the

more profitable target companies.

4. The SSB checks whether the project is Shari’ah compliant or not

and that it is in accordance with their policy.

5. MT and SCO control target firms and report any irregularities to

the SSB.

6. MT has to disclose at regular intervals information about the

progress of target companies to investors.

7. The IPE fund exits the target company at a fixed date and shares

the profit and losses with the entrepreneur.
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5.3 Function of Shari’ ah supervisory Board (SSB)

In Islamic finance, in addition to the traditional executive

committee, the Shari’ah committee must approve the decisions of the

executive committee; they retain and select only Shari’ah compliant

projects. The Shari’ah Board is an independent committee and contains

at least three scholars who specialise in Islamic jurisprudence (Fiqh al

Muamalat) as well as experts not only in the Islamic religion and its

applications but also in financial law. The function of this committee

includes the following -

 check whether the selected projects are in accordance with the

principles of Shari’ah or not. Some scholars

argue that the Shari’ah and executive committee should be independent

to avoid conflicts of interest.

 check that all aspects of the business are in accordance with the

Shari’ah (portfolio management, trading practices, operational matters

etc);
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 provide Shari’ah expertise on documentation, structuring, investment

instruments and ensure compliance with the general Shari’ah principles

and the standards, regulations and resolutions of the regulator.

 Review all the stages of the investments to ensure that they are Shari’ah

compliant. At the end of the year, this committee will control the

financed enterprises and check whether they are Shari’ah compliant.

A Shari’ah compliant investment process is shown in figure: 2.

6.  ESSENTIAL CRITERIA OF A TARGET INDUSTRY UNDER IPE

PRINCIPLE

There are many activities in which an IPE fund cannot raise capital

but there is no exhaustive list of them. This list varies from one country to

another, from one region to another and even from one Shari’ah committee

to another. The following industries are not approved by Shari’ah principle:

• Any transaction related to pork products and blood;

• Drugs, tobacco, alcohol and in general any activity related to

intoxicant products;

• Pornography or obscenity in any form;

• Gambling, casinos, lotteries;

• Any activity related to the arms’ industry;

• Some non-compliant financial activities based on interest, speculation

and insurance;

• Trading on human cloning, human foetuses.

However, An IPE fund prefers companies with high potential

growth. This type of company is Shari’ah-compliant, low leverage (their

debt level must be very low or zero, making it favourable for Islamic

Investment), economically viable and capable of providing financial
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returns better than other asset classes. In addition to financial and religious

criteria, target companies must also satisfy economic conditions, even

though these may not be prerequisites of Shari’ah. The management team

identify projects that have both economic and social aims. Economic aim

includes the following –

 To satisfy the demand and the financial operations of Muslims today in

the framework and  principles and precepts of the Shari’ah.
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 To invest the capital of Muslims into projects that is not forbidden by

Islamic law in order to generate legal profits.

 To establish subsidiaries of Islamic banks in Muslim and non-Muslim

countries through the implementation of innovative and varied

activities.

On the other hand social aim consists of -

 To promote and consolidate co- operation amongst Muslims.

 To promote social development through almsgiving (Zakat*) and the

creation of funds employed in charitable works.

7. GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAMIC PRIVATE

EQUITY

The venture capital / private equity activity is an ancient practice

in Muslim countries, the clear evidence of which could be found in 15th

century in the far and Middle East (Paul, 2011). The merchant practice

before the advent of Islam embraced both equity and debt financing. The

debt financing (i.e. riba) comprised of two types: - (i) interest loan (i.e. riba

al-nasi’ah) and  usury trade (i.e. riba al-fadl or riba al-buyuu’ , and (ii)

deferred sale of exchange contracts (i.e.‘uquud al-mu‘aawaÌaat). On the

other hand, the equity financing contains only participatory contracts (i.e.

‘uquud al-‘ishtiraak). The participatory contracts includes  mushaarakah

(i.e. partnership), mudhaarabah (i.e. silent partnership), musaaqaat and

uzaara‘ah. In general, the participatory contracts are considered as

mushaarakah and mudhaarabah whereby both the contracts are considered

separate contract not intertwined. In  this regard mudaarabah seen as

part of ijarah while mushaarakah is a separate contract. It is noteworthy

that classical partnership business (musharakah and mudharabah) took

its origin from the equity financing of the pre-Islamic merchant practice.
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As such, the most widespread merchant practices in the pre-Islamic Arabia

were musharakah and mudharabah, which are considered as the first

category is classical Islamic PE capital (Hasan et al., 2011). Thereafter,

Islamic commercial law comes to reform and upgrade the existing

contractual customs in accordance with the Shari’ah principles and

recommendation of some Muslim economists in search for PE capital from

Islamic perspective. Henceforth, attentions were radically changed toward

this active equity financing. The concept of VC/PE capital was emerged

with the creation of the first Islamic bank in 1963 at Mit Ghamr in Egypt

by Dr El-Naggar. The initiative taken by Dr Naggar was just an expansion

of the classical mudharabah partnership to be applicable in complex

financial system (Cizkca, 1996). In an institutional form, modern Islamic

VC/ PE could be traced back to the mudharabah companies established in

Pakistan in 1984 (Hasan et al., 2011, Sethi 2008). The idea of setting up

mudharabah companies was materialized in 1979 when the then President

of Pakistan Zia-ul-Haq established the Council of Islamic Ideology (Herein

after CII). Thus the creation of Mudharabah Companies is a blueprint for

Islamization of economy in Pakistan from 1980 onwards. The Mudharabah

Companies comprise both management and investors. The management

will manage the fund and investors contribute capital. The Companies

were governed with Mudharabah Companies and Mudharabah Floatation

and Control Ordinance 1980 (Sethi, 2008). Giving that mudharabah acts

the first institution; the Injazat Capital Limited also gets the honour of

being the first fund set up for Islamic VC / PE investment. It mainly stresses

on MBO, ILBO and multi-stage investments. Injazat Capital was initiated

the operation by the Islamic corporation for the development of the private

sector and Gulf Finance House in partnership with Dubai Islamic Bank,

Saudi Economic Development Company and Iran Foreign Investment
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Corporation. The firm is registered in Bahrain while the headquarter at

Dubai. Injazat Capital is operating in line with the rules of Shari’ah, and

proves itself to be a successful firm and active participant in investee

companies throughout MENA (Middle East and North African countries)

region. Injazat Capital currently manages portfolio of five successful

companies namely, DocMan, Ducoont, Omnix Media Networks, all

headquartered in Dubai and Rubicon and Specialized Technical Services

Group (STS) which are based in Amman, Jordan.

In Malaysia, the first Malaysian VC/PE firm was established in 1984

through setting up Malaysian Venture Investment (MVI) with

approximately 13.8 million fund through the Singapore based South East

Asian Venture Investment (SEAVI). This is followed by Southern Bank

Venture Capital Corporation (SBVCC), which was set up 1989. Since 1990’s

several government-sponsored VC/PE firms began to start their operations

namely- Malaysian Technology Development Corporation (MTDC), Navis

Capital and Perbadanan Usahawan National Bhd (PUNB) etc. These PE

firm was also set up to provide venture financing, managerial, and

marketing expertise as well as other valued added services to various

budding entrepreneurs. In 1995, the Malaysian Venture Capital Association

(MVCA) was established for providing a platform for venture capital

industry participants to articulate their views and provide input to policy

makers on issues relevant to the development of the VC/PE industry

(Securities commission of Malaysia, 2004). The PUNB started first Islamic

VC/PE company on November 9, 2000 by following Shari’ah complaint

financing method. It launched two type of fund, one is Shari’ah compliant

and another on conventional investments with an areas of focus on

automotive sector, consumer goods, electrical and electronic goods,

engineering services, transportation, petroleum, and gas, in addition to

food, franchising, information technology, steel, rubber.
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 Zakat institutionalises the systematic giving of certain percentage

(-2.5 per cent) of one’s wealth each year to benefit the poor. It does not

include charitable gifts given out of individual generosity and is not a

substitute of taxes, but is seen as a form of compulsory worship, refinement

and redistribution. As it necessitates a regular reassessment of net wealth,

Zakat is thought to help concentrate the mind in encouraging compliance

with Shari’ah in all financial dealings (Alam, 2004). wood based industries.

The Ministry of Finance of Malaysia Government launched the first Islamic

VC/PE fund on 17th July, 2008 known as Malaysian Venture Capital

Management Bhd (Mavcap) which was managed by Musharaka Venture

Management. Another well-known VC/PE firm in Malaysia is CIMB Private

Equity and Venture Capital; a subsidiary of CIMB Group that aims at

bringing CIMB Group’s financial expertise, experience and network into

the sphere of private equity investment. It has as at present over 40

companies in its investment portfolio.

In 2003, Kuwait’s Global Investment House appears to have been

one of the first institutions to explore Islamic private equity through the

launch of a Kuwaiti dinar denominated Private Equity Fund where the

investments were channelled into little-known unlisted Kuwaiti companies.

Also in Kuwait during the same year, Kuwait Finance House’s launched

$100m New Zealand- Australia Private Equity Fund. Venture Capital (VC)

Bank is the first dedicated Islamic VC/PE investment bank under the license

and regulation of the Bahrain Monetary Agency (BMA) with paid up

authorized capital of $500 million and a composition of 80 prominent high

net worth individuals and institutions from around the GCC region and

internationally. The VC Bank launched its $250 million venture capital

fund in 2005 focusing on investment in small and medium sized enterprises

(SMEs) in the GCC and MENA regions. The fund is jointly established
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and co-managed by Global Emerging Markets (GEM), the Group of a leading

US-based private investment firm with offices in New York, London, and

Paris. Unicorn Investment Bank from Bahrain launched its $150m Unicorn

Global Private Equity Fund in 2006. In the same year, Millennium Private

Equity from the Dubai Islamic Bank was launched with a 70 % exposure

in real estate. Other noteworthy examples of Islamic private equity include

the following:

• In January 2007 the Enmaa (Dubai Growth Fund) from 3i Capital

Group was launched. This $100m fund was intended to invest in

public and private equity securities primarily in the Middle East

and beyond.

• In April 2007 Khaleej Finance and Investment of Bahrain launched

its $200m Indian Private Equity Fund with the aim of investing 50/

50 in private equity and real estate in India.

• Millennium Private Equity and Global of Kuwait launched the $500

m Global DIB Millennium Islamic Buyout Fund in 2008 as a true

private equity fund focused on companies located in the GCC,

Turkey, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Tunisia, and Morocco.

• In March of 2008 the $1bn Dhow Gulf Opportunities Fund was

launched by Qatar Islamic Bank (QIB) as a dollar denominated closed

ended fund with a focus on telecoms, environmental recycling

technologies, media, oil & gas, and infrastructure.

• Arcapita, the Islamic investment bank from Bahrain, successfully

exited its private equity investment in US-fast food firm Church’s

Chicken in mid-2009.
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8.  PROSPECT FOR ISLAMIC PRIVATE EQUITY IN INDIA

An estimated 177 million Muslims in India, the largest Muslim

minority population in the world, are unable to use Islamic banks because

laws covering the sector in India require banking to be based on interest,

which is forbidden in Islam. Charging of interest is necessary to conduct

banking operation in India because bank has to borrow on which it has

pay interest. Many analysts think that unless and until full-fledged Islamic

banks are permitted in India, an Islamic finance (including Islamic VC/

PE) sector will find it hard to develop. However, the then RBI governor D.

Subbarao opined that Islamic banking is not possible in the country but

Shari’ah -compliant products could be delivered through alternative means

and it is the government which have to determine whether they want to

permit Islamic banking / finance and if so they have to enact a law that is

consistent with Islamic banking/ finance. Again he argued that it need to

be clarified whether there can be two regulatory agencies over the same

institutions i.e. RBI as the banking regulator and Shari’ah court as

regulator for Islamic banking/ finance. Shariq Nisar, director of research

and operations at Mumbai-based Taqwaa Advisory and Shari’ah Investment

Solutions opined that RBI’s attitude towards the Shari’ah -compliance

concept is yet to be tested; therefore, running a Shari’ah compliant financial

institution under Indian regulations is still difficult and other firms are

likely to stay on the sidelines pending the success of existing schemes before

deciding to join in.

But some companies, especially in Kerala which has a large Muslim

population and an overseas diasporas of workers who remit money back

from the Gulf, are nevertheless trying to develop Islamic financial products

outside the banking sector. Cheraman Financial Services, based in Kochi,

plans to offer leasing and equity-finance products under Islamic principles.
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It said it had obtained approval to operate from the RBI and would follow

the Islamic ban on interest; a handful of politicians have been lobbying for

years to start Islamic banking in India, but they have met strong opposition

from bureaucrats in the finance ministry and banking circles. Some

politicians, especially from the main opposition Bharatiya Janata Party,

say they fear Islamic banking could be used by militants and might

strengthen the hold of clergy over India’s Muslim community.

In a fast growing economic environment of India, IPE could be a

significant source of funding innovative start-ups and other business

enterprises. Since Islamic finance avoided greed, irresponsibility and

immortality therefore it can provide a better alternative. Again, by nature

VC/PE assumes high risk but IPE lessened the risk by dividing it between

the investors, managers and entrepreneurs accordingly to different

structured specifications. There are a good number of IPE funds in UAE

and Malaysia and they should be invited to set up offices in India. For a

smooth growth of IPE in India, the Muslim community (specifically the

rich people) had to take the initiative. Such action had been facilitated by

Kerala High Court verdict by allowing non-interest banking. VC/PE funds

started in 1995 and today there were hundreds of such funds with several

hundred billion dollars in investment. Therefore SEBI regulation and RBI

guidelines should be tailor made for a healthy growth of IPE in India.

9. CONCLUSION

Private equity investment supports a social commitment to the

real economy in the real, tangible sense of the word. The money will help

creative and innovative entrepreneurs in developing optimal business. It

is a direct cooperation between money and labour on a fair and equitable

foundation and that is exactly what the Islamic economy and partnerships

stand for. Islamic venture capital, if practiced correctly would have
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substantial benefits on the economy of a country e.g. this will able the

countries to diversify their economy, support the innovative youth and

increase the wealth and prosperity of the country. Lack of Shari’ah based

healthy infrastructure or model is creating barrier in the development of

IPE. This is the need of the hour to build an Islamic model while avoiding

all problems encountered in each and all stages of IPE Investment such as

seed capital, start up phase, expansion & development and IPO so that a

better Shari’ah compliant model can be established.
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INTRODUCTION

Thomas Jefferson quoted, “If nature has made any one thing less

susceptible than all others of exclusive property, it is the action of thinking

power called an idea”1. But the technological advances of the modern times

have not even left this one thing free. Even thinking processes are being

commercialised and converted into intellectual property. The developed

countries with immense resources at their disposal were the ones who

pushed the demand for greater protection of intellectual property as they

saw vast possibilities of appropriation of profits from such a property. Thus,

an idea too began to be patented and protected. This gave rise to a `rat

race’ between the Multinational National Corporations (MNCs) to increase

the scope of their R&D activities and invent new products. Developed

nations such as the U.S.A. where most of these MNCs are located too tried

to develop an international policy which would enable these companies to

expand their market base globally and to find ways of creating a monopoly

market by way of protection given by the Intellectual Property Rights.

Thus, efforts on the part of the developed countries began to strengthen

the IPR protection. This led to various Conventions and finally materialized

in the Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights or the TRIPS agreement2.

Certainly, there are both strong advocates and strident critics of a global

intellectual property regime. Advocates envision a flowering of innovative

activity in developing countries and stronger supports for international
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technology markets. Critics see higher prices for patented medicines,

restricted access to new seed varieties and the potential for monopolistic

and abusive technology licensing practices. Generally, the critics far

outnumber the advocates. But in reality, TRIPS Agreement is not that

monstrous as it is projected to be. Although, it has led to the creation of

monopoly markets and hence has led to price rise, making the patented

goods almost impossible to fit into the consumption basket of the common

man, the huge amount of benefits it is bestowing on the developing

economies cannot be overlooked. If we weigh its pros against its cons then

definitely the former will prevail. Moreover, by only criticizing this

agreement and bringing into limelight solely its negative side then its very

purpose would stand defeated. As the above discussion suggests, this paper

attempts to present a more humane and just analysis of the Agreement

which the developing nations love to hate.

TRIPS: THE GENESIS

After the Second World War, the U.S.economy tumbled. Negative

consequences were very much evident at the end of the war. To a significant

extent, this spurred the U.S.A. to pursue international multilateral

cooperation. In this background the GATT or General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade was negotiated.  GATT was not an international organisation

but was a legal entity in its own right.  GATT aimed at regulating trade at

the international level. Its objective was to fully utilise and develop the

resources of the world and the expansion of production and exchange of

goods besides reciprocal and mutually advantageous arrangements

involving a substantial reduction of tariffs and a progressive elimination

of other barriers to trade3. But, the GATT remained unsuccessful in

achieving its objectives. Though it was successful in moving countries to

liberalise trade and to cooperate, its principles were often bent and
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regulations circumvented. Its dispute-solving mechanism was weak as it

was only an inter-governmental body and had no legal status. It was then

increasingly felt by both the developed and developing nations that some

sort of an institutional mechanism was needed to safeguard their position.

This led to the Uruguay Round and finally the establishment of The World

Trade Organisation (WTO) and the signing of the TRIPS Agreement in

19945. The WTO is the legal and institutional framework of multilateral

trading system as redefined and extended by the Uruguay Round of trade

negotiations6. The WTO is quite unique in the family of international

organizations not because of the wide scope of contractual obligations but

because it is binding and enforceable through the integrated dispute

settlement process. The WTO is thus not the usual ‘best-endeavours’

organisation. Hence, in the WTO there is no backing out without any

retribution and the participation in the rule-making process is important7.

There are three pillars of  the WTO- the first is the revamped version of

the GATT, the second pillar is the new agreement on trade in services or

GATS and the third pillar is the TRIPS Agreement. The purpose of the

TRIPS, in a broad sense is to stimulate research and development by

granting owners of intellectual property exclusive rights for a limited period

of time8. The reason for the inclusion of the IPRs in the negotiations at the

Uruguay Round was the significant increase in the International Trade in

goods during the Eighties. A number of industrialised countries felt

threatened that as a consequence of weak protection extended to the IPRs

their interests would be adversely affected. Hence, a demand for

strengthening of protection to the IPRs was voiced. Several attempts such

as the Paris Convention on Industrial Property and the Berne Convention

on Literary and Artistic Works were made in the 19th Century to cover the

issue of IPRs under the ambit of the international law. Both treaties were

administered by World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO)9.
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In the 1970s developing countries sought to obtain more flexibility in the

application of the provision of the above –mentioned treaties so as to secure

greater access to foreign technologies with a view to promoting their

economic and social development.  These efforts led to the revision of Paris

Convention in 1971. Similar efforts were made in order to bring about a

revision of the Berne Convention where the developing countries called

for a loosening of the copyright protection10. These conventions indicated

that an atmosphere was created for the demand of stronger protection to

IPRs. This along with other factors such as the growing competitiveness

of newly industrialized developing countries in the manufacturing sector,

the increasing globalization of the market place and the growing perception

of intellectual property by the enterprises of the developed countries as a

strategic asset contributed to the successful culmination of the TRIPS

Agreement. TRIPS was a result of a number of negotiations which

continued over a span of almost 20 years from Punta Del Este to Marrakesh.

The idea of TRIPS was first mooted at the GATT meeting of trade ministers

at Punta Del Este in Uruguay in 1986 and was formally concluded in April

1994 at Marrakesh, Morocco along with the other negotiations of the

Uruguay Round11. When this round got underway, 14 negotiationg groups

were established under the group of negotiation on goods, including the

negotiating group on Trade related aspects of intellectual property rights.

The draft of this agreement popularly known as the Dunkel Draft was

heavily criticized by India as it led to the elimination of all options.

Eventually, given the complexity, ambiguity and relative novelty in

international law of several of the provisions of the TRIPS under the Dunkel

Draft, all members were given one year from the entry into force of the

WTO and TRIPS, to implement its provisions. It was also agreed that all

other provisions of the TRIPS could be delayed by the developing countries
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upto January, 2000. Product patent protection for areas of technology not

so protected by January 1995 could be delayed for a further period of five

years, upto January 200512. It is by far the most wide-ranging and far

reaching international treaty on the subject of Intellectual Property to

date and marks the most important milestone in the development of law

in this area. Apart from being the first international intellectual property

agreement to dramatically increase the level of minimum standards of such

law, TRIPS is also the first international intellectual property law

agreement13 :

i)  That obliges, in a single undertaking, new standards on as many as

seven types of IPRs

ii)  To be included as a part of the rules governing the multilateral

trading system, thus marrying trade law and jurisprudence with

intellectual property law, particularly making applicable to the swift

and effective dispute settlement process of the WTO, which can

impose trade penalties on members violating the agreement.

iii) That includes fairly detailed standards for domestic enforcement

of IPRs, both internally and at the border.

iv) That covers new subject matter under existing types of intellectual

property, at least for some developing countries such as product

patents for food, pharmaceuticals, chemicals etc14.

The TRIPS Agreement was a novel concept introduced in the arena

of the IPRs. It had been materialised after a long period and after many

controversies. Hence, problems in its implementation were inevitable. The

developing countries since its inception were hesitant in adopting the TRIPS

regime because compliance with it required amendments and modifications
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in their existing laws. This paper will further delve in to a detailed analysis

of the effect of the TRIPS Agreement on the developing nations.

TRIPS and Developing Nations

TRIPS provides minimum standards for the protection of

intellectual property rights or IPRs but does not envisage harmonization

of these rights among all WTO members. The demand for the inclusion of

intellectual property in the Uruguay Round was mainly put forth by the

developed countries such as the U.S.A., EU, Japan etc15.  Although, one of

the reasons for the inclusion of the subject in trade negotiations may well

have been the attractiveness of the trade enforcement mechanism, the

trade forum was more importantly seen as one in which the chances of

making progress from their perspective was higher because of the

possibilities of making trade-offs with other areas. Though, the demand

was put forward by the developed countries it was also supported and

approved by the developing nations. Even if not all developing countries

participated in these negotiations in equal measure, it would be fair to say

that the developing countries’ perspective was represented16. The TRIPS

Agreement continues to be the generally accepted point of reference for

the protection that countries should give to the intellectual property of

others. But, this does not make it immune from criticism. This agreement

has been the subject of dual criticism. Developed countries question its

effectiveness in providing adequate protection to their intellectual property

rights and the developing countries find compliance with the TRIPS

Agreement as an attack on their sovereignty. They feel that they have

been discriminated against and the bounty is being enjoyed by the developed

countries whereas the ‘left-overs’ are being thrown to them17 The main

question that arises here is that if the developing nations found TRIPS so

unfavourably disposed towards them then why in the first place did they
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accept it. One major reason for this muted acceptance of the TRIPS

regulations is their stake in a successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round

as a whole. They had an interest in the survival of a credible multilateral

trading system and its reinforcement. This survival depended upon a

successful culmination of the Uruguay Round for which it was accepted

that a major outcome regarding the intellectual property laws was

essential18. They also expected benefits from results in specific areas of the

negotiations, such as textiles and agriculture. Thus, in return of trading

benefits the developing countries agreed to change their intellectual

property laws and to further strengthen the protection given to the IPRs.

One major question that has been raging since the inception of the TRIPS

Agreement and even before it is that are the developing countries

discriminated against in matters of Intellectual Property Rights. Many

arguments have been put forward in order to come to a satisfactory answer

to this question but in vain. The author is of the opinion that the answer

to this question should be in negative and has put forward contentions to

support her viewpoint.

Intellectual Property can be defined as a category of intangible rights

protecting commercially valuable products of the human intellect19. The

National Consumer Council,1991 has defined it as information with a

commercial value20. They have also been characterized as a composite of

“ideas, inventions and creative expression” plus the “public willingness to

bestow the status of property” on them21.  It becomes explicit from the

definition that intellectual property is a bundle of rights and hence it should

be protected. Moreover, the subject matter of its protection are the valuable

products of the human intellect. This shows that intellectual property rights

protect the fruits of someone’s hard labour and skills. The TRIPS regime

seeks to protect these rights of the individuals. The Research &
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Development skills of the developed countries are extremely sophisticated.

They also have huge financial resources at their disposal in order to carry

out research activities. It is the result of extensive cerebration processes of

the best minds that a new product is invented. A large number of energy,

money and other resources are spent on such an invention. It will be grossly

unfair to the people who are responsible for this invention if they are not

given the due credit for their work. Thus, the strengthening of protection

extended to the Intellectual Property Rights is a much needed step in order

to prevent free-riding and to accord rightful significance to the person or

persons responsible for the innovation. But the situation created here is of

a perpetual imbalance. If the Intellectual Property Rights are further

concretised and protected then a situation of monopoly arises that creates

a scarcity in the market which leads to the sky-rocketing of prices and

hence makes the situation difficult for the common people especially in

the developing countries. This is the main contention that the scholars of

the developing countries argue upon. They contend that the TRIPS

Agreement and a strong enforcement mechanism of the intellectual

property rights are inhumane and opposed to the basic essence of humanity

as they completely disregard the plight of the poor while protecting the

interests of the rich. A counter-view of this contention can be that `Justice

for one is Injustice for others’. The whole world is lopsided. Any attempt

to create a perfect or harmonious balance is futile. If in order to

accommodate the needs of the poor the rights of the rich are transgressed

upon will this not amount to injustice? If the hard labour done by the

scientists and other technocrats is not given due recognition will this not

amount to a lack of incentive? These questions need to be answered before

any measure to provide `justice’ to the masses is taken. The plight of the

poor is visible and much talked about hence it has become the concern of
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every household in the world but what about the rights of the rich which

are being trampled upon in the name of humanistic measures. If adequate

protection to the Intellectual Property Rights is not provided then the

very basis of granting such rights would become meaningless. ̀ Free-riders’

would freely violate such rights and would get unjustly enriched at the

cost of others’ labour and hard work. Such a miscarriage of justice should

not be allowed to take place in the name of protection of the marginalised

section of the world population. The TRIPS Regime led to the amendment

of the existing intellectual property laws of the developing countries in

order to bring it in conformity with its regulations. One of the major changes

that these amendments brought about in the Indian Patent Act was the

granting of product patents along with the process patents which were

being granted earlier. This led to a huge uproar and furore among the

pharmaceutical companies on the domestic front. This was because earlier

by resorting to reverse-engineering methods they could produce the same

product but now such `plagiarist’ methods were prohibited by the

legislation. Again arguments based on humanistic notions were raised

against this amendment. It was argued that such a strict implementation

of Intellectual Property Rights would lead to the creation of a dominant

producer and would adversely affect competition and hence would provide

no choice to the consumers. It was also put forth that granting of product

patents would lead to escalation in prices and would make the product

non-affordable for the poor residing in the developing countries. It was

primarily for this reason that reverse-engineering was allowed. Reverse

engineering is the process of discovering how an invention works by

inspecting and studying it, especially by taking it apart in order to learn

how it works and how to copy it and improve it22. Thus, reverse-engineering

in simple language is nothing but copying an existing process and making
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some improvements in it based on the original work. Thus, such a method

cannot be called `healthy’ with respect to the protection of the intellectual

property rights. It is a naked infringement of the IPRs and hence, granting

of the product patents is essential in order to prevent such transgressions.

The second contention in favour of the TRIPS regime is that such an

extensive protection provides an incentive to Research & Development. A

strong enforcement mechanism and patent protection system no doubt

would lead to the stimulation of Research and Development efforts23.

If the mechanism of enforcement is lax and weak then the rights of

the inventors would be breached left and right. This would prove as a

disincentive to them for applying their intellect and coming up with novel

inventions. This would lead to a scarcity of innovative products in the

market. For instance, taking the case of the pharmaceutical sector, if in

order to accommodate the needs of the less fortunate we allow the rules to

be flouted openly then no company would waste its resources, time or

human capital on the invention of new drugs and there would be a scarcity

of new, life-saving drugs. In short, the argument that the scholars of the

developing countries are advocating is that if an equitable distribution of

the product cannot be achieved then its production should be stopped which

is a very impractical argument. The solution to the problem which these

scholars are raising should be solved by the governments of the developing

countries rather than the producers. The governments should provide

subsidies to the poor who cannot afford the highly priced products. This

subsidy should be borne by the government and not by the producer. Thus,

the method being espoused by the scholars of the developing countries is

unfair as they call for placing restrictions upon the protection being

extended to the IPRs of the companies which produce these innovative

products in order to curtail the prices. Moreover, the whole controversy
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that was set in motion after the adoption of the TRIPS regime is

meaningless in the context that even before the inception of this agreement

the developing countries were unfavourably poised as against the developed

nations. In fact, in the Uruguay Round, the developing countries

participated as equal partners and they even had a say in the matters24.

Before this Round and before the conclusion of the TRIPS Agreement the

developing countries were completely ignored in issues of international

trade. Agreements such as Special 301 and Super 301 where developing

countries were made to follow the regulations issued by developed countries

such as the U.S.A by threatening to restrict the exports cannot certainly

be termed to be fair. Section 301 of the US Trade Act of 1974 gives the

President of the U.S.A the authority to retaliate against foreign trade

practices which discourage US exports. What these practices could be was

not mentioned in the legislation. The Trade and Competitiveness Act, 1988

introduced changes to S.301 rendering it even more threatening to foreign

traders. The 1988 Act required formal investigation of private complaints,

and created a new procedure called Super 301 which required the US Trade

Representative (USTR) to create an inventory of unfair practices in foreign

countries to select priority targets from that list, set deadlines for removal

of the offending measures and restrict the export by these countries if the

practices concerned were not eliminated. Super 301 was complemented by

a Special 301 provision that pertained to the identification of countries

whose protection of intellectual property was inadequate25. In a nutshell,

these agreements were measures taken by the developed countries to ensure

that the developing nations fell in line and formulated policies favourable

for the former. Hence, it can be argued here that the deal which the

developing countries were getting before the TRIPS Agreement was no

less arbitrary and unfair than the latter. The GATT was basically in the
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nature of a club which was primarily of relevance to the developed countries.

Developing countries did not participate fully26.

On the contrary, at the initial stage of the Uruguay Round,

developing countries fully participated in evolving WTO framework

significantly expanding the global aspect of the organisation. It is in the

Uruguay Round that the developing countries for the first time articulated

their demands instead of praying for concessions. Thus, it would be

erroneous to say that the Uruguay Round or the TRIPS regime in any way

are prejudiced against the developing nations.  Furthermore, one of the

main reasons for the developing countries to participate in the Uruguay

Round was their interest in gaining trading concessions in the agricultural

and textile sector. The deal was that in return for according higher and

stronger protection to the Intellectual Property Rights the developing

nations would get trading benefits. The developed side of the globe fulfilled

their promise as the Multilateral Fibre Agreement (MFA) in the textile

sector was eliminated27. What was clear to the developed nations at the

time of the agreement was that the alternative to negotiating multilateral

intellectual property standards would almost certainly have been to

negotiate bilateral trade and intellectual property agreements without

commonly accepted multilateral points of reference and without functioning

restraints on the threats of trade counter-measures. Indeed, when

comparing Post-TRIPS to the Pre-TRIPS situation, it is fair to say that

there has been significant movement away from the unilateral threats of

the withdrawal of GATT market access benefits28. In an effort to secure

protection of intellectual property and there has been a demand to conclude

TRIPS-plus bilateral agreements and these are being concluded. Those

countries that have agreed to such higher standards have presumably done
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so after weighing the market access and the other benefits being offered to

them29.

Thus, it can be said that the developing countries entered into and

ratified this agreement not due to compulsion or force on the part of the

developed countries but because of advantage that they were going to derive

out of it. Keeping this in view, all the blame should not be wiped on the

sleeves of the developed nations. In order to provide justification to the

TRIPS Agreement an analogy can be drawn with the Indian Penal Code.

This Code has been enacted in order to maintain law and order in the

society and punish those offenders who disturb the peace and harmony of

the society. Similarly, the TRIPS Agreement is an effort on the part of the

countries world over to prevent infringement of the intellectual property

rights so that the inventor gets due credit for his labour and innovation.

The Indian Penal Code imposes fines as well as punishments upon those

who breach the law irrespective of their financial condition in order to set

an example to the society and to deter the criminals. In the same manner,

the TRIPS regime in order to deter counterfeiting and imitation of products

advocates strict implementation of its regulations irrespective of the

economic status of the countries. When the Indian Penal Code is not placed

under criticism for adopting such a non-humanistic approach then why

the TRIPS Agreement should be condemned and termed as being

discriminatory and violate of the rights of the poor. It is often argued that

foreign firms avoid investing in countries with weak IPR Regimes. Hence,

one of the greatest advantages of the adoption of this Agreement is the

increase30 in the flow of Foreign Direct Investment from the developed

countries to the developing nations. As a result of their amended patent

legislations and hence, a stronger protection to the intellectual property

rights a large number foreign industries would be willing to invest in the
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developing economies. This would lead to increase in the cash flow in the

market and would help improve the economic condition of the country. It

would also serve as an incentive for large Indian firms to invest more in

Research and Development in order to increase their markets and hence

profits. Collaborations between the Indian and the foreign firms can also

be seen. This proves to be mutually advantageous for them as the financial

and technological resources are provided by the foreign companies and

India’s skilled manpower at low cost can convert these inputs into an

innovative finished product. IPR regimes also may influence trade flows.

Discrepancies among national IPR regimes generate effects analogous to

non-tariff barriers31. Exporters in the north face additional costs when

they export to the south rather than to the other countries in the north,

because they must engage in activities to inhibit local imitation. It can

also be argued that the international harmonization of IPR regimes will

diminish the transaction costs of operating in different regulatory

environments. One of the most traditional arguments for supporting the

IPR protection in developing countries is that the risk of piracy makes

technology owners less willing to transfer proprietary knowledge to

countries with weak IPR regimes32. Thus, the demonic character attributed

to the TRIPS Agreement is not completely true.

The viewpoint presented above has met with a stiff opposition

especially in the developing countries where the negative effects of the

TRIPS Agreement are being felt the most. The scholars of these countries

argue that the new intellectual property regime is a direct attack on the

sovereignty of their respective nations. According to these intellectuals,

such a framework of rules would lead to ‘puppetization’ of the Economic

South in the hands of the Economic North. They further contend that

agreements such as the TRIPS are nothing but a tool in the hands of the
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developed nations to bleed the developing countries white and to strip

them of their natural, financial and human resources. Some scholars have

also termed the new regime as ‘GATTastrophe’33. They feel that through

this mechanism the developing countries would be made even more

subservient to the developed nations. They believe that the concept of

global village has been transformed into global tillage and global pillage34.

One of the major concerns of the intelligentsia belonging to the Economic

South was the adverse effect the TRIPS Regime would have on public

health. They were apprehensive that the stringent regulations of the TRIPS

Agreement would have a negative impact on the public health systems of

the developing countries. As a result of the high cost of Research &

Development and huge amount of money being spent on the invention of

new and innovative drugs its production cost rises. Hence, in order to earn

profits, the prices of these drugs are fixed at a very high level. This makes

such drugs practically unavailable to the common man. The scholars thus

argue that the TRIPS Regime is inhuman and does not take into account

the plight of the common man35. They further add that as a result of the

unrealistic pricing of drugs, their access would become almost impossible

for the general masses and hence public health would suffer. One of the

major problems with the arguments posed by these scholars is that they

are not at all frugal in criticising the existing regime but they fail to provide

us with a better alternative. If the patenting of these drugs is not done

then their would be no incentive for the companies to engage into Research

and Development and create new life-saving medicines. A harmful

consequence of this would be the production of inferior, adulterated and

low quality drugs. That would be even worse than the present situation.

Hence, it would be incorrect to assume that the TRIPS Agreement poses a

threat to the public health systems of the developing nations.
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Moreover, developing countries’ apprehension that drug prices will shoot

up manifold if the TRIPS regulations are complied with are uncalled for.

The TRIPS Regime requires that along with process patents even product

patents should be granted. It is true that the price of a drug protected by a

product patent would be higher than what it would have been if it were

not covered by the same. However, the extent of price impact depends

upon a number of factors. First, the TRIPS regime will apply only to patent

application filed after 1st July 1995. it takes around 7-10 years for a patented

drug to come into world market from the date of the patent application.

Thus, the pharmaceutical companies of the developing nations are free to

produce and sell all those drugs which are already in the world market

from the date of the patent application or that will newly come into the

world market till the early years of the next century. Secondly, it is likely

that the share of the patented drug in our market will not be more than

10-15% of the total drug market and there is no reason why the prices of

drugs that are nor covered by the patents should shoot up. Thirdly, apart

from the drugs that make spectacular breakthrough alternative drugs prior

to generation of patent drugs are usually available in the market. Their

prices would act as a check on the newly introduced patented drugs. Lastly,

it is open to use the compulsory licensing system where an essential drug

is widely needed by the common man and yet it is not available at reasonable

prices then a licence can be issued to any other company other than the

patenting company to produce the drug in question36. Moreover, levelling

such allegations against the TRIPS Agreement that it does not take into

account humanistic values and is extremely rigid and dispassionate would

be incorrect. Article 7 of the TRIPS Agreement provides that protection

and enforcement of intellectual property rights should be done in a manner

which is conducive to the social and economic welfare and to a balance of
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rights and obligations. Similarly, Article 8 of the same agreement states

that “Members may, in formulating or amending their national laws and

regulations, adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition

and to promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to their

socio-economic and technological development, provided that such

measures are consistent with the provisions of this agreement”[37]. But

these Articles were misinterpreted by the developing nations and

accusations were raised that these provisions are being misused and their

true purpose is not being served. Consequently, as an outcome of the

constant campaigning of the developing nations, a `Declaration on the

TRIPS Agreement and Public Health’ was reached at the Doha Ministerial

Conference of the World Trade Organisation in 2000. It was the result of

staunch efforts by India Brazil and about fifty-five other African nations

that such a compromise could be reached. This is one of the areas where

there is an assurance that the restrictive clauses under the TRIPS

agreement on drug patents will not over ride public health concerns. It is

a positive development that in TRIPS, a public health crisis has been

included as an exception for granting compulsory license (CL). What is

new in the Doha Declaration is that it recognizes the fact which was implicit

under Articles 7 and 8 of TRIPS, that considerations of Public Good which

includes public health could be the overriding factor while offering IPR

protection for medicines for specified diseases and ‘epidemics’ particularly

for Developing Countries and Least Developed Countries[38]. Hence, a

more humane character was bestowed upon the TRIPS Agreement. Thus,

it would be faulty to argue now that the TRIPS Agreement does not cater

to public health issues. Hence, in the light of the above mentioned

arguments, the TRIPS should not be viewed only as a coercive mechanism
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to exploit the poor but the benefits accruing from it should also be taken

into consideration.

Conclusion

The TRIPS Agreement has always been looked upon as a demon

unleashed upon the helpless poor. It has been termed as an exploitative

tool in the hands of the developed countries. A misinterpretation of the

agreement has been made by the scholars of the developing countries who

believe that the agreement only has a negative impact on their economy

and sideline its positive effects. What the author has tried to highlight

here is the optimistic side of the TRIPS Agreement. The devilish character

of this agreement has been exaggerated. It is an accepted fact that protection

of rights of some leads to the transgression of rights of others. The strong

protection accorded to the intellectual property rights and the consequent

creation of a monopoly market has taken its toll on the general masses.

They have been systematically denied the fruits of these innovations as

they cannot afford to pay such high prices in order to avail them. Thus, it

can be said that the ‘classes’ are enjoying at the expense of the ‘masses’.

But to make the companies which utilise enormous amount of resources

in order to create new and innovative products liable for this inequality

would be incorrect. This wide gap between the rich and the poor and this

inequality of distribution should be corrected by the government. This

imbalance should be balanced by the subsidies given by the government.

The government should give subsidies to the companies engaging in R&D

in order to produce new products. This would serve both as an incentive

for the companies and also as a cost-reducing measure. As the costs would

reduce the prices too would come down. The government can also correct

this tilt by introducing rationing of the essential commodities which have

been patented and are not affordable by the poor. The approach which the
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developing countries suggest is detrimental to both their and the world

economy. It is true that economic growth which leaves millions of people

hungry, unemployed and oppressed is not growth in its true sense. But,

instead of arresting these greater concerns such as poverty and

unemployment by active government intervention if the causes of economic

growth are eliminated then it would certainly not be called a wise solution

to the problem. If the TRIPS Agreement is scrapped and the level of

protection given to the intellectual property rights is lowered then a plethora

of problems would arise such as lack of foreign investment, scarcity of new

and better goods etc. Thus, in order to curtail one problem it should be

taken care of that other problems do not arise. The TRIPS negotiations,

although initiated at the insistence of certain developed countries, did take

account of developing country perspectives, and the final text does provide

considerable leeway in implementing this agreement. Such flexibilities have

been clarified and further extended in the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS

Agreement and Public Health in November, 2001[39]. Thus, it can be safely

concluded that the TRIPS Agreement does not pose a threat to the

developing economies and does not deserve only brickbats but bouquets as

well.
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Introduction

Although education is a basic human right, there are millions of

people who for various reasons ave missed out on the opportunity of formal

schooling, thereby constraining them from basic literacy.  n the South Asian

countries, NFE was encouraged to address this critical aspect and to provide

mass  education to the large majority who were outside the ambit of the

formal school system. In many of these countries, NFE forms an integral

part of the official programs of basic education, often with independent

organizational arrangements as well as a program budget and portfolio of

activities.

Definition of NFE

Coombs (1968) and Coombs and Ahmed (1974) defined NFE as an

alternative form of education for adults and children that occurs outside

of the traditional classroom environment.1 While globally FE has come to

imply lifelong learning and alternative learning models, in India and most

of the South Asian region till very recently, it was understood as basic

literacy and numeracy skills and was squarely in the framework of providing

basic education to all citizens.  More recently, NFE has undergone

resurgence in developing countries because of the realization that formal

schooling, in its present form, has limited reach. Furthermore, it is now

recognized that the educational needs of young people and adults are varied
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and should be addressed through suitable programs. In developed countries,

NFE has assumed importance in the context of lifelong learning, which

sees learning as taking place not only in schools and colleges, but throughout

the lifespan, in many different locations and times and in formal, non-

formal, and informal modes.

NFE Characteristics

NFE may be defined as “any organized and sustained educational

activities that do not correspond exactly to the formal education systems

of schools, colleges, universities, and other formal educational institutions”.

It may take place both within and outside educational institutions and

cater to persons of all ages. Depending on country contexts, it may cover

educational programmes to impart adult literacy, basic education for out-

of-school children, life skills, work skills, and general culture. NFE

programmes do not necessarily follow the ladder system and may have

differing durations and may not confer certification of the learning achieved.

NFE has been gradually playing a critical role in achieving

Education for all (EFA) goals and the MDGs. Recent phenomena such as

the diversification of individual learning needs in a rapidly changing society,

persistent problems of illiteracy and out-of-school children, limitation of

formal schooling system in education delivery, and development of ICT,

have spurred EFA stakeholders to revisit its potential.

NFE can address the diversified learning needs of preschool children,

out-of-school girls and boys, young people, and women and men in a

changing society. NFE emerges in varied forms such as early childhood

education, community learning centers (CLCs) for village people and urban

dwellers, adult literacy classes, skills and vocational training in workplaces,

distance education for those who live in remote areas, public health
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education, civic education, and continuing education for youth and adults

both in developed and developing countries.

NFE for Out-of-School Youth and Adults

Most countries in the Asia Pacific region have actively promoted

NFE programs for out-of-school youth and adults. Many of these programs

were well under way even before the Education for All (EFA) Conference

held in Jomtien, Thailand, in 1990. In fact, by then most countries in the

region had already established separate organizational arrangements for

promoting NFE as an effective channel of basic education. Apart from

national NFE programs initiated by governments, the last decade has also

witnessed the emergence of non-governmental initiatives in NFE.

NFE for Lifelong Learning

A number of important socioeconomic forces are pushing for the

lifelong learning approach. The economic rationale for lifelong learning

comes from two principal sources. First, with the increasing importance of

knowledge-based economy the threshold of skills demanded by the

employers is being constantly raised. There is a relative decline in demand

for low-level skills. Second, as firms respond to a more volatile market and

shorter product cycles, career jobs are fewer and individuals experience

more frequent changes in jobs over the working life. The shelf life of skills

is shorter. There is a need for continuous renewal and updating of skills,

which is essential for structural adjustment, productivity growth,

innovation, and effective reallocation of human resources.

ICT in NFE

Attempts to encourage full and effective participation in NFE now

forms a central part of current educational and economic policy making in

most developed countries—under the various banners of creating “learning
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ages,” “smart countries” or “knowledge-based societies.” ICT has been

viewed by many Governments as having profound and far-reaching

implications for the ways in which to achieve these aims.

Over the past 30 years, NFE initiatives have effectively used ICTs

for mass literacy campaigns, training of health workers, and capacity

building under the rural community development projects. NFE has a

critical role to play in reaching marginalized groups, and ICTs are a tool in

the effective performance of this role.

The Asia-Pacific Programme of Education for All (APPEAL)

Resource and Training Consortium (ARTC) study that was undertaken in

2002 (UNESCO 2002) and the APPEAL study (UNESCO 2005) highlight

the following benefits of integrating ICTs in NFE programs:

 ICTs are used to develop Livelihood Skills and thus contribute to

Poverty Alleviation: Livelihood skills training is a common activity

in CLCs. The use of ICTs as a tool in such training is an engaging

way for learners to develop these livelihood skills (UNESCO 2005).

 ICT is a tool for Capacity Building: More specifically, ICT can be

used as an effective and affordable tool in the professional

development of NFE teachers. This is important because although

qualified and trained teachers are the key to quality learning and

increased learner motivation, in many countries professional

expertise, particularly for the provision of non-formal literacy

education, is limited and thinly distributed and training in teaching

and learning in NFE contexts consists of one-off programs and lack

follow-up and sustainability.

 ICT facilitates Documentation and Information sharing: ICT can

facilitate the print, visual, and video documentation that is needed
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for the dissemination of information about successful NFE projects.

When undertaken by the members of the community, this

documentation can help foster a sense of community pride and

ownership and ensure continuing support and enthusiastic

participation. And while ICT can promote information sharing

between communities, they can also be effectively used to mobilize

policy dialogue on the use of ICT for community empowerment.

 ICT can be used to facilitate the process of networking among

organizations engaged in the design and delivery of NFE programs:

It is essential for the Government and other organizations to

coordinate their NFE activities to maximize available resources and

expertise, including ICT equipment.

 ICT tools can improve the overall effectiveness of monitoring and

evaluation: Monitoring and evaluation should be built into the

entire planning and management of NFE programs.

Delivery modes of NFE using ICT

 The delivery modes and domain of NFE are wide ranging but it has

common denominators, that is, “need-based approach,” “contextual

relevancy,” and “flexibility in learning contents, time and place”

that show a good contrast to formal schooling.

 By transcending physical and spatial constraints, ICT and mobile

devices bring unprecedented educational opportunities to people

of all socioeconomic levels. Early distance education NFE projects

used print, radio, television, audiotape, videotape, and satellite

transmission as an efficient and cost-effective way to provide

illiterate adults and out-of-school learners with educational

opportunities. Further innovations in ICTs like Very Small Aperture
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Terminal (VSAT) satellite communications, the Internet, and CD-

ROMs are helping to create new innovative learning tools that will

profoundly change the way NFE is delivered.

 In recent times, NFE projects have been making use of devices such

as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), laptops, Pocket PCs, and

mobile phones to provide interactive content to previously

unreachable and remote locations. At the same time, conventional

classroom approaches to learning are being supplemented by

learner-centered anytime-anywhere mode of learning, with the

potential to increase participation and school retention rates.

 Many nations have developed e-learning and m-learning strategies,

and are rapidly expanding the use and knowledge of ICT in

educational activities by incorporating ICT into lesson plans,

teaching methodologies and curricula, and devoting funds to

procuring ICT-related resources.

ICT in NFE International Experiences

This section portrays select few notable experiences across the globe

on implementing ICT-based NFE.  The UK Government has pursued a set

of policy initiatives aimed at a technological reengineering of the NFE

sector under the aegis of the “University for Industry” (UfI) and “UK

Online.” UfI most prominently takes the form of a telephone-based helpline

and Web site for directing individuals to approved and kite-marked learning

opportunities as well as providing its own technology-mediated learning

opportunities via a network of more than 2,000 “learn direct” centers and

6,000 “UK Online” centers in community sites throughout the UK. The

initiatives not only aim to widen participation and achieve a “mass-market

penetration of learning,” but to reduce the current inequalities in
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participation among those groups traditionally under- epresented in adult

education. The “People’s Network” has established public Internet

connections in England’s 4,300libraries alongside a host of other initiatives

aiming to bring ICT and ICT-based learning to those currently without.

Similar initiatives have been introduced across Europe, South

America, East Asia and Australasia. From the German “IT in Education:

Communication Rather Than Isolation” programme to the Indian “IT for

all by 2008” initiative, Governments have firmly stated their faith in ICT

to establish inclusive learning societies. These initiatives, coupled with

the ever growing rates of domestic and work-based access to ICTs such as

computers and the Internet, are now prompting politicians and

educationalists to make wide-ranging claims about the combination of NFE

and new technology as at last overcoming existing social inequalities and

leading to a “renaissance” of lifelong learning. For some, therefore, the

ability to learn with and through ICTs has solved the NFE conundrum in

one fell swoop.

The prime objective of any ICT-enabled NFE programmes can be

conveniently classified under one of the following heads.

1. Programmes for fostering adult/child education

2. Programmes for creating community awareness

3. Programmes for community empowerment/development

1. Programmes for Adult and Child Education

In the context of the Education for All and the Millennium

Development Goals, the United Nations General Assembly proclaimed the

years 2003–2012 to be the United Nations Literacy Decade (UN, 2002a),

which was officially launched on 13 February 2003. The founding resolution
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(Resolution 56/116) reaffirmed the Dakar Framework for Action (UNESCO,

2000a) in which, the commitment was made to achieve 50 percent

improvement in adult literacy by 2015, especially for women, and equitable

access to basic and continuing education for all adults.

The current emphasis on creating “knowledge-based” societies has

made “learning” throughout life more important, which in turn requires

an education system to have greater flexibility to enable learners to enter

and leave the system at different points in time. Moreover, a wide range of

education providers, including universities, NGOs, Government agencies,

and the private sector, needs to be involved, particularly because learners,

who have diverse learning styles, would need different kinds of skills from

formal, non-formal, informal, and distance and open learning institutions.

This has set the context for improving adult literacy worldwide and

countries have been trying to harness the power of ICT to achieve the

same.

2. Programmes for Creating Community Awareness

The aforementioned projects successfully harnessed the power of

radio to deliver lessons on ICT and ICT-based developments to the people

of Nepal. Such programs are primarily intended to create awareness on

various social issues such as alcoholism, female feticide, dowry, and so on.

These have been found to be very cost effective with a wide reach.

3. Programmes for Community Empowerment and Development

ICT-based NFE programmes aim at improving functional literacy

of the people and in turn empower the community by enabling them to

make informed decisions in business, trade, health and education. Evidence

suggests that such projects have mostly been effected through CLCs.
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Critical Success Factors for Using ICT in NFE

A review of the successful ICT projects in NFE has shown that

critical success factors include the following:

1. Need for a coherent policy. A meta-survey of ICT integration in 44

countries in the Asia Pacific region conducted by UNESCO Bangkok in

2003–04 showed countries at different stages with regard to policies

pertaining to the integration of ICT in the education system. While all of

the countries surveyed had stated that the development of ICT capacity

was important to national development, few had grappled with the policy

questions related to ICT applications in education, especially in NFE.

2. Technology infrastructure. A second factor for success of ICT-

supported NFE is providing technology infrastructure and ensuring access.

ICT-based non-formal literacy programmes have often suffered from

inadequate infrastructure and technical support. This was highlighted in

a study on the use of ICT in education in seven of the E-9 countries

(Bangladesh, Brazil, Egypt, India, Mexico, Pakistan, and the People’s

Republic of China) undertaken by UNESCO (UNESCO 2006). The study

recommended that the Literacy Decade should be considered as an

opportune time for the Governments to set up the required infrastructure—

for example, phone lines, reliable electricity supply, and connectivity.

3. People-driven rather than technology-driven. A third factor in

the success of ICT-supported NFE programs is to make them people-driven

rather than technology-driven. Often, there is a tendency to invest in

technology without making a parallel investment in people.

4. Effective planning and programme design. Effective planning and

programme design is the fourth factor in the success of ICT-supported

NFE. There is a need to take stock of existing infrastructure and to plan
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for hardware and software requirements, taking into account  connectivity,

affordability, and capability. Equally important is the need to understand

the existing information systems catering to the economically disadvantaged

which on ICT-enablement will become more effective and efficient. There

is a need to understand how ICT and culture intersect, because cultural

factors can be a hindrance to ICT adoption in rural areas.

5. Development of content that is relevant to the learners. ICT can

play an important role in stimulating interest and engaging learners, and

it can be a useful tool in developing learning materials that are culturally

and linguistically appropriate. One such literacy course offered by a CMC

in the Madurai district of Tamil Nadu, India, enables learners to create

their own personalized content using digital cameras, computers,

presentation software, and CD-ROMs.

6. Planning for sustainability. Most of the ICT projects have high

operating costs, given the pace of change in technology, the replacement

costs are also relatively very high. Due to such higher costs, most ICT

projects tend to close down as soon as the project funds are used up. It is

therefore essential to address the problem of sustainability at the planning

stage itself.

7. Ensuring multistakeholder partnerships. Given the need for a wide

range of specific competencies and capabilities for successful

implementation of ICT-based education programmes for NFE, and that,

such competencies and capabilities are spread over a wide spectrum of

interest groups, it is more critical to ensure strategic partnerships between

these interest groups to achieve the desired ends of success. In such

partnerships, the principal role of the Government would be to facilitate

the creation and equitable diffusion of infrastructure and the adaptation

and scaling up of successful pilot projects. In addition, the public sector
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should provide the lead through strong policy interventions and substantial

public investment. The private sector could play an important role in

supporting development of content and applications in the local languages.

NGOs could partner with the Government to ensure the participation of

various disadvantaged groups, and to facilitate capacity building.

8. Continuous monitoring and evaluation. Each project should have

built-in mechanisms to understand, measure, and be informed about, how

well the programme is progressing and the extent to which it is meeting

the set objectives, and to provide feedback to the implementers and other

critical stakeholders to the programme.

Conclusion

ICT’s can be of great use in helping to achieve the goals of Education

for All (EFA) and lifelong learning. Its focus should be on reducing digital

divide between rural and urban areas and engendering community

development and empowerment. ICT tools are very powerful and can go a

long way in addressing certain issues like adult illiteracy, education for

school dropouts and women empowerment.

The important factors for success of any ICT-based NFE Programme

are Community involvement; formulation of a comprehensive policy;

sharing of best practices among communities and countries; creating

localized content; and constant technology upgradation/responsiveness.

Applications for NFE should be developed within the national

framework which will in turn simplify the process of Monitoring and

Evaluation. Though Governments will be responsible for overseeing the

implementation process, it cannot be solely responsible for rolling out

programmes. Corporate entities and communities should be actively

engaged in such activities so that the projects remain sustainable in the
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long run. Finance and human resources are critical to sustain such projects;

hence, the community member’s involvement is of paramount importance.
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Suffocation is a desolate desperate feeling of loneliness.  “An aching

vacuum inside her sucking the air from her lungs. She hung her head and

wept fiercely, the emptiness inside her growing larger not smaller; she felt

as though it would grow so large it would suffocate her just as surely as

the sea would have” - Alan Brennert, Moloka’I vents her emotions.

Ancient texts like Upanishads while discussing the ideal of life speak

neither of man nor of woman separately but they speak of human being in

general. The point at issue is when the ideal of life is commonly laid for a

human being why this discrimination in these changed times that question

the very existence of “Her life”.  Her identity being made subservient to

fulfill the needs of the family and her commitment to the values impel the

woman to slowly lose her voice and suffocate. A sudden arousal of self

consciousness leads to resistance. Emancipation, liberation of self arises

from the yearning heart that constantly subjects itself to the turmoil in

the process of breaking itself free from the shackles of subjectivity. The

expression of it found its way into writings which gained credibility as a

subject and a mode of enquiry.

Indian women writers emerged after independence and they have

made a significant contribution to English literature. Kamala

Markandaya, Anita Desai, Nayantara Sehgal, Shashi Deshpande,

Namita Gokhale, Gita Mehta, and Arundhati Roy are a few names of

women writers who have distinguished themselves with their innovative
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style, with the depiction of social realities, feminine sensibilities, and

portrayal of advocacy of the emancipation of women. Some of them, like

Sashi Deshpande, Anita Desai delve deep into the psyche of their

characters to reveal various dimensions of their personalities. Kamala

Markandaya shows the social cultural realities that hamper the growth

of the women. Nayantara Sahgal deals on the political situation and

that of Ruth Prawar Jabwala is on the social cultural ethos. Shoba De

and Namita Gokhale project strong feminist views, Gita Hariharan

focuses on women-centered and male counter parts. While Kamala Das is

frank about the depiction of women’s sexual urges. These women have

rejuvenated the realistic novel by using it explore and share their

experiences and put forward their own point of view on life especially

through their female characters with all the pain, agony, exploitation,

sufferings, worries and helplessness.

Indian women have been trying to probe the problems of self

definition, faced by women in the traditional, patriarchal society, and in

doing so, they have created the new woman who does not negate her

womanhood by imitating or rejecting the male, but is endeavoring to resolve

the issue by reclaiming and redefining the positive aspects of womanhood.

The woman novelists portray life and society from a woman’s point

of view. Sudha Murthy is undoubtedly one of the most significant of the

contemporary Indian women novelists in English. As a versatile personality,

her works espouse charity, hospitality and self-realization through her

fictional narratives which lead the reader to introspection. Though a few

articles in some journals and a collection of critical essays on her works

are published, there is not much light on her works Dollar Bahu,

Mahaswetha and Gently, Falls the Bakula. Sudha murthy’s protagonists

are portrayed by her with a view to understand and appreciate their trials
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and tribulations under the impact of the conflicting influence of tradition

and modernity and their response to the emerging situation in life so as to

fit themselves in the contemporary society.

Sudha murthy’s women protagonists are all drawn from the middle

class family set up and are sensitive, intelligent, educated and career-

oriented. Of all, Sudha Murthy’s portrayal of women stirs out a universal

reach out of their problems and her works mirror the subtle factors and

the besetting influences contributing to the none-too-happy position of

womanhood in the emerging society.

The woman protagonists in the novels of Sudha Murthy find

themselves trapped in the roles assigned to them by the society and later

on attempt to assert their individuality. Sensitive to the changing times

and situations they revolt against the traditions in their search for freedom

and eventually succeed in achieving self-identity and independence. The

writer presents varied overtones in her different works with feminist

perspective as the themes.

‘In childhood a woman should be under her father’s control, in youth under

her husband’s and when her husband is dead, under her sons, she should

not have independence.

(The laws of Manu 5.148) says manusmrithi.

Women once were preoccupied with their household, family ties, filial

relationship and though a deviation in the physical plane took place, it

hasn’t completely liberated them from practicing the age-old traditional

values an social practices.  Gently, Falls the Bakula is a story of a bright

intelligent girl Shrimati who falls in love and gets married to her classmate

Shrikant (Shri), who is also very intelligent. Shrikant’s mother never really

accepts Shrimati…typical of a mother-in-law’s behaviour.
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The author beautifully portrays, the complexity of human

relationship and the miserable plight of women suffering under the

patriarchy which subjects woman to face silent crisis when they lack mutual

bonding and trust in their lives: lack of identity in patriarchal society,

loveless marital life, women limited to her conventional roles, treatment

of women as a non entity under patriarchal structure.

 They move out of the small town in Hubli to Mumbai…Shrikant

becomes a super successful IT professional and starts rapidly climbing the

corporate ladder. He works relentlessly and reaches the pinnacle of his

industry, while Shrimati with a masters in history, abandons her academic

aspirations and becomes his uncomplaining shadow, silently fulfilling her

duties as a corporate leader’s wife.

But one day, while talking to an old professor, she starts examining

what she has done with her life and realizes it is dismally empty.

After almost half a decade of marriage, she realizes that her husband

has become too focused on his career and has no place for family matters

or to think about her. Eventually, she takes a decision that leaves their

family life shattered.

She has no regrets for openly sharing her feelings of remoteness

with her husband as she feels alienated from him. She leaves with an

aspiration of establishing communion with her own self-researching for

the self. Caught in the conflict between responsibility to oneself and

conformity to the traditional role of wife she doesn’t want to be considered

merely as the mere object of gratification. She is taken to challenge her

victimization not emotionally broken but she reacts very normally except

for a small rebellious moment with her husband and works hard to

transform her emptiness- devoid of husband’s attention and also

childlessness, into meaning in order to research for her subdued self.
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Cry, the peacock by Anita Desai portrays a similar character Maya

who is again a typical example of the suffering from an unfulfilled marital

relationship. Maya is a victim of her husband’s indifferent attitude who is

insensitive to the needs of his wife. In the words of Madhusudhan Prasad,

author of Anita Desai- A Novelist(1981)

“Maya’s neurosis also denotes a collective neurosis which tries

to shatter the very identity of woman in our contemporary society

dominated by man in which woman longing for love is driven

mad or compelled to commit suicide.”(ADTN:3)

       The role of Indian woman as an idea shows not much evolution over

ages as the culture backed subservience still haunts the mind and soul.

But Sudha Murty’s works remain startlingly relevant in their scrutiny of

modern values and work ethics.

The writer attempts to present woman seeking liberation in terms

of individual choices and outside her realms of marriage. She suggests

that a balance between the conventional preset role of woman and the

contemporary issues has to be struck. Conventional roles often limit women

and the impact on them is not conducive to attain self status. They are a

part of womanhood which does not bring fulfillment to women’s life.

Women by rethinking their unsatisfactory roles imposed on them by the

patriarchal society, do not attain fulfillment.

Dollar Bahu, depicts prevailing Indian context where daughter-in-

law is often neglected and is treated like a sacrificial goat. A reflection of

typical Indian sensibilities, conceptions, misconceptions and the utter

desolation and bitterness linked up with invisible chains of patriarchal

pressure and other family responsibilities existing in every nook and corner

are interspersed throughout the novel.
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Shamanna, the head of the family, working as a Sanskrit teacher, is

a contended man leading a simple life. Gowramma, the wife of Shamanna,

is attracted to Dollar. Contrary to her husband, she always enjoys life in a

dreamy world which represents the fascination for great materialistic

pleasures ignoring delicate human relations.  She develops hatred and

aversion towards her own daughter-in-law Vinuta, a humble good looking

graduate and a teacher from a middle class family, who is married to her

younger son Girish. Vinuta is too submissive to break herself from the

shackles of the centuries of societal norms and represents innumerable

dutiful women in our country undergoing lots of unspoken and unvoiced

domestic violence in their in – laws’s  home. For Gowramma dollar-rich

Jamuna, wife of her elder son is everything. Comparison between co-

daughters-in-law often leads to suppression of one between them. In this

system of patriarchy women after marriage totally become the members of

husband’s clan, which makes the mother-in-law think that she has every

right to control even the emotional existence of daughter-in-law.

From times immemorial, Mother-in-law in Indian patriarchal society

forgets her past role as daughter-in-law, who struggles to provide dowry to

the bride groom; and becomes stonehearted in expecting huge dowry

through her sons. This pitiful situation of having no proper mutual

understanding, show-cases woman in tradition bound society for many

ages. Gowramma is a case in the point. In “Analysing Women’s Work Under

Patriarchy” by Nirmala Benerjee, the author expresses that women’s

greater involvement in outside work tends to go with less anti-female bias

in intra-family distribution. Still Vinuta is an exception.

Pregnant Vinuta is treated as a non-entity and blatantly Surabhi’s

marriage is fixed near to Vinuta’s due date, as if Vinuta is not connected in

the happiness of the family. In contrast to it, when Jamuna is pregnant
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Gowramma herself goes to the U.S.A to take care. Though Jamuna is not

genuine in showing concern to her, Gowramma humbles her dignity as a

mother-in-law and serves Jamuna. But a visit to the US to stay with Jamuna

is an eye opener to Gowramma. She not only realizes that life in America

is not all that rosy despite the earnings in dollars, but also comes to know

that Jamuna had neither any affection nor regard for her. Vinuta now

shines as a model daughter-in-law. The dawn of realization propels her

towards relocating her lost relations. Man often, wallowing in the mire of

materialism, forgets the very spirit of holding onto human relations.  Simple

living and valuing human relation, give a meaning to life.

The novel shows that the woman cannot understand another

woman. This pitiful situation of having no proper mutual understanding,

cases woman in tradition bound society for many ages. And this leads to

quest for self. The mother-in-law in the novel doesn’t possess a heart to

understand the love and affection showed by her daughter-in-law Vinuta.

It is an endeavour to establish woman as an individual who breaks loose

from the traditional constraints and redefines her identity in tune with

the changed social ambience of the modern times.

In Mahaswetha the delineation of the protagonist study gives an

insight into the author’s keen observation of the psychological recluses of

the human psyche- stepping into the world of leukoderma and trying to

understand its complexity, problems and the various Indian superstitions

revolving around it.

Mahaswetha is aptly dedicated to women suffering from leukoderma

and urges them to fight and not be oppressed by their disease.  Beauty

depends on the eye of the beholder external or internal. Internal beauty is

the main route to realize higher reality. The story begins on a congratulatory

note with the birth of a girl child which is a means to establish the single
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status of Dr.Anand-the successful, handsome and rich doctor-Who helped

give birth to the baby girl.  Later while at his work, Anand is coaxed into

buying a Rs.1000 ticket for a play he has no idea about by the ‘incomparable’

Anupama.  The play is a love story between Mahaswetha and Pundarika

and is part of the book “Kadambari” written by great Sanskrit Poet Bhana

Batta. Anupama is the heroine and Anand as expected is mesmerized with

her beauty and acting skills.

 Anu’s happiness of marriage with Anand was short-lived. One

revelation of a spot of leucoderma turned her life upside down. The paradox

lies in the darkness of Deepavali Amavasya shadowing her married life

and the auspicious laxmi puja illuminating her inner self.

When her mother-in-law realizes this, she considers her inauspicious

because of leukoderma and thus Anupama is ostracized. She blames her of

betraying them and sends her back to home.  Anupama eventually returns

to her father’s house, disgraced and humiliated.

The social stigma of the disease singles out Anupama and her family

in the village and breaks her sister’s marriage alliance. Her long wait like

the epical Heroine Sita culminates only in disappointment.  Her life is

torn apart when she’s abandoned by her husband, who vowed a life time

commitment.  This forces her to contemplate suicide.

Does every marriage meet with the same fate? Not always… Mostly

when marriage vows are broken, it’s believed that there were major

contentions which could not be resolved. “He had taken his marriage vows

in front of hundreds of people, in the presence of Agni. Yet, he had betrayed

her and the commitment he had made to her.” (MS78) Inspite of uniting in

a lifelong bond, the partners separate.  But it’s hard to imagine a small

white patch leading to the dissolution of a marriage.
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Identifying her inner self, she sets to rebuild her life from the ashes

like a phoenix. She is quite successful in achieving her dreams and standing

proudly on her own feet. “She looked down at the valley again, and saw it

in a different light…” Life had begun to have new meaning for her. She

was now ready to face the word. She looked back and prayed to goddess,

“Give me the courage to live no matter what happens!” (MS79)

The redeeming aspect of the story comes at the end when Anupama

decides to remain her own master and be economically independent rather

than being bound by someone else’s rules and regulations. The system of

patriarchy conditions women to accept suffering in their life.  Anything

that is exploited or oppressed is associated with the female sex. For e.g. it

is ‘mother’ earth.

Sudhamurthy’s writing reflects the emotional depth. Most of her

attempts at the depiction of philosophy [through Anupama] are also quite

reflective.

Beauty depends on the eye of the beholder.  Her husband considers

her beauty as an added richness to his status in the society.  Her friend’s

husband – wanted to exploit her beauty for satiating his lust.  Another

doctor who saves her from the accident is attracted to her internal beauty

of perfection, zeal, fortitude of mind rather than her external disfiguration.

Anu after rethinking for identity finally emerges as the real

“Mahaswetha” – ‘the white one’- ‘the pious one’. The transition of

Anupama’s life and attitude before and after discovering the disease has

been so well portrayed in juxtaposition. The novel is an eye opener to the

power of courage and confidence to face the world, for, ultimately one has

to face life all alone - Beautiful or Ugly.
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The study of the woman in Sudha Murthy’s novels thus

encapsulate the understanding that modern, educated and career-oriented

middle class married woman are sensitive to the changing times and

situations. They reveal a remarkable insight into the nature of the myriad

shades of a woman’s mind. Women are established as individuals who break

loose from the traditional constraints and those who refine their identity

in tune with the changed social ambience of the modern times. The women

in the works of Sudha Murthy are conventionally non-conventional.

Sudha Murthy’s women stand at the cross-roads of traditions.  They

seek change, but within the cultural norms they seek not to reinterpret

them but merely to make them alive with dignity and self-respect.  The

women protagonists in her novels seek a new balance of power between

the sexes.   They believe in conformity and compromise for the sake of the

retention of domestic harmony rather than revolt which might result in

the disruption of family relationships, till the end. It is this trait of

compassion; tolerance and understanding human relationships form the

bases for her novels. Freedom lies in having the courage to do what one

believes is the right thing to do and the determination and tenacity to

adhere to it, and that alone can bring harmony in life. Many writers have

portrayed the problem of the place of women in the society, her true

belongingness and her place in marital relationship. Most often these novels

end where the problems begin. But Sudha Murty has very realistically

presented the models before us. Her women are rather strong in character

and take bold decisions to survive in society.
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Introduction

Emotional intelligence plays a vital role in the healthy living of an

individual. A healthy life is one which combines a healthy balanced diet,

proper exercise, good sleep and avoidance of known poor habits such as

smoking and excessive alcohol consumption. Emotional intelligence refers

to the capacity for recognizing our own feeling and those of others, for

motivating ourselves, and for managing emotions well in ourselves and in

our relationships. This theoretical views suggest that higher emotional

intelligence is associated with better psychological functioning and those

who are able to understand and regulate their emotions should be able to

generally maintain a better outlook on life and experience better healthy

living.

Diabetes

            Diabetes mellitus is a syndrome characterized by chronic

hyperglycemia and disturbance of carbohydrate, fat and protein metabolism

associated with absolute or relative deficiency in insulin secretion or insulin

action. Insulin allows glucose to enter body cells to convert it into energy.

Insulin is also needed to synthesis protein and store fats. In uncontrolled

diabetes, glucose (sugar) and lipids (fats) remain in the blood stream and

with, damage the vital organs and contribute to heart disease (Kumar and

clark, 1994)
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Emotional intelligence

 Hein (2003) defines Emotional Intelligence as: “being able to know

how to separate healthy feelings from unhealthy ones and how to turn

negative feelings, into positive ones”. He believes Emotional Intelligence

refers to an individual’s innate potential, with a core formed by four inborn

components: emotional sensitivity, emotional memory, emotional learning

ability and emotional processing.

Objectives

        To find the Emotional intelligence of Diabetic and Non diabetic

working people.

 Hypothesis

         Diabetic and non diabetic working people differ in various dimensions

of emotional intelligence.

Method

         The investigator adopted normative survey method .It involves

describing, recording, analyzing and interpreting the data which are all

directed  towards a better understanding of the present study.

 Sample

           The study consisted of 320 samples that are 160 diabetics and 160

Non diabetics who were working in various institutions in  Pathanamthitta

district, Kerala. Diabetics and Non diabetics were selected by using simple

random sampling technique.

Tool

               The successful outcome of research mainly depends upon the

proper selection of the research tool so the researcher used emotional

intelligence  inventory by Anukool Hyde, Sanjyot Dethe and Upinder Dhar
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( 2001) .The scale consist of 34 items which measures 10 factors namely

Self Awareness ,Empathy, Self Motivation, Emotional Stability, Managing

Relations, Integrity, Self Development, Value Orientation, Commitment

and Altruistic Behavior. The split-half reliability coefficient was found to

be 0.88 and validity was found to be 0.93.

Hypothesis:

Diabetic and non diabetic workers differ in their emotional

intelligence. From the above table 4.1 the scores obtained for various

dimensions of emotional intelligence like self awareness, empathy, self

motivation, and emotional stability, managing relations, integrity, self

development, value orientation, commitment and altruistic behavior which
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together assess the emotional intelligence. It was found that there exists a

significant difference between diabetic and non diabetic workers in their

empathy with t value of (1.958).

The mean score of non diabetic and diabetic workers on empathy were

20.100 and 19.387 which shows that, non diabetics were high in empathy

compared to diabetics. The reason for this may be that non diabetic pay

more attention to the worries and concerns of others and they stay focused

under pressure

But with regard to rest of the dimensions of emotional intelligence,

the t values obtained by the non diabetic and diabetic working people were

self awareness (1.028), self-motivation(.561),Emotional-

stability(.069),Managing relations(1.075),  integrity (.631),self

development(.278), value orientation(.107), commitment(.822)and altruistic

behaviour(1.497) were not statistically significant. Therefore the hypothesis

that diabetic and non diabetic working people differ in various dimensions

of emotional intelligence is only partially accepted.

Conclusion

The present study indicates that non diabetic and diabetic working people

showed significant difference only for the dimension empathy.
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The topic of the paper “QUEST FOR SELF IN THE SELECT NOVELS

OF KAVERY NAMBISAN: A STUDY” continues two crucial expressions

namely “QUEST” and “SELF” which call for detailed critical interpretation

in terms of their meaning and application. The word ‘Quest’ connotes “a long

and a deep search for someone or something”. Though it is associated with

some other similar words like “look out”, “find out”, “discover” it refers to a

search very difficult to undertake in view of its uncertain trace or location. We

usually seek to search for someone or something that we miss for diverse

reasons. It involves the time when it misses, the place where it misses, the way

how it misses and the cause why it misses.

The OXFORD ADVANCED LEARNER’S DICTIONARY defines ‘Quest’

as the act of seeking something. It also means a long search for something we

use the word “Quest” in various phrases such as the quest for truth, the quest

for knowledge, the Quest for happiness, the Quest for peace the quest for

harmony, the Quest for justice, the quest for equality, the quest for freedom

etc. In all these phrases it is the Quest that invariably involves certain

difficulties to achieve the cause for which it is usually undertaken.

The phrase “the Quest for Self”’ is very common in most of the Indo-

Anglian novels written by men writers in general and women writers in

particular. The Indo-Anglian women novelists starting from Nayantara Sehgal

and Shobha De to Arundhati Roy and Kiran Desai prolifically touched upon

the “Quest for self” in all their novels in as much as the women in pre-

independence days were subjected to physical harassment, mental torture by

male chauvinists. This situation has not charged even in post-independence
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days. With the growth of women education and economic opportunities, women

in modern India are becoming more and more assertive, self-confident and

self-reliant. As a result “the quest for self” has become a more predominant

factor in the novels written by these women novelists.Shashi Deshpande

occupies a significant place among the contemporary women novelists who

concern themselves with the problems of women and their quest for identity.

The emotional turmoil in the minds of her protagonists and their reactions to

various subjects related to women, caught between tradition and modernity,

are vulnerable to treatment from a feminist angle. Roots and Shadows records

the smothering experience by Indu in a society reigned by the age-old customs

and traditions. The novel also offers us scope to observe meaningless rituals

and customs all of which help to perpetuate the myth of male superiority.

Shashi Deshpande suggests through the character of Indu that there is a greater

chance of happiness for women if they learn to conquer their fears and assert

themselves.
“ writers are able to use memory more faithfully,

“No writer is aware when they draw from memory
or experience; it is fused together. Memory, experience,

imagination, intuition…and writing involves all of it,”
…………..Kavary Nambisan

Kaveri Nambisan (1947- ) was born in the beautiful coffee and spice

district of Karnataka, Coorg. She studied to be a doctor from St. John’s Medical

College, and later went to England for her FRCS. When she could not find

peace in England, she came back to India to work in the rural sector. She is a

surgeon and she’s carried her medical skills to remote places like Mokama in

Bihar, which is a dacoit infested place.She went on to work in other rural areas

in Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and Karnataka. She even won the Tata

Excellence Award for her contribution as a doctor in the state of Tamil Nadu.

She was first married to Dr. K. R. Bhatt, who was her colleague at St. Johns.

The marriage ended after 18 years of togetherness and a daughter, Chetana.She

then married a well-known poet Vijay Nambisan. Currently she is working as
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a medical advisor at the Tata Coffee Hospital in the Kodagu district of

Karnataka, her birth place.

 Kavery Nambisan says that “it is life that feeds literature”. Like leaves

growing to a tree in the natural process, the desire to write germinated in her

naturally. She started writing because she liked, she says, to see her name in

print. After the favorable response received for the story published in the

children’s magazine Target in the 1980s, she felt encouraged to go on. Rosalind

Wilson the editor of the magazine Target commented that “Kavery has a rare

gift of telling stories”. Widely read in Kannada and English literature she has

been greatly influenced, as she admits, by Mahatma Gandhi and Thoreau “who

have inspired me in my medical work as well. I admire their directness of

approach, the ability to address every issue in a simple and truthful way.” As a

writer Kavery Nambisan mainly deals with deprivation of Indians who are

below the poverty line. As a surgeon, she prefers to work in rural India where

poverty is more visible. Thus, she is directly witness to the suffering of the

poor which she clinically portrays in her novels. Commenting on her own

writing she admits, “I deal mostly with patients who are already under

considerable financial stress. Learning about their life, being a sort of adviser

and friendhas been a privilege that cannot be measured…Yes, it has influenced

me as a person, - therefore my writing”.

Further, she says that she uses observation and imagination to weave

stories. Even though her novels are peopled by the poor, their poverty portrayed

is not meant to provide pleasure to the “haves” at the cost of the “have not” as

it is usually done in the movies Slumdog Millionaire, and Adiga’s novel The

White Tiger. Kavery, on the other hand lays emphasis on how such character

think of the privileged, “Do they hate us?” Her novel “The Story Must not be

told” primarily aims at highlighting the pains and pangs of the poor. Influenced

by Mahatma Gandhi and Thoreau, Kavery admittedly is an idealist and realist.

Kavery Nambisan’s novels include The Truth about Bharat (Almost), The Scent
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of Pepper, Mango-Coloured fish,On Wings of Butterflies, The Hills of Angheri,

the story that must not be told.

The Indian variety in modern fiction is maintained by the authors such

as Kaveri Nambisen who hail from different profession and are ready to

experiment. As a surgeon, Nambisan prefers to work in rural India where

poverty is more visible and directly witnesses to the suffering of the poor which

she clinically portrays in her novels. Commenting on her own writing in an

interview “Kavery Nambisan in a conversation with Deepa Mishra admits

that” –
“I deal mostly with patients who are already under considerable

financial stress. Learning about their life, being a sort of adviser and friend
has been a privilege that cannot be measured … Yes, it has influenced me as a
person, - therefore my writing. “(Mishra 2)

Kavery writes voraciously on health issues and also against female

feticide.She also participates often as an active member of the Association of

Rural Surgeons of India (ARSI). She was given the honor of being invited to

the University of Iowa under the fellowship of the International Writing

Program. Her novels were read in colleges of repute in the U.S., including

universities like Cornell, Yale, Berkley, and Columbia when she visited the

country.

Kavery Nambisen began her literary career writing for women’s

magazines. Detecting the false note in her own voice when trying to write for

that market, she tried her hand at writing children’s books, and won the

UNICEF-CBT award for her adventure story once upon a Forest, which was

later serialised on television. Her first adult fiction was ‘The Truth (almost)

about Bharat’ published by Penguin India in 1991 is about three months in

the life of a medical student, and written from a male view point. It was reissued

in 2002. Her books are based on her personal and objective views on life around

her. They include ‘The hills of Angheri,Mango coloured Fish, The scent of

Pepper and On the Wings of Butterflis’. Kavery also writes about healthcare

issues for the national media and is vocal about injustices and female fetocide.
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She is an active member of the Association of Rural Surgeons of India (ARSI)

and has been a governing council member for several years.

Kavery Nambisan says that “it is life that feeds literature”. “Like leaves

growing to a tree in the natural process, the desire to write germinated in her

naturally”. She started writing because she liked, she says, to see her name in

print. After the favorable response received for the story published in the

children’s magazine Target in the 1980s, she felt encouraged to go on. Rosalind

Wilson the editor of the magazine Target commented that “Kavery has a rare

gift of telling stories”. Widely read in Kannada and English literature she has

been greatly influenced, as she admits, by Mahatma Gandhi and Thoreau “who

have inspired me in my medical work as well. I admire their directness of

approach, the ability to address every issue in a simple and truthful way.”

Kavery wrote the stories for children and winning prizes at competitions

conducted by the Children’s Book Trust. (Incidentally, she has four children’s

books and several stories for children to her credit.) As the very concept of

today world, basically the very word related to the life journey, and the life

structure of the post-liberated generations is the in-born quest. The quest for

self, the quest for identity, the quest for the inner soul and the quest for self-

revival. And as a born Indian in the post-independent India I was prone to do

a little about the very dominant aspect and I hope this will show some

suggestions and bring a slight revival in the tendency of the present generations

and we may dream for a land of our expectations with certain changes

comforting the lives of women with appropriate justice.

She then transcended into the realm of serious writing when she wrote

the book ‘The Truth (Almost) About Bharat’, which Penguin India published

in 1991. The book revolved around a span of three months in the life of Bharat,

a medical student and his journey. Earlier she published a novel “The Truth

about Bharat”, almost in 1991 under the name of Kavery Bhatt. She wrote it

from a male point of view dealing with the story of a rebellious youth studying

medicine setting out on his two wheeler to undertake a country wide trip by
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road. Her subsequent novels “The Scent of Pepper” published in 2000, “Mango

coloured Fish” published in 2000,” on wings of Butterflies” published in 2002

and “The Hills of Angheri” published in 2005 all by Penguin and sixth one is

‘‘The Story must not be told’’ published in 2010.

In “The Hills of Angheri” Kavery Nambisan presents the story of a

young girl, Nalli, who, since 12 years of age, restlessly pursues a dream of

becoming a doctor. Despite stiff resistance from her family and a series of

objections that they raise, she travels to Chennai and then to London to study

to become a surgeon. She experiences a world she never imagines before. Her

quest for self begins when she learns to keep her voice down and sit with her

knees together. She is first haunted by Subbu, the first human Cadaver she

cuts up. Her quest for self revolves round complicated medical cases that test

her faith in the values that her Appa teaches her to live by and her own surgical

skills as a part of her quest for self she undertakes numerous adventures ever

longing for a sight of Angheri’s Hills. Her sole objective is to build a hospital

for the poor of Angheri. She makes her dream into a reality with a single

minded devotion, tenacity and determination. Her happiness is short lived.

She is heartbroken and disillusioned. So she sets off again for remote

Keshavganj in search of Solace and the fulfillment of her heart’s desire.

To quote from her novel, The Hills on Angheri: When she had had

enough of “sunless winters” and felt that “something must be done before the

frost settled in my heart,” she decided to go back home to India.  Two of her St

Johnite colleagues, Sr Ann Elzabeth and Sr Ancilla had written to her about

their desperate need for a surgeon at St Nazareth Hospital in Mokama, Bihar

and on a whim, Kavery agreed to work there. Mokama, a dacoit-infested rural

town, was thus her first experience of working under difficult conditions and

it was one she would never forget, for she went back again after nearly 15

years to work there when they had difficulties. She later worked in Uttar

Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. She won the Tata Excellence Award in
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2001 for her work when in Tamil Nadu. She now lives and works in Maharashtra

with her husband, the reputed poet and journalist, Vijay Nambisan.

In her novel “On Wings of Butterflies” Kavery presents the Quest of

identity through the character of Evita who is the protagonist of the novel.

She represents the issues and inner lives of women in Indian Society. Evita

resists the problems facing in her natal home and plans to establish World’s

largest organization for women to fight for the rights of women and to unite

them. Evita who is haunted by the memories of her childhood, her mother’s

sexual encounters strongly determines in Panjim and struggles to unite the

world’s largest minority, the Crusty career women, complacent house wives

against ridden teenagers, men who never conceive a World where women rule.

She has the brainwave of uniting the country’s women and writesletters

to a few dozen successful ones inviting them to do so. Soon her idea of forming

an organisation, WOMEN OR WOMEN (WOW), a single group of world’s

largest minority, starts to take a shape as many hows interest and start to

join. Her group unites all sorts of women coming from various walks of life,

perfunctory wives, passive yet full of life widow, ambitious professionals, high

on drama students, NRI women and a queen with stories of their own, of

shame, suffering, pain, anguish, distress and agony. Over time, this results in

a clutch of improbably diverse women (such as the police officer Tara Amar,

the thrice-married ex-beauty queen Naveena Tandon, the frustrated and love-

starved Kripa Kagal, the bi-sexual Rani of Kantipur and the teenaged members

of the rock band The Nice Girls) enrolling as members of the group which

soon enough develops into a huge men-threatening movement acronymed

WOW. They all want to teach men a lesson, but with different ways and

procedures.

KaveryNambisan depicts the ‘Quest for self’ through a gamut of

characters in this novel. Lividia, who hates men and straight forward in nature.

There is politically savvy Kripa, gusty police officer, Tara, the Sultry Rani of

Kantipur overseen by their unlikely motivator, twenty year old Evita. As all
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these women come together quietly, relentlessly from all over the country, the

rest of the world can only watch in stupefied silence. We wait and watch in the

novel till the end to know whether they will win their war against injustice. We

helplessly watch how fate and men will intervene.

EPITOMISED by Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary, hip comic

accounts on the lifestyles of liberated post-modernist women have set cash

registers ringing in the West. Kavery Nambisan’s On Wings of Butterflies seems

very much like an attempt to cash in on this genre. The seemingly serious

feminist veneer that coats her novel — which revolves around a “dizzying,

majestic” plan to unite women across the country — flakes away all through

the narrative to reveal pulp rather than literature, froth rather than substance.

Evita, a 20-year-old from Goa, in her twenty’s has seen the suffering of her

mother, an eye-turner waitress in a local restaurant in morning and at night

she has clients coming from all over the city! Scarred and marred by her

mother’s defenseless life, she decides to unite the women and fight the battle

on its face.

In “Mango-coloured Fish”, the novelist projects the theme of Quest

for self through the character of Shari, a young urban girl. Her life is controlled

by a number of characters her domineering mother, a too perfect sister and a

kind but a passive father. Her choices are shaped more by the social propriety

than by her own will. She is thrown into a situation where she has inevitably

agreed to marry a man of their choice. Being haunted by the ghosts of the past

and painfully uncertain about her decision to marry, She escapes to her brother’s

house in Vrindaban a few weeks before the marriage more to a great deal of

shock and ulter dismay of her mother. She enters into the unpredictable lives

of her brother and sister-in-law who are both doctors. She encounters with her

memories of her past, her relationship with Naren, her blind friend and the

shocking discovery of the truth about Uncle and Aunt Paru whom she always

considers to be her surrogate parents. In her Quest for self, she makes peace

with her past. She finds in herself the strength to confront her own future.
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Sensitivity differentiates a marriage from a funeral. It can give different

colours to experiences, different shades to the colours. And in the case of

fictional writing sensitivity is the supreme ingredient. That is because the

paper becomes our skin and words are the different sensations which keep

happening to the skin, one after another. A good novel is always a sensitive

novel, not essentially in its content but surely in its perception. It’s through

this central sensitivity of the novel that characters bloom and attain hues and

shades identical to life.

Shari is a divided character. There is a strong ‘inside’ in her, a

surreptitious place, where it assumes dimensions different from her external

self. Tumultuous, wildly aggressive, and unabashed is she in that inner space.

She is ever surprisingly sharp and witty in the pictures and portraits she draws

on that subterranean canvass. `Mango-coloured Fish’ is a novel about

extraordinary self-discovery, about flashes of insight into others and oneself.

Richly textured and brilliantly perceptive, it is a desirable read. The plot of the

novel is simple. Shari is a young Indian middle-class girl on the verge of a

“semi” arranged marriage. But she feels she is not ready to take the step. She

goes on a journey to try and clarify her mind. The outer journey is only a

pretext for the inner journey.

She also managed to collect adequate donation for her association. Her

recent book, ‘The Story that must not be told’ was chosen for the Man Asian

Literary Prize in the year 2008. Currently she is working on a non-fiction

project by Penguin India, titled ‘Why Should Health be a Luxury Item?’St

John’s Medical College has educated many reputed physicians and researchers

who are making remarkable contributions to the world of medicine. What is

remarkable about this Johnite physician is that she practices as a surgeon in

rural India and is also a well-known fiction writer.India thrive on all her personal

experiences wherein she clearly expresses her views on life around her people

she confront, situation she face.
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Kavery Nambisan seems to be extremely sensitive, not because she is touching

and poignant in her content but because of her style, her language, and her

responsive perception.’Mango-coloured Fish’ is the third novel of Kavery

Nambisan, ‘The Truth (almost) About Bharat’ and ‘The Scent of Pepper’ being

the other two. This novel works out an essentially feminine premise. The

protagonist Shari, a marriageable girl, who is about to be married, takes a trip

to Vrindaban, where her brother and his wife lives. This trip is a symbolic

travel into the nooks and corners of herself. Into the recesses of her

consciousness, where she is ruthless enough to abuse her mother and mock

her father.

The conclusion and how she reaches it are nicely teased out. The writing is

clear, and the tempo keeps pace beautifully with the dilemmas within Shari.This

is an important book about the evolution of thought within educated women

in India, and the day to day dilemmas they face between the ordered past full

of ritual and role-playing and the exciting western-pollinated present full of

ambiguity and danger.
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Sexual harassment

No woman shall be subjected to sexual harassment at any workplace,

mandates a new law in India. Though sexual assault and rape are prominent

forms of violence against women, women do frequently face intimidating

or repressive types of inappropriate sexual behaviors at workplace. Woman

who refuses to submit to sexual adventures of those in power are many a

time victimized at workplace. The victims often undergo severe stress,

strain and trauma. Such harassments not only injure the affected woman,

but also violate a broad range of rights she is endowed with such as right

to live with dignity, right to practice a profession in a safe environment

and right to have equality at the workplace. The repressive act of sexual

harassment needs stern action and the perpetrators undoubtedly deserve

stringent punishment. Now a reasonable law is in place in India to deal

with sexual harassment at workplace to a great extent but its

implementation is a difficult task in a women unfriendly environment.

The first thing to do to make the law work is to make its legal provisions

known to the stakeholders of the law.

The legislative timeline

The legislation to prevent sexual harassment of women at workplace

recently passed by both houses of Parliament is the first law in India to

deal with sexual harassment at workplace. The Lok sabha, on 11th March

2013, gave its final assent to the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace

(Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Bill by accepting the minor

amendments that the Rajya Sabha had made on February 26th. The Lok
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Sabha had initially passed the bill with other provisions on 3rd September

2012. It will now become a law when the President accords his assent on

the bill and gets notified in the Gazette. The rules required to implement

and monitor of the law are to be made to put the legislation to operation.

The predecessor of this legislation was the landmark judgment

of the Supreme Court (SC) in the case Vishaka vs State of Rajasthan, a

rape case involving a social worker in Rajasthan in 1997. The judgment

outlined a set of guidelines – Guidelines on Sexual Harassment at the

Workplace – for prevention and redress of complaints on sexual harassment

of women at workplace. The verdict defined the concept of sexual

harassment, laid down duties of employers to deal with it and stipulated

formation of committees to dispose of complaints on sexual harassment at

workplace, for the first time in India.

Sexual harassment defined

Sexual harassment refers to a broad range of unwelcome sexually

determined behaviors. They include physical contact and advances, a

demand or request for sexual favours, sexually coloured remarks, showing

pornography and any other unwelcome physical, verbal or non-verbal

conduct of sexual nature. It may range from gender based taunting to

unsolicited physical contact to coerced intercourse. The sexual gestures,

offensive remarks, vulgar stares, embarrassing jokes or distasteful

comments might fall within the operation of the law. Any sexual act that

undermines women’s sense of personal dignity is an offence of sexual

harassment.

Physical sexual harassment may include pinching, grabbing,

hugging, patting, leering, brushing against and touching. Psychological

harassment may include relentless proposal for physical intimacy, beginning
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with subtle hints which may later lead to overt request for sexual favours.

The court decisions in other countries indicate that a mere utterance of

epithet may not be sufficient to constitute sexual harassment. To consider

as offensive it should be ‘severe’ or ‘pervasive’. Simple teasing is an uncivil

behavior but may not constitute an offence of sexual harassment. But the

safer option is not to engage in anything that may fall within the scope of

sexual harassment.

The essential ingredients in sexual harassment are that the conduct

must be unwelcome, sexual in nature and disadvantageous to the

complainant in her recruitment, promotion or work. In short the concept

of “sexual harassment” is given an all-encompassing definition which

includes non-verbal harassment as well.

Kinds of harassment

There are two kinds of harassment; hostile environment

harassment and quid pro quo harassment. Hostile environment

harassment refers to the kind of harassment that women confront at the

workplace remains offensive, derogatory, demeaning or intimidating to the

women. On the other hand quid pro quo harassment – quid pro quo which

means something in return for something – consists of demands for sexual

favours accompanied by threats of adverse consequences in jobs like denial

of promotion, loss of benefits or workplace conveniences, if the request is

denied. It includes any implied promise, explicit or implicit threat,

unnecessary intimidation in work or humiliating threat, to obtain a sexual

favour.

Law covers unorganized sector

The law covers women in organised and unorganised sector

including the private sector. Organizations in health, education, industry,
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financial services, sports and any conceivable work place where a woman

is employed come under the law’s operation. It covers domestic worker

who is employed to do domestic work in any household for remuneration

whether in cash or kind, either directly or through any agency or temporary,

part time or full time basis, but does not include any member of the family

of the employer. However the law does not cover members of the armed

forces.

Employer to institute a no-harassment policy

The law mandates the employers to provide a safe work environment

devoid of sexual harassment to their women employees. Employers have

to take preventive and remedial measures to make the work environment

safe for women, failing which they will be punished. Employer is liable for

not taking reasonable precautionary measures to prevent sexual

harassment. The employers are mandated to formulate a policy which

prohibits sexual harassment as part of institution’s service regulations as

a precautionary measure to provide a healthy workplace environment. The

no-harassment policy should contain clear information as to what

constitutes an act of sexual harassment. The policy should have a clause

that defines sexual harassment to be a form of ‘employment misconduct’

punishable under the service rules. The policy in addition to prohibiting

sexual harassment should explain penalties, outline grievance procedures,

indicate additional resources like facility for conciliation, list of contact

persons for consultation etc. It should also include a policy section which

shows how it ensures impartiality in investigation.

The Officer responsible for implementing the law is the head of the

institution with regard to a department, organization, undertaking,

establishment, enterprise, institution, office, branch or unit unless any

other officer is assigned the responsibility by any specific order. In all other
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kinds of workplace any person responsible for the management, supervision

and control of the workplace is the responsible officer. As well the officers

under the central and state governments have been assigned certain

responsibilities to make the law work.

 Internal grievance handling

The law outlines the structure of committees – an internal

complaints committee for the institutions with ten or more employees and

a district level local complaints committee for the other institutions – to

be set up for handling grievances. All offices, hospitals, institutions and

other workplaces with 10 or more employees should mandatorily set up an

Internal Complaints Committee (ICC) to handle complaints related to

sexual harassment in the respective office. The employer should nominate

the committee members and constitute the committee. The committee

should include a woman from the senior position in the institution as

presiding officer, another senior woman as a member, two other employees

as members and a non-governmental member. At least half of the members

should be women having commitment to the cause of sexual harassment.

The committee may not perform well unless its members are persons with

right social and legal perspective. The members can hold office for a period

not exceeding three years.

At the district level, the District Officer (normally the Collector or

someone), an officer as authorized under the act, should constitute a Local

Complaints Committee. The committee will handle complaints in the whole

district which are not handled by the ICC. The LCC should consist of an

eminent social worker as chairperson, a woman from the block/municipality

as member, two representatives (one to be woman) from non-governmental

sector as members, one SC/ST person as member and the social welfare

officer as ex officio member.
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A Nodal Officer will, as well, be nominated by the District Officer for each

block, municipality or tribal area to receive complaints and to forward

them to respective ICC/LCC within seven days. Both the complaints

committees mentioned have the powers of a civil court for ensuring

evidence. However, the members need not require any legal background

nor do they need to undergo any legal training as per the law.

Complaint handling mechanism

An aggrieved woman can make a complaint in writing to the Internal

Complaints Committee, within three months from the incident. If the

internal complaint committee is not in place, the complaint will have to be

filed before the Local Complaints Committee. The law provides for

mediation as the first step in complaint handling. If an aggrieved woman

demands conciliation between her and the respondent, the Complaints

Committee is bound to conduct conciliation before initiating an inquiry.

The conciliation should not be on monetary basis. If a settlement is reached

through conciliation the complaint committee should not inquire the issue

further but close the issue and a conciliation report to the district officer,

the complainant and the respondent. If a conciliation agreement fails or a

settlement is violated or no request from complainant for conciliation exists,

the committee should then proceed with an inquiry as provided for in the

service rules.

If the committee, during the inquiry, finds that there is a prima

facie evidence of serious criminal nature, the complaint will have to be

passed on to the police within seven days. The police should take further

action on the complaint treating it as an allegation on ‘outraging the

modesty of woman’ under Indian Penal Code (IPC) Section 509. The offence

under IPC 509 is a cognizable, bailable and compoundable (a private nature

offence) one. The court, when settling the case, can award a payment to
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the aggrieved on account of emotional distress, mental trauma or pain, as

well.

The committee should then conduct a detailed inquiry. The inquiry

should be completed within 90 days. During the inquiry the committee

has authority to recommend to the employer to transfer either the

complainant or respondent to different location or to grant leave of absence

to the complainant as rules stipulate so as to avoid face to face contact.

The employer is bound to implement the recommendation. On completion

of the inquiry, the committee will have to submit its report with its

recommendations to the disciplinary authority of the institution within

ten days. If the complaint is genuine, the report should suggest disciplinary

actions commensurate with the nature of sexual harassment. Since sexual

harassment amounts to ‘misconduct in employment’, the disciplinary

authority will have to take disciplinary action, as per in the service rules.

Disciplinary action may include compensation to be paid to the complainant

by the respondent. The complaint committee can decide the quantum of

compensation to the complainant in tune with the gravity of offence and

the stipulation in the rules.

During the inquiry, principles of natural justice should be followed.

That means both the parties should be given an opportunity of being heard.

As well a copy of the findings may be made available to them to enable

them to make representation. The respondent should get a chance to rebut

the evidences against him. On the other hand if charges framed are vague

and indefinite it will be a negation of reasonable opportunity for the victim

and that would be a violation of fairness. The ICC/LCC is endowed with

the power of a civil court to enforce attendance of people, discovery of

evidence and production of documents. The ICC/LCC is deemed to be an

inquiry authority and its report an inquiry report.
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Third-party harassment

A person who is not an employee, but who perpetrates harassment

within the workplace of the employee, is also recognised by the law. It is

the duty of an employer or person in charge a workplace to prevent sexual

harassment by a third party – a casual visitor there.

Penalties prescribed

The onus of punishing the offender is on the employer. The cases of

sexual harassment of women at workplace will have to be disposed of by

in-house committees (that must be set up) within a period of 90 days. If

the employer fails in this duty, a penalty of Rs. 50,000 would be imposed.

Repeated non-compliance with the provisions of the legislation can attract

twice the punishment and may lead to cancellation of licence or registration

to conduct his business.

Provision against false charges

A law of this kind is amenable to misuse. The person against whom

charges have been made goes through enough trauma and social ostracism

during the tenure of enquiry. So the section 14 of the law makes it clear

that if anyone makes a “malicious” or false complaint or produce any

misleading document that will attract punishment. Such action on the

complainant will have to be taken only after establishing her malicious

intent through an inquiry. The provision shows a prudent balancing

approach between the aggrieved and the respondent. A mere inability to

substantiate a complaint or provide adequate proof need not attract punitive

action. So the fear of misuse of the provision need not deter a woman from

making a complaint.

However there is a growing tendency among people to avoid any

negative publicity of being indifferent to sexual harassment which may
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indirectly influence the committee /employer to propose/take disciplinary

action regardless of what the investigation revealed or whether any

misconduct actually had occurred.

 Right to information

The contents of the complaint, the identity and addresses of the

complainant, respondent and witnesses, any information relating to

conciliation and inquiry proceedings, recommendations and the action

taken shall not be published, communicated or made known to the public,

press and media in any manner. So the details of the case are now outside

the purview of the Right to Information Act, 2005.

Conclusion

The law prevents media trial of victim. To put the act into

implementation, the Central government will have to notify the rules. It is

a sad story that a case-law in Vishaka case in 1997 delivered by a great

judge of our times – Justice J S Verma – had to wait sixteen years to become

a legislative law on a crucial topic like sexual harassment of women in a

country considered to be the largest democracy in the world. It certainly

reminds us that our dysfunctional democracy requires a better regime of

‘rule of law’.

This legislation casts a great responsibility on the people at large

and the women activists in particular to make the law work for the purpose

for which it is made. Obvious misuse of the law may defeat its purpose in

due course as history indicates. Discouraging any misuse of the law is

necessary precaution for maintaining its effectiveness. This does not mean

that patent harassments should be ignored but trivial ones should not be

pressed unduly.
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TRAINING OF QUALITY CIRCLES:  THE DYNAMICS OF
CREATING SUCCESSFUL WORK GROUPS IN  RINL

VISAKHAPATNAM

Dr. Sudhir Suresh Babu. B
Department of Human Resource Management

Andhra University, Visakhapatnam

Introduction:

Human resource is the most strategic resource1 and no other

resource can be fully utilized to generate income and wealth of a nation

without the active involvement of this resource. It is pertinent to mention

that human resources are primarily responsible for making use of physical

and natural resources and for the transformation of traditional economies

into modern and industrial economies.

Human resource plays a crucial role in the development process of

modern economies. Lewis observed that “there are great differences in

development between countries though have equal resources, which makes

the necessary differences in human behaviour”.2 In a nutshell the difference

in the level of economic development of the countries is largely a reflection

of the difference in quality of their human resoureces.3

Quality Circles (QC): is a recent group dynamic technique, represent a

significant development in the fields of human relations and organizational

behavior to improve morale, productivity, and quality of work life in

organizational settings. Kaoru Ishikawa, the father of Quality Control

Circles defines it as “ A Small group to perform voluntarily quality control

activities within the same workshop”.

Quality Circles has been defined by the International Association

of Quality Circles (IAQC) as a group of factory workers from the same area

who usually meet for an hour each week to discuss their quality problems,
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investigate causes, recommended solutions and take corrective actions when

authority is in their purview.

Review of literature:

Ishikawa (1985)4, motivated the workman in Japan to follow quality

control techniques in their shop floors by forming small groups and teaching

statistical techniques to them and sought their help in solving the daily

problems of the company. This is the basic philosophy behind forming QC

under the sponsorship of the union of Japan scientists and engineers

(JUSE). Several points were discussed by Ishikawa about quality circles,

which are improving productivity, reducing wastages, increasing employee

motivation and developing harmonious superior subordinate relations etc.

The major objectives of quality circles according to Ishikawa were to

improve the leadership quality of management,  the level of workers morale

in the production line and to function as a nucleons for companywide quality

control.

Juran (1991)5, identified the following factors as being crucial to

the success of Quality Circles:   (1) awareness of need, (2) compatibility

between the work force and the managers, and (3) acceptance of change.

The focus in each of these areas has traditionally been on the role of

management.   However, in a unionized setting, it is equally  important to

view the impact of labor unions on each factor.   The situation in this

organization is typical of what happens when the union is excluded in the

development of Quality Circles.

Udpa S.R. (1992)6, introduced and discussed various issues relating

to Quality Circles viz., the concept of QC, the genesis, behavioral aspects,

the role of quality for total quality management, structure of QC operation,

implementations and training for quality circles.   He also identified the
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QC problem solving process involves sequential stages of problem

identification, analysis and solution and culminates in test the effect of its

participation in the development of individual circle members. The results

of the study lend support to the hypothesized effect of QC participation

job performance as measured by supervisory performance evaluations.

Ranjan Das Gupta (2011)7, It was founded that effectiveness of

the Quality Circles was varying across sample organizations and Quality

Circles. In most of the organizations, the overall movement shows dealing

momentum. There is evidence that QC’s effectiveness is conditions and/or

influenced by the overall organizational culture, wider participative

structures and so on. Also, neither employee commitment nor employee

satisfaction with QC’s has been uniform even in the some organizations.

Rastriya Ispat Nigam Limited : A Profile - Rastriya Ispat Nigam

Limited (RINL) is also known as Visakhapatnam Steel Plant and popularly

known as Vizag Steel Plant is a gigantic steel plant constructed with the

highest Government Investment in the Public Sector in collaboration with

erstwhile USSR Government1. The plant is strategically located at

Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh.The plant has the unique feature of being

a sea-based integrated steel plant, which made it distinct from other steel

plants in the country. It is an integrated steel plant but with the latest

technology.The plant is designed for an annual capacity of 3.0 million tonnes

of liquid steel in terms of salable Iron and Steel. However, different units

were commissioned at different times and the entire plant started its

production in 1994.

The plant is designed to produce non-flat products like wire rods,

bars, angles, levers, channels, T-bars and billets. A novel feature of the

product mix is that it produces universal beams first of its kind in an
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integrated steel plant in India. Besides rolled products, the plant also

produces pig-iron and some by products form coke.

The raw material like iron ore lumps, fines, limestone, dolomite, manganese

ore coal etc. From various parts of the country and abroad are handled by

Raw Material Handling Plant.

Mission and objectives of VSP: The mission of the plant is to be a

‘continuously growing company by producing steel at international

standards as well as through strategic diversification of products and service

with concern for customers and also to ensure optimal Return on

Investment’. In tune with the mission, the VSP sets out its objectives as

stated; To maximize profits through appropriate including cost reduction

measures; To build corporate image at quality steel producer, giving

requisite thrust on customer satisfaction and establish assured market

within the country; To ensure continuous presence in the export market

with a flexible export strategy;To make continuous effort towards

conservation of the environment.

Production Performance:  VSP manufactures several products such as

angles, bullets, beams, flats, rounds, T- bars, wire roads, nut coke, coke

dust, anthrance oil, benzene, toluene, xylene and wash oil. The production

performance of VSP is presented in Table 3.3. It is evident from the data

that the total highest production during the period 2007-2008.   Economic

recession is one of the reasons for slow growth of steel production. Further,

shutdown of coke Oven Batteries for maintenance during 2007-2008 was

primarily responsible for significant fall in production volume.

Manpower employed in VSP:  Human factor plays a pivotal role in

actuating management plans. VSP actual human force employed was

18,079. Out of the total manpower employed, executives constituted 5,516.

Non-executives constituted 12,563 from the total manpower.
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QUALITY CIRLES: The history of Quality Circles cannot be discussed

without discussing the country of its origin. The success of any concept or

philosophy gains conviction and spread only when it is practiced sincerely.

The Japanese products were not known for their quality prior to World

War II Japanese were good at imitation and their products were cheap but

where benefits of quality and reliability.

           Following World War II and nuclear holocaust, the nation was reeling

under shattered economy. But a determined people with indomitable spirit

made all-out efforts to note only rebuild their economy but to carve for

themselves a place in the world for quality and reliability of their products.

This remarkable transformation was achieved with in a period of just over

two and a half decades after the end of world war in 1945.

         General Mc Arthur, commander of the US forces in occupied Japan,

was keen on helping the Japanese and put their economy back on its rails

at the earliest possible. He realized that the first thing the Japanese had to

lean was as to how to produce quality goods for international markets.

Hence, he obtained the services of the world renowned Quality management

expert Deming. Through the lectures delivered by Deming to the leaders

in government and industry, the powerful tools of statistical Quality Control

were introduced to them. The Japanese were found not wanting in their

enthusiasm to learn and assimilate the new knowledge given to them.

Deming’s visit was followed by that of Juran, another US Quality

Management expert. He taught Japanese Managers and Captains of the

industry a structured approach to quality management. They put into

practice whatever they learnt from these experts.

For the Japanese, it was not enough if the top and management

levels alone are educated and trained in the application of statistical

methods. They wanted the training to be broad based so as to include the
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task performers also at grass root level. By educating and training the

task performers at grass root level and reposing confidence in them, the

Japanese felt that they would be harnessing their creative abilities and

potential. At the same time, by allowing them to have a say in their work,

they will be building quality into the products and also be satisfying the

much needed self-esteem of the employees. This, Ishikawa termed as

“Respect for Humanity”.

Japanese Union of Scientists and Engineers (JUSE) and Its Role:

The National body of JUSE was founded after World War II by Koyanagi.

This organization became the crusader for promoting quality along with

Japanese standards association. Many experts drawn from government,

industry, technological in the activities of JUSE. One such expert was

Ishikawa from the Mushashi institute of Technology, Tokyo. JUSE develop

greater” Quality awareness”.

It was in 1961 that Ishikawa conceived the idea of Quality control

Circles and wrote about it in journal with the title “ Gemba to QC”(Quality

Control for the Foreman) brought by JUSE in which he became an

important functionary. He appealed to the workman and supervisors to

form Quality Circles where upon they will be given the necessary simple

tactical quality  control tools with which they can analyse and solve work

related problems after identifying them. In 1962, twenty circles were

registered with JUSE and by 1980 if steadily grow to one million circles

covering Ten million members.

Growth of QCs outside Japan:  The success of Quality Control Circles

in Japan came to the attention of outside world after Juran revisited Japan

in 1966 to investigate their Quality Circle Programme. Juran later published

an article titled “The Quality Control Circle Phenomenon” in 1967 and

that became the first authentic information on the Japanese quality control
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circle in English. Quality Control Circles teams visited USA and other

countries to gain exposure. It was in 1977 the international association for

Quality Circles were formed in USA. Thereafter, the movement started

spriding slowly to the European countries. Today Quality Circles are

practiced by number of countries like USA, West Germany, France, Italy,

Uk, Canada, Brizile, China, Taiwan, China, Malaysia, Singapur, Thailand,

Indonesis, Philippines, Korea, South Africa and a host of many small

countries.

Quality Circles in India: In India, Quality Circle movement was

introduced in BHEL in January,1981, after preparing the ground in 1980.

Its success in a large public enterprise like BHEL having 73,000 employees

naturally drew the attention of many organizations in the country. And it

triggered of the spared of the movement in the country. BHEL kept its

door open in sharing its experiences and organizing National seminars   in

association with other national bodies and thus the QC movement started

catching up in India.

Quality Circle is a small group of employees in the same work-area

or doing similar types of works who voluntarily meet regularly for about an

hour every week to identify, analyze and resolve works – related problems,

leading to improvement in their total performance and enrichment of their

work-life.

Implementation of quality circles: Firstly, the management is informed

about the Quality Circle process that is being planned: A committee is

formed, and key persons such as a coordinator in-house coach are

selected.The scope is defined, and areas of application identified. First-

line supervisors in the identified areas are given QC presentations. It is

important to make these impressive, and valuable tips on the subject are

available. This is followed up with extensive training for coordinators and
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middle management on the process and their roles. Employees are invited

to become members of a circle, and trained suitably once they sign up.

Thus, a circle is formed and begins work. These may give rise to other

circles. Problems are discussed and solved in a systematic manner in the

QCs. It is very important that solutions are implemented as quickly as

possible, to maintain the momentum.

Quality Circles Practices in RINL:Visakhapatnam Steel Plant started

QC movement on 1st April 1990 immediately after commissioning of first

coke oven battery to encourage employees’ participation for improving work

life.

A Quality Circle is a small group consisting of first-line employees

who continually control and improve the quality of their work, products

and services.  These small groups operate autonomously, utilize quality

control concepts and techniques and other improvement tools, tap members’

creativity and promote self and mutual development. The size of the QC

group has to be 7(maximum.) including facilitator. (Number of executives

in the QC group should not exceed 2 including facilitator). It can be more than

two, for the departments where executive strength is considerably more.

QC Objectives, in RINL:

* To provide a forum for active participation and involvement of employees

in bringing continuous improvement.

* To recognize the efforts and positive contribution of member involved

in bringing improvements in their quality of work life.

* To encourage and motivate the employees to participate in Teams

towards achieving the organizational excellence.
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* To develop employees capabilities to solve the work related problems

through collection and analysis of data and make the work place more

pleasant.

Structure of QC in RINL: In RINL a well defined structure is allowed for

employees to participate in QC activities,  it is entirely different with the

company’s organizational structure.  It includes top management, steering

committee who in turn issue guideline to leaders, members and non-members.

Management Services Dept act as Coordinating Agency: which includes

co-ordinates QC movement, conducts training programmes to disseminate

knowledge on QC techniques, assist in report preparation and presentation,

focuses the progress of QC to the steering committee, organises functions for

recognising the good work done by QC members and takes steps to project the

QC movement in RINL.

Training Need and Programme Design:A trained group of people work

like a well lubricated machine. Therefore, training becomes a very

important pre requisite in the operation of quality circles. Not only the

quality circle leaders/members are to be trained but also those who are

going to be directly or indirectly involved in the circle activities are to be

covered in-order that they understand, appreciate, support and provide

guidance to the circles. Infect, there is a need to expose all the executives

for an orientation programme on the concept. These programmes have

been designed and structured to meet the requirements of various levels

to make quality circle activities an integral part of wider effort of the

organisation to improve quality of work life.     Hence QC training is directed

to Top and senior management executives, Middle management executives,

Facilitators/area coordinators/executive guides, Line executives,Leaders/

Dy. Leaders /Members.
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       The main Objectives of this training is Proper understanding of the

concept and philosophy, Developing analytical skills, Developing Systematic

and scientific approach to problem solving and defect prevention, Improve

communication capabilities and leadership development, develop

understanding of group working (the behavioural aspect),

Programme Design: Various levels need different emphasis on the inputs

provided. The top and senior levels need to have a clear perspective of the

concept so as to provide the requisite support on the continual bass with

full faith and commitment. The middle level management, besides the above

factors mentioned, need to get them involved in the Quality Circles activities

in their area. Most of them may serve as factories. The line executives

require an in depth knowledge to guide and support the circle activities as

they will have to involve themselves in the day to activities. The Leaders/

Dy Leaders/Members are to be given new knowledge on problem solving

and defect prevention for the first time which they have to use effectively.

Moreover, these categories come from diverse background interms of age,

education, status and skills etc. Therefore, the design and structure of the

programme has to measure up to meet these requirements. The following

broad design of programmes and durations and absolutely necessary to

cover the inputs.
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Training of members: Whereas it would be ideal to impart training to

leaders, deputy leaders as well as other members of Quality Circles jointly,

it may not be practicable to do so for various reasons. In such cases, leaders

and Deputy leaders of all Quality Circles which are about to be launched

are given the detailed training. they, in turn, impart training to other

members during the circle meetings ,drawing the assistance of facilitators/

coordinator, where necessary. the first few meetings could be utilised for

taking up individual topics. Whatever may be the modus –operandi for the

training of members, It is imperative to ensure that training on all aspects

is imparted to them. Only when the members are also properly trained

they can effectively participate in circle meetings and contribute to circle

activities.

Practical Guidance and Refresher Progremmes: Even after the formal

training, circle members my continue to need further assistance in the

course of their activities. The facilitator, coordinator and other executives

should willingly extend such guidance whenever required. Refresher courses

could be organised later depending on the need of deferent areas.

Evaluation of Training:  The evaluation of such programmes is rather

difficult, because any attempt to individually test the assimilation of the

inputs through return tests etc., would shun them away.

          Application of simple techniques for problem solving, conduct of

meetings are mode of presentation could be further explained when projects

under taken by circles are in various stages of progress. It is here the

facilitator/ coordinator have to play a significant role. Without their

involvement, there would be a tendency to slide down in these scientific

approaches taught to them.
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      Each QC group may be allowed around one hour/half an hour for

conducting  QC meetings at regular intervals. The leader has to  keep the

record of QC  meetings. QC groups will follow the steps and use  the QC

techniques to  solve work related problems.

         QC groups will implement the solution in consultation with the

facilitator.  The group leader has to arrange to feed the details of the

implemented  project through   online QCMS with the help of Department

coordinator /  authorized user of QCMS and submit for HOD clearance.

Benefits of QC to the employees: Self development and mutual

development, Provides a sense of participation,Builds ability to work with

others, Inculcates team approach for problem solving, Start thinking of

problem with data base, Gives opportunity to identify and solve the work

related problems, Helps In job enlargement and job enrichment, Improves

Job satisfaction, Develops leadership ability, Helps in acquiring new skills,

Provides company-wide/nation-wide recognition, Improves quality of work

life.

Benefits of QC to the Organization: Improves production and

productivity, Improves Quality of products, Increases employee motivation,

Reduces wastage, Develops harmonious relationship amongst employees.

The  total expenditure incurred and estimated savings are for QC in RINL

are elicited in Table 3.   It is also interesting to note that the expenditure

has increased from 15.5 in 2004-05 to 50.29 lakhs in 2011-12. As a result

the savings also increased 1400 lakhs to 2041 lakhs during the said period.

It is inferred that RINL allocating sufficient funds for QC activities for its

overall development. The total expenditure incurred for QC projects in

RINL might be the reason for the turnaround of the organization.
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Objectives of the study:

The following are important of the study

 To study the company profile and demographic profile of RINL(VSP)

relating to Quality Circles

 To enquire into the process and usage of Quality Circles and the

training methods provided for quality circle members.

HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY

The following hypotheses are framed for the present study

 There is no significant difference among employees perception

towards standards followed training aspects for their QC members.

 There is no significant difference between education and training

of QC.

 There is equal response from all the employees towards measures

taken by their organization to improve their learning skills through

QC Training.
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Methodology and Sampling:The study is based on both primary and

secondary information and data.  The main sources of secondary data are

the annual reports and bulletins of the RINL. The HRD departments and

Management Services (MS) Department in RINL have been used as the

potential source of information relating to Quality Circles.  Earlier studies

and the reports of QC Members have also been consulted and perused to

know the background.  The library of the Visakhapatnam Steel Plant was

also used to collect information relating to genesis, organizational structure,

growth and development of the enterprise during the study period. Dr. V.S.

Krishna Library of Andhra University, a depository of literature and

information on a wide range of disciplines including HRD, has been visited

very frequently to collect the pertinent literature for the study. The

questions are framed with statements for each specified item, there are

number of statements and each statement is supported by alternative

answers by which the employees have to express their opinions.

Statistical techniques for analysis of data: The study concern with

Quality Circles and the training methods for quality circle members of

human resource management in changing environment requires a careful

enquiry into current status of human resource management and current

position of employees’ views on quality circles and perceptions of employees.

The following techniques are used to analyze the impact of quality circles

on quality culture.

The F–test or the variance ratio test :  The F– test is named in honor of the

great statistician R.A. Fisher. The object of the F- test is to find out whether

the two independent estimates of population variance differ significantly,

or whether the two samples may be regarded as drawn from the normal

populations having the same variance. For carrying out the test of

significance, the F ratio is calculated. F is defined as:
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The calculated value of F is compared with the table value for V1 and V2

at 5% or 1% level of significance. If the calculated value of F is greater

than the table value, then the F ratio is considered significant and the null

hypothesis is rejected. On the other hand, if the calculated value of F is

less than the table value the null hypothesis is accepted and it is inferred

that both the samples have come from the population having the same

variance.

Since F test is based on the ratio of two variances, it is also known

as the variance ratio test. The ratio of two variances follows a distribution

called the F distribution named after the famous statistician   -  R.A.,

Fisher

b) The t-test: The student’s t-distribution is an important statistical tool

has a number of applications in statistics. The following are some of

them;

1. t–test for significance for single means, population variables being

unknown.
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2. t–test for the significance of the difference between two sample

means, the population variance being equal but unknown.

3. t–test for significance of an observed sample correlation coefficient

In this analysis the investigator has used the t–test for testing

the significance of the difference between two sample means.

The formulae used for this test is

Demographic Profile of Sample Respondents: This demographic profile

covers various facets of respondents’ personality.  These include age-wise

distribution, educational background, length of service etc.  This analysis

is essential as these aspects have a direct or indirect impact on quality of

their work.  It also gives an insight into the respondents’ level of

understanding, perception and attitude to develop and grow if opportunities

are created to them.

As mentioned in the earlier chapter, 550 respondents have been

selected to administer the questionnaire, the respondents are chosen by

using stratified random sampling technique in order that they represented

all the sections/departments of the selected organizations in general and

Quality Circle members in particular.

Age-wise Distribution: Age of the employees is one of the important

factors in any research study.  Mental maturity, understanding of people
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and the organization, analytical abilities, emotional balance and judgments

etc. aspects are the function of individual age and exposure. The Table 4

indicates that age-wise distribution of sample respondents. Out of the total

sample respondents, a highest of 65.8 percent of employees are 41 to 50

years in the age group, 17.1 percent above 50 years, 12.0 percent 31 to 40

years and 5.1 percent of employees are below 30 years in the age group.

Hence, the above analysis shows that more than sixty percent of employees

are between 41 to 50 years are in the age group.

Regarding the academic qualifications of the sample employees from

the selected organization. It is considered imperative to carry out the

opinions in this regard.   The Table: 5. Shows that academic qualification-

wise distribution of sample respondents. Among the total sample

respondents, 37.3 percent of employees are SSC holders, 30.7 percent post

graduation holders, 25.6 percent of employees are degree holders and 6.4

percent of employees are Intermediate holders. Therefore, the above table

indicates that more than thirty percent of employees are SSC holders.
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The Table 6 shows that technical / professional qualification-wise

distribution of sample respondents. it is clear from the table, among all

the  total respondents, one third  percent of employees are ITI holders,

followed by diploma holders (33.3 percent), 21.6 percent are B. Tech., and

the remaining 8.6 percent of employees are M. Tech., holders. Hence, the

above data reveals majority or most of employees are ITI holders in VSP.

The Table 7 indicates that experience-wise distribution of

sample respondents. From the table it is clear that more than fifty

percent (56.7) of employees are having more than 20 years experience,

30.7 percent 10 to 20 years and 12.6 percent of employees are having

below 5 years experience. Therefore, the above analysis shows that

most of the employees are having more than 20 years experience.
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Training for Quality Circle Members: Training has always been a

necessary part of an organization’s efforts to equip the people with requisite

skills and improve the same through training, which is an ongoing process.

Training provide an opportunity for an effective adaptation to the changes

induced by an organization’s environment and the corporate plans, which

directly affect the organization’s ability to accomplish its corporate goals

and to survive as a unified system

The Table 8 represents the opinions of adequacy in training given

to QC Members to enhance their efforts.  It is interesting to note from the

table that among the respondents about 48.4 percent of employees answered

strongly agree, 40.5 percent agree and very few respondents with neutral

opinion.  Hence, it can be concluded that nearly ninety percent of employees

agree that organizing training programmes is essential to be successful

and effective in working as Quality Circle member.

The Table 9 gives the opinions on the criteria for selecting QC

members for   training in their organization.  It is clear from the table that

more than fifty percent (51.1%) of the employees opined qualification of

the employee is important to some extent, 44.4 percent said it is very

important and below five percent of the employees said qualification if not

an important factor in selecting the members for training.

Regarding experience of the employees a dominated group of

employees (64.4%) felt very important, while 32.0 percent said important
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to some extent in selecting the members for training. While a negligible

percentage 3.6 responded negatively.    All of the respondents 100 percent

opined job knowledge / skill of the job is very important factor or important

to some extent in selecting members for training.

Similarly more than fifty percent of the respondents said Job

performance level is very important, 37.1 percent felt important to some

extent in selecting members for training in the organization. Out of the

total respondents (550) three fourth of the employees said attitude to learn

is very important factor in selecting members for training, and the

remaining 25 percent felt it is not an important factor.

Hence it is concluded that  most of employees opined the most

important factors in selecting members for training are Job Knowledge/

skill of the Job and Attitude to learn, followed by  qualification, experience

and performance levels as the important factors in selecting members for

training in the organization.
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The attendance of the sample employees from RINL in training

programme organized by the organization is presented in the Table 10 It is

evident from the table that seventy five percent of the employees expressed

that they have attended one or the other training programme, but  rest of

them have   not attended any training programme may be their tight regu-

lar  work schedules and some personal reasons. Therefore, it is revealed

that majority attended training programme given to them and one fourth

of the employees have not attended a training programmes due to work

schedules or some personal problems.

The success of training programmes not only depends on the con-

tent of the programmes and delivery but also influenced by the motivation

and attitude of the participants. Multiple factors motivate the trainees

but intensity and influence of these factors vary from individual to indi-

vidual and his/her career goals, perception and attitude.  As such, differ-

ent factors are listed to find out their relative impact on motivating the

trainees.  There are many factors influencing the employees to attend train-

ing programme organized in RINL. The opinions regarding the basic in-

fluencing factors for attending training programmes are given in Table 11.

It is revealed form the table that the response of the employees about the

influenced factors shows as many as 247 employees expressed that they

have attend training programme to improve technical skills and update

job knowledge and 73 members attended training programme to improve

their leadership qualities. A significant number of respondents said that
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they have attended training programme to get relief sometimes from stress

and strain and also avoid monotony work. To improve general knowledge,

communication and group dynamics, a few numbers of employees have

given first priority but not a significant number.

The respondents have encountered some problems in attending

training programmes and the data is shown in Table-12.   It is observed

from the table that out of the total respondents 65.3 percent said that they

are facing problems in attending training programmes in their organiza-

tion due to heavy work load in the department, whereas, 52.9 percent of

the employees opined that inconvenient timings as the problem for at-

tending the training programmes, but 50.7 percent of the respondents

opined frequent misunderstanding between boss and colleagues are mak-

ing trouble in attending the training programmes.
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The opinion of the sample respondents regarding the effectiveness

of Training function is presented in Table 13.  It is clear from the table

that out of the total sample, 35.4 percent strongly agree and 52.2 percent

agreed that the number of training centres and training programmes are

sufficient in the organization, whereas, 12 percent either strongly disagree

or disagree with the statement. Hence, it can be concluded that more than

eighty percent of employees felt happy with existing number of training

centres and adequate training given to them in their organization. regarding

the supply of excellent infrastructure and teaching aids during the training.

Among the total respondents 31.1 percent strongly agree and the remaining

agrees (52.4).   A small percent 16.0 are disagree and negligible 0.5 percent

strongly disagree with the statement.    Hence, these analysis shows that

more than eighty percent of employees felt the selected company under

study stood up to the mark in providing excellent infrastructure and

provision of teaching aids during the training.   It also shows that as many

as 67.1 percent of the employees agreed and 19.6 percent of the employees

strongly agreed that their organization provided adequate number of

internal and external resource persons.  An insignificant number of strongly

disagree (4.2 percent) and disagree (9.1 percent) with the statement. It

can be concluded that more than eighty percent of employees agreed and

have positive opinion on the number and quality of resource persons.
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Regarding the ‘Evaluation and Feedback sessions’ arranged after training

programmes, it is observed 36.4 percent of employee strongly agree, and

considerable percentage agree (54.0), while negligible 2.2 percent strongly

disagree and 7.4 percent disagree. Hence, the above table infers that more

than ninety percent of employees agreed that evaluation and feedback

sessions are arranged after training programmes are conducted as per the

plan.
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It shows about employee’s academic qualifications, the mean score

of SSC holders (13.64), Inter (13.11), Post Graduate (12.71) and Degree

holders (12.62), the respective standard deviations are 1.688, 0.900, 1.716

and 1.339. Therefore the derived f-value is 15.786 and found there is 0.01

significant level.  With regard to  employee’s technical qualifications,

Diploma holders are 13.39, ITI holders are 13.27, B.Tech holders are 12.50

and M.Tech holders are 12.30 respectively. The standard deviations are

1.554, 1.463, 1.631 and 2.074. Therefore the derived f-value is 12.263 and

found there is 1% significant value.

It also explains about employee’s experience, the mean score of 10-

20 years experienced employees was 13.93, more than 20 years experience

was 12.82 and below 10 years experience was 12.03. The respective standard

deviations are 1.140, 1.554 and 2.036. Therefore, the derived f-value 48.342

and found there is 0.01 significant value.

The Table 14 exhibits the opinion difference among different age

group employees dimension on effectiveness of training, the average score

of 31-40 years age group employees was 13.26, above 50 years age group

employees was 12.86, 41-50 years age group employees was 12.63 and below

30 years age group employees was 10.32, and the respective standard

deviations are 2.221, 1.695, 2.040 and 1.541. Hence, the observed f-value

15.231 found significant at 0.01 level. On the other with academic

qualifications, effectiveness of training, the average performances of Inter

holders are (13.03), Post Graduates (12.80), SSC (12.66) and Degree holders

(12.27), the respective standard deviations are 1.740, 1.790, 2.216 and 2.174.

Hence, the derived f-value is 2.311 and found significant at 0.05 level.
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It also reveals that  about employee’s technical qualifications, the

average performances of M.Tech holders are 13.60, Diploma holders are

13.11, B.Tech holders are 12.87 and ITI holders are 11.82, the respective

standard deviations are 1.651, 2.063, 1.785 and 2.042. Hence, the derived

f-value is 19.416 and found 1% significant value.  While  employee’s

experience, the mean score of more than 20 years experienced employees

was 12.73 found higher than 10-20 years 12.61 and below 10 years

experienced employees was 12.22, and the respective standard deviations

are 1.367, 2.763 and 2.589 respectively. Therefore, the calculated f-value is

1.767 found not significant level.

The table 15 gives the  respondents performance about the quality

culture,  with the  different age group employees dimension on quality

culture, the average performance of 31-40 years age group employees are

11.18, 41-50 years age group employees was 10.86, above 50 years age group
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employees 10.67 and below 30 years age group employees was 8.50. The

respective standard deviations are 1.498, 1.993, 1.491 and 1.774. Hence,

the observed f-value 15.459 indicates significant at 0.01 level.

Findings, suggestions and Conclusions:

Nearly ninety percent of employees agree that organizing training

programmes is essential to be successful and effective in working as Quality

Circle member.

Most of employees opined the most important factors in selecting

members for training are Job Knowledge/ skill of the Job and Attitude to

learn, followed by  qualification, experience and performance levels as the

important factors in selecting members for training in the organization.

Majority attended training programme given to them and one fourth

of the employees have not attended a training programmes due to work

schedules or some personal problems.

A significant number of respondents said that they have attended

training programme to get relief sometimes from stress and strain and

also avoid monotony work. To improve general knowledge, communication

and group dynamics, a few numbers of employees have given first priority

but not a significant number.

More than ninety percent of employees agreed that evaluation and

feedback sessions are arranged after training programmes are conducted

as per the plan.

One of the most distinctive developments in the organization is the

increasing emphasis on creating quality of work culture which is enhancing

talent and competency. The dimensions (QC, Implementation of QC,

Training QC members, presented in this research, are pointed the central
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theme of quality and Quality Circles.High performing companies focuses

on latent issues on quality, but they pay particular attention to getting

these core objectives, values and norms, it is not just doing them, but doing

them well enough to be a competitive advantage.   Hence, holistic and well

executed quality circles in any organization will reach greater heights.

In RINL’s management attitude is positive towards the attainment

of employee performance to reach higher levels.  It is a good sign, out of

550 the total sample respondents majority of the employees are satisfied

with the functioning of Quality circle aspects but very few expressed the

neutral opinion on QC Members attitude. It is concluded from this study

that RINL moving towards reaching its goals, also improving Quality

standards by providing specific QC Training and implementing timely

quality practices to all production and service departments. As a result

RINL able to produce products on par with international standards and

capture the market across the globe, ultimately it reaches greater heights

in the steel producing public sector undertakings.    It is understood that

the researcher preset objectives are fulfilled and tested hypothesis

accordingly.  As human wants are unlimited even though there are some

sort of dissatisfactions of employees, most of them opined that they are

very much satisfied with the existing Quality Circle procedure and its

implementation and the impact on all sorts of quality.
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“…idiots…and tenets of philosophers…rationally and methodically to

find out, and set in order all necessary determinations and instructions

for a man’s life.”1

Marcus Aurelius in his Meditations could not have been more subtle

about his disagreement with the philosophers’ way of life. In all fairness

though, it might be mentioned that interpreting his words is not always

easy. Being a philosopher himself, he might just be   meaning to point the

misleading traits of philosophers rampant in his time; or, he might just be

making the point that philosophical arguments, though important, were

not merely for enabling the rational understanding of the world, but to

permit those rational understanding to inform the way in which one lived.

In any case, ‘necessary determination’ and ‘instructions’ for a man’s life

are pretty heavy terminologies, and give a sense of a certain givenness

which might not always be either fair or useful. My aim in the present

paper is to indicate that the Buddhist metaphysics might have the

aforementioned ‘givenness’, but its ethics does not. And the Buddhist ethics

does not have this givenness because its ethical structure is primarily

particularistic. For this purpose, the paper is divided into three sections.

The first section briefly brings forth the distinction between the absolutistic

and particularistic models in ethics, followed by explaining particularism
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as a meta-ethical theory keeping in mind the present purpose, and lastly,

showing how the features of particularism explained in the second section

can also be noticed in the ethics of specific Buddhist thinkers.

I

            The quest for knowledge owes a large part of its existence to the

need to quell anxiety. One truth is as good as another as long as they keep

the holder of these truths at ease with themselves. For instance, if I see

lightening flash, I can explain that phenomena to be either god or demon.

Once I think I know what it is, I can derive future responses accordingly. A

scientist might investigate and find out that it is a consequence of the

build up of charges within the clouds. That is his truth. He may claim it to

be superior by saying that the information teaches him to deal with

lightening strikes better, or to harness it for practical purposes or to fit it

in with other physical phenomena. All that is valid, but if I do not know all

this and the lightening strikes me, I would be equally content because I

could not imagine it to happen in any other way. Which is why a generation

that knows more is not necessarily also a generation that has lesser anxiety.

Philosophy, moral philosophy in particular, is into the business of explaining

certain features of the world. Long ago, religion could explain everything

sufficiently before reason stepped in during the Enlightenment. Eventually

reason came to be suspected as the play of power because paradigms were

designed to explain science to one’s advantage. This pattern might be

making a point of there being an absence of anything absolute- paradigms,

the first principle, theories that govern our existence, truth et al.

          It holds true especially of philosophy because, as mentioned earlier,

philosophy takes upon itself the task of explaining the world. As in science,

with certain basic and fundamental truths ‘given’, the other theories
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following from them might be questioned and proved fallacious. Similar is

the case in philosophy. The basic and fundamental truth, the first principle

of asking of each particular thing- What is its nature? What is it in itself?

, holds still while the various responses to that question might stand to

test. Ethics seems to be the most affected by this because of it being the

most unapologetically pragmatic. The discipline of ethics aspires to establish

a system where there would be no difficulty at the time of making

judgement, moral in nature. The fundamental presupposition of this paper

is that morality aims at keeping the world ‘ordered’ without bringing in

external laws. And a well ordered social structure is in the hindsight of all

the moral theorists. Ethics is needed because it caters to the fulfilment of

the two-fold aspects of a human subject ( also a moral subject )- the social

and the individual. I am ethical because I am a social animal and live in

society of fellow humans. But I am also an individual being. And the type

of morality that drives me to act in a particular manner when I am a social

animal might not convince me to behave in the same manner when I am

just an individual. The point of focus here is that morality exists, no doubt,

but there is an uncertainty about the credibility of the ‘author’ of the

moral rules. The broader point is who gives them the license to theorize

about how to live with each other?

       Being a particularist myself, I take it upon me to try to show that

moral absolutism do not address the peculiarities of moral problems as

better as moral particularism does; and then to show that if moral dictation

is a problem then Buddhist ethics escapes it by virtue of adhering to a

particularist framework. Moral absolutism, as the meta-ethical theory,

contains within itself certain features which help in the demarcation of

the ethical principles. According to Moral Absolutism, there are certain
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ethical principles or laws which exist, and ought to be the parameter of

judging the action to be morally right or wrong. Shafer Landau summarizes

it in one line- A moral rule is absolute just in case it may never be permissibly

broken.2 Kant’s deontology and Mill’s consequentialism are the classic

examples of Moral absolutism. What these both have in common is the

search for the fundamental moral principle or law. They agree that in order

that an act be called moral, it needs to have some end in mind- acting out

of duty and maximising happiness for maximum number of people

respectively. And these are absolute in the sense that there are no exceptions

permissible. Kant’s famous example of giving away a friend to a murderer

as a consequence of not lying, is reflective of the extent to which the moral

laws needs to be followed. Such cases rebel against the intuition though.

Why should I not lie, if all that lies between my friend’s life and death, is a

harmless lie? Kant, to this would reply that a lie is a lie, and since ‘lying’

by definition is morally wrong, it is wrong under all circumstances. He

would relate it to R M Hare’s maxim of universalizability and assert that

since the act of lying cannot be imagined to be universal, it ought not be

done. Another way to deal with this would be the argument to the effect

that one ought not to do to others what he himself would not want him to

be subjected to. So, in this case, had I been the murderer, would I have

wanted the other person to lie to me? No. Q.E.D. It should be made clear

here that even though the primary postulate on which the entire ethical

system of Buddhism rests is the fundamental premise that there is a

supreme end in human life which all rational people ought to aim for- this

goal, this summum bonum is referred to as Nibbana3, this does not count

as pointing to Buddhist ethics being absolutistic. It only implies that

Buddhism has an abstract principle as an end which in no way guides the
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day to day phenomenal existence. The aforementioned end does not ‘guide’

but ‘motivates’. The ‘guide’ is the ethical precepts mentioned in the

Buddhist texts.

          Moral Particularism, on the other hand, is a meta-ethical theory

which questions the role of principles in ethics. According to this, there

are no moral principles or laws. The most eminent particularist Jonathan

Dancy argues that there is no exception-less, finite general principle

providing descriptive conditions under which a moral verdict is justified.

It accounts for the fact that one consideration (Dancy calls these

considerations, reasons) that are good in one situation might not necessarily

be good in other similar situations; moreover, the same considerations

might, in fact, be against the situation. Dancy’s chief objection to the moral

absolutist program has to do with the fact that it absolutely overlooks the

role context plays in a situation. To understand his particularist program

better it could be noted that Dancy is not against any ethical theory- Kant’s

, Mill’s- he never wrote against the theory per se. He focuses on the reason

that goes into formulating any principle. So, Dancy discusses his theory of

reasons when he discusses particularism.

II

Dancy’s Particularism emerges out of WD Ross’s theory of prima

facie duties. It is evident that Dancy’s contention that reasons are capable

of working both ways in seeming similar situations is directly influenced

by Ross who despite being a generalist agreed that our moral decisions are

based upon a variety of considerations, some of which favour the actions

while others oppose it. There is no system of rules that tells us how to
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weigh different relevant competing considerations. And for this very reason,

it might be argued, moral principles or laws are nothing more than probable

opinion, and open to revision. Now, this point won’t seem too farfetched if

we look into other significant moral phenomena like, moral guilt or moral

conflict. If a given set of moral rules could sufficiently address every possible

moral scenario, then the above mentioned concepts would be non-existent.

But it seems unlikely so. But Dancy found Ross’s anti-generalist stand to

be insufficient for two reasons: because of the conclusiveness of the list of

prima facie duties; and the fact that despite opposing generalism, Ross

still remained one. His opposition to generalism never got beyond the point

where the valency (weather the feature counts in favour or against an

action) could be variant. He continued to presuppose that the valence rests

invariant.

          It is interesting to see that Moral Particularism has been defined

and re-defined from the time of its first appearance. It is defined as

‘approaching ethics in an analogous manner’4, a ‘claim about moral

psychology’5, a statement about ‘nature of reason’6, view about the

‘relationship between descriptive and evaluative predicates’7, thesis about

the ‘normative priority of particular moral judgment’8, denial of the

existence of exceptionless moral principle9, a theory that morality cannot

be codified by any finite set of principles10, a claim that the possibility of

moral thought and judgement does not depend on the provision of a suitable

supply of moral principles11.12

           Dancy’s pioneering work on Moral Particularism is commendable,

and yet we notice paradigmatic shifts in his belief system as far as

particularism is concerned. It is worth mentioning that particularism is a

theory that has developed over the time, and since certain important points
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are introduced later than others, the difficulty to keep the discussion

ordered   is inevitable. Even though Dancy is still in the process of improving

his theory, Ethics without Principles presents his unchanged, definitive

views on particularism, and it is that which shall be the point of reference

here.  Now getting back to the shift in Dancy’s understanding of

particularism. Dancy initially thought that holism13 simply implies

particularism and for this very reason one of his major philosophical works14

has been contributed to defending and developing holism. However six

years later another publication by Mckeever and Ridge shook his

fundamental assumption of equating holism with particularism when they

showed that holism is in fact compatible with moral absolutism. This led

Dancy to renew his claim that from holism one cannot derive the

impossibility of moral principles. More needs to be done. It is for this reason

that we notice a major shift in the definition and characterization of

particularism in his two works. Whereas in Moral Reasons Dancy

characterizes particularism in the following manner: Particularism is at

its crudest the claim that we neither need nor can see the search for an

‘evaluative outlook which one can endorse as rational as the search for a set

of principles15’.16 , in Ethics without Principles he writes, particularism is

‘the possibility of moral thought and judgement does not depend on the

provision of a suitable supply of moral principles’17. Whereas in the former

definition, the absolute principles are completely shunned as being ever

even remotely close reasons; in the latter definition, it merely asserts that

morality does not depend on such principles.  In response to a criticism by

Sinnott Armstrong, and as an answer to his question: what sort of a

particularist are you? Dancy replies: my leading aim is to decide whether
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moral rationality depends in any way on the existence and application of

true general principles.18

Moving on, now, to the tracing of particularistic elements in the

Buddhist ethics.

III

        There has been on-going debate about whether or not Buddhism

adheres to the particularist code of conduct. Particularism in Buddhism is

not always explicit; the search might even be misguided, but the

examination is worthwhile. It goes without saying that when it comes to

interpreting Buddhism, one essentially must clarify as to the specific school

which is being referred to. There are over more than twenty three major

schools and sub-schools of Buddhism, taken geographically, historically,

and philosophically. If one sees Buddhism as a system where the moral

precepts are dictated first19 and the mind is cleansed later in order to make

it ‘mindful’ enough to grasp the precepts as if it comes naturally, it becomes

harder to see how particularism of any kind could possibly be found.

Interestingly, quite a few researchers on Buddhist ethics are coming around

to the opinion that there might, after all, be a particularistic account of

Buddhist ethics. For the present purpose, I use Charles Goodman and

Charles Hallisey’s research to make the point. Charles Goodman in his

book Consequences of Compassion20  starts off with an evaluative

examination of the three major ethical theories of all times-

consequentialism, deontology, and virtue ethics- and shows how even

though the consequentialist and deontological theories succeed in laying

out a system of moral principles where moral issues could be addressed,

they also, on the other hand, encounter cases which leads to ‘strange and

disturbing results’21 if they advocate the same principles as the basis of
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criterion of judgement for other cases. What counts as an interesting mark

is that Goodman calls these ‘strange and disturbing results’ counterintuitive

consequences. This might seem like a long shot but is the disturbing result

being called intuitive because both the theories are, kind of, agent-neutral?

Moral agent is independent of the principle making process. He is merely

the principle-abiding unit. This stand leads to problems. Henceforth

Goodman moves on to Aristotle’s virtue ethics. Aristotle’s solution to the

aforementioned problem makes us want to believe the presence of Buddhist

element in it; the point of a virtuous being who would know what to do in

a moral-binding situation by virtue of his virtue.  Goodman writes-

“The knowledge of what to do in problematic situations where different

moral considerations pull in different directions must derive from a kind

of practical wisdom, and cannot be reduced to a general rule.”22

              Aristotle’s account of virtues and the eudaemonist principle that

follows from it both agree that the kind of circumstances that we need to

attain happiness (the circumstances would also contain the virtues which

will lead to happiness when expressed in action) depend upon the facts

about human nature. And the human nature in Aristotle is very much a

part of the ‘rational soul’; one of the three aspects of human soul along

with the vegetative and the animal soul. And the rational soul is the one

capable of forming beliefs and deciding what to do.23 24

Goodman explains the Buddhist stand especially that of Vimalakirti, in

the chapter 6 titled Transcending Ethics. The crux of the chapter was to

make the point that Vimalakirti, through the years of Buddhist way of

life, became so perfect that he was beyond ethics. He could ask Mara for

the heavenly maidens and still be virtuous. And if he had to be attached to

some   ethical theory at all, he would come closest to moral particularism.
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The fact that Vimalakirti’s concern for the welfare of others is intensely

internalized to the extent that he does not, at all, refer to any given general

principle, and rather rejects them as being disregarding, points towards

the particularistic element being discussed here.

            Chandrakirti is yet another very important representative of the

Madhyamaka school of Buddhism who reproaches the normative views

that are taken for granted by the society, and offers a systematic criticism

of the same in his commentary of catuhsataka. According to him, we should

not hold of any philosophical theory that requires us to reject descriptive

aspects of the experience of everyday life.25 Of course, what he means by

this is primarily the external objects in the world and the like, but there is

no difficulty in inferring this clause to values and norms too. For

Chandrakirti an endorsement from the everyday life is as important for a

thing as its existence in itself. So by this token if the general moral principles

do not endorse the peculiarity of everyday life, they are not something

worth pursuing or depending on. The precedent accounts of the two

Buddhist thinkers, when seen in entirety, seem to present the following

picture: maintaining the vyavaharika ( phenomenal ) and paramarthika  (

ultimate ) divide, everything has to make sense in the former and remain

blank26 in the latter.  General principles, so long as they remain agent-

neutral, can never really address the particular problems of daily existence;

and hence could neither explain the problems better nor provide any

solutions to them. Charles Hallisey’s account of Moral Particularism is of

special interest. He writes27:

“By ethical particularism I mean: something analogous to a very old

problem in western philosophy, the ‘problem of criterion’….”
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        This problem of criterion, in brief, is a mistaken belief that only by

theoretically knowing the criteria for ethical knowledge; we can recognize

the particular instance of morality. In the absolutist/particularist debate

this problem could take the following form- it would be a mistake to suppose

that only by knowing the ethical principles, we would know that those

principles could be used to cases where they claim they can be used. He

brings forth Buddhaghosha’s work as a spot to look for the particularist

element in the Buddhist philosophy. It warns against any attempt to look

for one or few general meta-ethical principles that is expected to serve as a

solution of moral problems of all kinds. He writes:

“The diversity of the story...encourages us to respond to the rich

particularity of each situation before us without holding ourselves to a

standard of moral consistency generally associated with taking guidance

from a single ethical theory.”28

So, like Dancy’s particularism, Buddhist ethics (the schools

discussed above) too gives the impression that what is important while

deciding an action to be moral/immoral are the reasons for action. Even

though the phenomenality of the vyavaharika satta is denied as being

unreal, it is of supreme importance because it is the locus of action which

will ultimately lead to nibbana.
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Introduction :

Over the last few decades increasing attention has been paid by the

developing countries to the problem of literacy and social cohesion. During

16th and 17th centuries literacy was seen as an agent for economic

development and illiteracy was perceived as an obstacle to development.

Literacy affect a whole range of cognitive processes and attitude that cause

a substantive change in perceptions and understanding of social reality.

A basic definition of literacy (UNESCO, 1960s) is ‘the ability to

read and write in the mother tongue’.

Literacy is not merely a skill, that is the skill of social cohesion.

Literacy is a social process. It brings the literate person new respect and

social status. Literacy is responsible for developing of society. The newly

literate learner use of literacy in social and cultural aspect of daily life.

In the 1950 to 1960, concept such as ‘fundamental education’ or

‘basic education’ and ‘fundamental literacy’ came into vogue. It was early

seventies that the concept of non-formal education gained wide acceptance.

The participatory process of adult learning has tremendous social cohesion

potential. Literacy can be defined not in terms of technical skills alone,

but it also helpful in social and political context. Though, social cohesion

influence by several indicators like cast, religion, economic status etc.
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The question is, does adult literacy and more broadly, adult

education, also reduce existing disparities in the society ? In the paper an

attempt to raise issues on the literacy in promoting the social cohesion.

Concept of Social Cohesion :

Basically, the social cohesion is a exchanger and network between

individuals and communities or active social relationship. Social inclusion

and integration of people into the mainstream institution of civil society.

Social equality refers to the level of fairness of disparity in access to

opportunities or material circumstances, such as literacy, skill income,

quality of life etc. one of the biggest distributing factor in achieving social

cohesion in India is illiteracy and unskill population.

These communities in India have unfortunately not been involved

in the main stream of social living. So, cohesion is social order and economic

safety.

“Social cohesion is the capacity of a society to ensure the well-being

of all its members, minimizing disparities and avoiding marginalization”.

Concept of Literacy :

Literacy is difficult to define. The concept of literacy is indeed

elusive.

‘A person is functionally literate who can engage in all those

activities in which literacy is required for effective functioning of his group

and community and also for enabling him to continue to use reading, writing

and calculation for his own and the community’s development’.

It should be noted also that the meeting of the term ‘functional’ as

used here have changed over the years. In the above definition

‘functionality’ is general. It covers all the functions necessary for community
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life and improve social-cohesion. In India, the ‘Farmer Functional Literacy

Programme’ of the mid 1960s (1967) linked literacy to the occupation of

learner. In the NAEP, functionality was built in as one of the three

component together with basic literacy and awareness (Shah, 1993). In

the Total Literacy Campaign, functional literacy includes self-reliance in

the 3R’s, awareness of the cause of skill improvement and imbibing values

such as national integration, conservation of environment, women equality,

elimination of castism and improve social-cohesion. So, the literacy is not

only the programme of self-development but several element of national

and international global concern of social cohesion.

Literacy Position of Indian Religious Groups :

Six religious groups namely Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Sikhs,

Buddhists and Jain have been classified as the main religions in India.

Literacy rates of the religions communities as per 2001 census, are as

follows:
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The above table has shows that the literacy rate among Scheduled Castes

and Scheduled Tribes in lagging behind literacy rate of all castes.

Literacy Promote Social Cohesion :

The uses of literacy skills are directly linked to the extent to which

literacy is promote cohesion in society. In a highly literate society found

social cohesion through income, health, education, employment and

housing. Other than in illiterate individual or group find difficulties to

function optimally without minimal functional literacy. The illiterate

community suffer from lack of work, debt, anxiety, low self-esteem, ill-

health, poor skills and bad living condition. In India most of population is

illiterate, illiteracy is not perceived as an inadequacy, particularly by the

adult illiterates. The use of literacy as an essential tools for social cohesion.

The literate society improved, ability to identify some of the causes

of their daily problems through group discussion (e.g. employment,

opportunities, health care, environmental protection, family planning etc.).

The literate society encouraging communal harmony rather than

motivating the learners to organize active resistance against communal

propaganda and conflagration. The literacy and learning programmes

includes developing insights into group behaviour process and dynamics,

self-development, improve skill etc. The literacy process helps the learners

to acquire faith in him/herself. The open learning system of literacy does

not provide information and skill alone but breaks the conflict between
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religions and castes in the society. The problem of social cohesion has

eliminate through literacy and improve socio-economic condition without

much impact on other factor. So, the literacy is the tool for promoting

social cohesion and human being development.

Conclusion :

Literacy is one of the most important indicators of social cohesion.

It is a major component of human integration and socio-economic

development. It improves attitudes, moral values, knowledge and skill of

the people whole. A literate society is usher in progress, prosperity and

social-cohesion. Literacy and cohesion are therefore linked with each other.

Literacy is crucial requirement for social cohesion in society.
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Introduction:

Large Scale organization becomes the concern of social theorists.

Structure of the organizations, causes and consequences of the division of

labour, and the specialization of function from the focal issues of enquiry.

The contradicting observations by the scholars on physiological aspects of

organizations led to the emphasis on human relations within the

organization. The attention of the scholars to the human and personal

needs of the employees in the organizations resulted in considerable

emphasis on socio-psychological dimensions of organizations. The

realization about the need to associate with employers or workers with

management paved way for the evolution of such concepts as “Industrial

Democracy”. Besides the need-based hierarchy advanced by Maslow (1954)

are some of the methodologies, which emphasize on the psychological

aspects and which can offer explanation to the human relations in

organizations. While some of these constructs take a social dimension as

per the basic parameter while the others take a psychological dimension

as the basic unit for analysis. Scholars interested in studying the

organizations in the Indian context have based their observations on reports

given by organizational functionaries. Such observations are likely to suffer

from the limitation of subjectivity.

Scholars like McClelland (1953), Dwight Waldo (1970), and McCardy

(1971) have used non-organizational sources for analyzing the
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organizational process. Sudhir Kakar (1971) and Panandikar (1971) are

some of the Indian Scholars who examined organizational process from

non-organizational sources. Human relations are a sensitive issue and are

closely linked with the authority patterns and authority ideologies. The

perceptions and expectations of non-organizational functionaries relating

to the role actors in the organizations have also been perceived as capable

of influencing the human relations besides the perceptions and expectations

of the interacting role functionaries. The historical development of modern

work organizations in India provides ample evidence or dominant

paternalistic human relations. Most of the studies on human relations in

the Indian context support the above observations. As such, a non-

organizational base, in particular, a popular cultural from would

supplement indigenous effort intended for theory building on Indian

organizations. Lenin (1967) observed the relationship between the Mass

Media like Art, Culture, literature and public life. Variables such as

socialization experience of the individual, his predispositions, the context

of the message, and also the physical, emotional, and even geographical

environment in which the message is being delivered, are important factors

affecting the communication process. Blumer observed that pictures are

authentic portrayals of life, from which they drew patterns of behavior,

stimulation to overt conduct, content for a vigorous life of imagination,

and idea of reality and hence they are a form of stimulation. Movies present

a vivid visual presentation in which the images are already fully established,

easily identified (in most cases) and easily followed.

N.T.Rama Rao (1985) observed that films are comparatively a better

medium to appeal to the heart of man than any other forms of art. In his

opinion, the film is perhaps, the most convenient and effective medium of

expression of human beings, trials and tribulations, hopes and aspirations
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and his joys and sorrows. The motion picture was much more than mere

entertainment of diversion from the humdrum routine of everyday living.

First, movies were the culminations of the development of a mass society

in the United States. The mass media in general and the movies in

particular, were major contributors to this increased cultural homogeneity.

The movies begin to “shape” in ideas of their audience as much as

“reflecting” them. Further, the film industry’s self-regulatory agencies

would be essentially, needs and demand in greater depth. Linton (1978)

perceived movies as an integral institution in modern society. He felt it is

a valuable new perspective to understand the organizations. Movies from

an important segment of the mass communication infrastructure. The

introduction of Television attached the attention of researches, resulting

in non-study of films. Some scholar said that films should be viewed as

mass media. Movies from a important modern institution against the social

and cultural background and were the first of the “modern” mass media,

heralding.

Rama Rao (1985) observed the importance of Film in public life as

the most powerful medium that has been invented by man. He observed

that the film can be utilized in a variety of ways, namely, to entertain

people, to enlighten people, to instruct people and to elevate people. He

observed that the film is the people’s art medium. It is generally agreed

that mass media are capable of “reflecting” society because they are forced

by their commercial nature to provide a level of context which will guarantee

the widest possible acceptance by the largest possible audience. The message

of the movie goes not only from the screen to the individual, but this message

is interpreted, enhanced, diminished or even misinterpreted by interaction

with other members of the audience. The movies, as an entertainment

medium, have been a potent “public message system” for more than 100
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years. Thus, where the movies area reflecting or shaping, they are

contributing to the overall perspective we have of our society. Furthermore,

they have made a significant contribution to the collective vision we all

have of things about which we know every little. Movies are capable of

acting as creators of ideas and attitudes, especially where viewers have

gaps in their experience of these issues. The ability of the movies to

transport an audience outside of its local cultural experience is a significant

one and account for much of the concern about “movie influence”. Thus,

while movies may alienate people from their own local experience, they

also prepare people for a wide cross-section of society as a whole. The movies

have played an important part as one of the factors contributing to the

drastic changes which have taken place in the last eight years in the way

we live and also the way we perceive the world around us. Cinema today is

the single largest disseminator of popular culture. A perception refers to

interpretation and often an elaboration of the raw materials of sensation.

It involves complex processes within the brain. Thus, perception may be

said to be influenced by a variety of higher mental processes, such as a

memory, motivation, and expectations. Perceptions, therefore, is a cognitive

process. Motivational state can leave strong impact on how we perceive

our environments and it is called perceptual set. Our perceptions are much

that what we see, hear, smell taste, or sense with our skin and body senses.

It is our brains, which organize and give meaning to the constant input of

sensory message through an active process of selecting, ordering,

synthesizing, and interpreting. Hence it is these perceptions, which give

meaning to the experiences. Therefore, the world exists what the individual

sees and not as what it is in physical terms. Thus, it is the physiological

reality as contrasted to physical reality which forms important and rich

sources for the individual inner world of experience, and which therefore,
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controls the individual’s behavior and adjustment. Work is in essential

aspect of one’s life. Primarily, it fulfills the good of earning a living. However,

it goes far beyond the mere satisfaction of one’s basic needs like food,

clothing and shelter. Significant aspect which promote work output and

increased motivation is the kind of psychological atmosphere existing the

organization, in terms of good employer-employees relations a certain

degree of autonomy and flexibility to perform one’s job effectively etc. it

therefore, seems essential to collect information regarding these

organizational processes to study their role in job performance. Data

gathered from the organization set up from valid sources of first hand

information pertaining to organizational aspects. They provide for direct

observations, which tap more spontaneous responses from the individuals,

since they have the actual work experience and more being placed amidst

the work atmosphere. It may be appropriate to gather information from

outside sources namely non-organizational sources, so that the information

thus gathered could be supplemented to date from organizational sources

to get an integrated picture. Films from one such non-organizational source,

which can be analyzed to draw valid conclusions regarding organizations

aspects. It may be noted that films have no longer been confined to

entertainment value. They have come to depict our culture, emotions and

sentiments, attitudes and values. All over the world, they have become a

potent public message system. Literature, pertaining to films reveals that

they present authentic portrayals of life, rich source and context of vivid

imagination and ideas of society. They offer a satisfactory outlet by way

fulfilling the individual’s emotions and sentiments. They set the stage of

gratification of one’s needs and expectations. However, there are hardly

any studies, which have tried to analyze films as sources service of data to

understand organizational aspects. Thus, the present study tried to analyze
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films as non-organizational sources in order to get an insight into the

organizational processes.

The key concepts of the present study area:

Human Relations refers to the interpersonal and role relationships,

capable of influencing the pattern of interaction and related behaviors.

Organizational Processes used to have allowances to the researcher to

include both public and private organizations while retaining emphasis on

the functional aspects such as contests. Mass Media used to include any

art, culture, and such other capable of conveying some message or

information to the receiver from the transmitter. Films used as a synonym

to cinema, motion picture and like. If refers to cinema made for commercial

interest that a theme based entertainment. Perception refers to

organization, elaboration and interpretation of related themes into plots

or inters woven series.

Mass Media have become a focal issue because of its ability to

influence the public opinion in the modern era. Newspapers, radio and

cinema, in the Indian context, have been acknowledged as the important

sources of influence on social and organizational perceptions. In the present

study, Telugu films are used as the chief source material. The perceptions

on human relations in particular and organizational process in general, as

depicted and screened in Telugu Film area analyzed. The design of the

study includes emphasis on interpersonal and role relationships, the

patterns of interactions and related behaviors in the organizational context.

Unlike News Papers and Radio, films present and represent a composite

perception which is likely to be more realistic and nearer to the popular

sentiments.
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Analysis of themes on employee-employer relations in Telugu films.

The context of the 50 films in the sample is presented below.

In the present study 62 percent of the sample presented themes

relating to Government or semi Government organizations while 38 percent

portrayed reference to industrial, business and such other private

organizations. Regarding the situations of the human interaction almost

two-thirds of the themes of the films in the sample portray references to

employer-employee or management-worker or superior-subordinate

interaction. In connection with the structural aspects of interacting

situations in films majority i.e. 54% are legal and formal followed by 22%

legal and informal, 18% extra legal and informal, 6% extra legal and formal.

Regarding the outcome of the structure of interacting situations majority

i.e. 68% legal and formal structural harmful and ineffective, followed by

21% extra legal and informal structure harmful and ineffective, 7% extra

legal and informal structure necessary and effective, 4% legal and formal

structure necessary and effective. With regard to sources for co-operation

or conflict, highest percent i.e. 45% for salaries, wages and other monetary

incentives, followed by 13% for work conditions and job demands, 12% for

personal prejudices rivalries and jealousies, 9% for sex and fantasy, 8% for

ideology, status and authority, 7% for money and corruption, where as 6%

for personnel aspects, recruitment, transfer and promotion. In depiction

of roles in the interacting situations, majority i.e. 61% of the roles depicted

employer or superior as villain. Whereas 22% depicted employer or superior

as a role model. While 11% depicted employee or subordinate as role model

and 6% depicted employee or subordinate as villain. Regarding the

combination of traits attributed to role model, highest percent i.e. 38%

humanitarian and understanding. Followed by 26% helpful and co-

operative, 12% honest and sincere, 10% rule bound and hardworking, 8%
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kind and sympathetic, 6% kind, honest and goal minded. With regard to

combination of traits attributed to the villain model, highest percent i.e.

42% inhuman and exploitation, followed by 17% harmful and non co-

operative, 12% selfish and opportunistic, 10% dishonest and insincere, 10%

corrupt, indifferent and inefficient, 9% harsh and adamant. Regarding the

perceptions relating to the nature of relationships, highest percent i.e.

46% depicted employer or superior as authoritarian, followed by 24%

employee or subordinate as obedient and duty bound, 11% employer or

superior as conscientious, 8% employee or subordinate as careerist, 5%

pees as jealous and selfish, 2% peers as cooperative and helpful, 2% pees as

non-cooperative and unfriendly, 2% employee/subordinate as disobedient

and indifferent.

When comes to the combination of traits attributed to the villain

model, N.T.Rama Rao has 12% followed by Nageswara Rao 8% Chiranjeevi

28% Balakrishna 20% Krishna 16% Krishnamraju 6% and new stars 10%

Chiranjeevi film fans clubs and the Balakrishna film fans clubs are currently

in lead over other. With regarding to the opinions of the interviewers over

the organizational relationships. The perceptions of the interview sample

about the perceptions portrayed in the sample films. Highest number i.e.

41% of the interviewees expressed the opinion that film makers tend to

personal the employer or the superior as authoritarian. Followed by 28%

perceived the subordinates as naïve and obedient. Whereas 10% expressed

that view that the peers are presented as zealous and selfish or friendly.

9% felt them as helpful and cooperative, 7% viewed employer as

conscientious and 5% employer as indifferent. With regarding to the

opinions of interviewer a role attributer. Highest number i.e. 41% number

of interviewer felt that the films present role model as containing human

outlook and physical vigor. Whereas 35% felt them as in human and
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exploitative. Whereas 11% viewed them as honesty and role-bounded. While

15% are dishonesty and non-cooperative.

Findings of the study:

Majority of the Themes presented in the films seem to be touching

one or other dimension of employee or superior-subordinate relations in

the organizational context. The employer or management or superior in

various ways presents a good many of the interacting situations as

containing the existence of district social class identifications and

exploitation of the employee or worker. Further, the number of informal

interacting situations among formal roles is much large when compared to

the situations of formal interaction. The interacting situations involving

conflict-oriented relationships contain, the employers or employers or

superior as authoritarian corrupt and partisan, in the aforementioned films,

they are depicted primarily as villain are much larger when compared to

the films which presented him as the role-model. It may be indicated that

salary, wages and monetary incentives, work conditions and job demands

from the primary sources of conflicts and it is being portrayed in the films

which depicted employer as the villain. For instance, in the interaction

process, the honest and the straight forward employee or worker is being

either punished or rewarded depending on the personality of the superior

or employer. Often, the employers with authoritarian personality are

portrayed as seeking unconditional submission by the employee or worker

as highlighted in the films “Eenadu” (1982), “Prati Dwani” (1985), “Police

Bharya” (1988) etc. frequently, the authoritarian employers are portrayed

as perceiving the employees as disinterested in the work and thereby

preferring to avoid work if not closely supervised. Further, the perceptions

of the employers resemble very much the employees. Added to the dimension

of the leader or employer’s personality are the other dimensions of the
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personality of the external roles, which influence the interaction processes.

The occurrence of sex and fantasy, money and corruption and personal

prejudices, revelries and jealousies as sources for cooperation in the

interacting situations is considerable. Where the employer is portrayed as

a role model, sex and fantasy tend to be a source for cooperation. However,

sex and fantasy emerge as a source for cooperation in the situations where

the employer is being described as the role model. In other words,

irrespective of the fact whether the employer is depicted as the role model

or villain, the situations present personality behavior. The personality

behavior in an organizational context forms the class, caste, religion, region

or such re compatibility as the primary sources for interaction. Much of

the aggression presented across the films in the name of hero or the villain

is to be viewed from the perspective of the familial or jati based

relationships. This has been the theme presented in situations where the

employee or worker or the subordinate is presented as suffering from such

feeling as helplessness and lack of self worth reflecting the conceptualization

of “anomie”. Further presents that humanism and understanding have

accrued to a significant level as the traits of the role model. Humanitarian

outlook may not always go together with legalism and formalism. There

are a number of themes, which present interactions between superior and

subordinates based on personal considerations. In many of them the

superior is presented as highly corrupt and villainous while the subordinate

is portrayed as either native or brave to be called a hero. The superior

officer himself preaches to his subordinate application of discrimination

and different sanctions to different people. The interaction situations

portrayed in the films refer to the interrelationships either among employer

or among employees. The interactions presented in the situations possess

legal but informal structural framework. The honest and sincere member
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of the workers group who is representing the group interest loses his life

due to the conspiracy of the employer in which is also a part.

Conclusion:

The expanding nature of human collectivities under the impact of

industrialization and urbanization change the context of work settings.

The studies on human relations could identify personality of the role as an

important variable. The studies could also identify two sets of variables

namely intrinsic and extrinsic factors as capable of influencing the

personality of the role actors. These factors are assimilated finally as those,

which influence the process of perception. Studies on organizational climate

proved that human relations in an organizational context are determined

by the mutual perceptions of the role functionaries. Most of the Indian

Organizations found their expression in western ideas and connotations.

In many cases, the norms and values followed do not reflect the indigenous

culture. In the present study films as a popular mass medium is considered

as a non-organizational sources to study the human relations.  The data

are discussed in relation to employer-employee or superior-subordinate

relations; interrelations among peers and also the relations between

organizational and non-organizational.

In the present study finally we can say that Human relations in

organizations are largely determined by familial or Jati based relationships.

Class consciousness and distinction are rampant in interpersonal relations.

Legal and formal mechanisms are inadequate to provide for cordial human

relations in organizational context. Failure of legal mechanisms is an

important reason for the rise and perpetuation of extra legal structures.

Environmental influences are perceived over the functioning of

organizations. There is a strong inclination in favor of employees or workers

in the portrayal of roles on the organizational relationships. Employers or
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superiors are perceived as conscious of their status and authority. Authority

is conceived more on legal and coercive terms. Portrayal of the role of

middle men in organizational relationships is highly frequent. Salary, wages,

bonus and other financial incentives are presented more as sources for

conflict than for co-operation in organizational relationships. Existence of

the patron-client relationships is a cause for personality behavior. Job

demands and work conditions in Indian organizations are presented as

more of a source for conflict than for cooperation. Careerism forms an

important behavioral tent of organizational process. Primordial

identifications, sex and fantasy, figure as the behavioral characteristics

which tend to intensify the conflict in organizational context. The

dysfunctional consequences of legal excesses or inadequacies are minimized

to an extent by the environmental influences. Organizational relationships

center on the personality of the employer or the superior. This may be

because they are perceived to be contributing significantly to system-wide

behaviors.

The perceptions on organizational processes present a mixture of

the ethos of Indian society. The exposure which the film elite possess is

evident through the positive optimism they provide towards the end of the

film. However a cynical thrust looms large in many a description and

behavioral patterns presented. The excess concern for leadership presented

in many films displays ambivalence. The total interaction context is depicted

as defective and yet the solution is sought through an interaction of role

model with exemplary character. Changes in organizational relationships

tend to the incremental in nature. But the perceptions on human relations

portrayed in films seem to be not taking into grips these particular aspects.

However the perceptions about organizational process in Telugu films have

considerable academic and theoretical value. Further they also indicate
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the value of proportions deduced from indigenous source materials so that

effort at theory building and comparative study are advanced further. The

study highlights the necessary for indigenous models to understand human

relations in Indian organizational context.
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INTRODUCTION

The decentralized heart primarily increases its rate of contraction

during upright exercise due to the time course rise in plasma norepinephrine

concentration. Despite the ability to increase heart rate (HR) in response

to a work rate increment, the rate of increase in HR and the peak HR in

the patient with cardiac transplant (CT) is reduced than in the person

with a normally innervated heart.  This response is likely the result of the

absence of cardiac sympathetic efferent innervation.

The attenuation in the response of HR in the patient with CT during

exercise contributes to the inability to use a HR based method to prescribe

exercise intensity in these patients As a result, various other methodologies

such as rating of perceived exertion percent of maximum oxygen

consumption (VO2) ventilatory threshold and lactate threshold have been

recommended as a guide to prescribing exercise intensity in the patient

who has undergone CT. 

Edward Frankline et al. reported findings on the use of a longer

duration stage protocol during exercise testing. The results demonstrated

that peak HR was significantly higher in patients with a transplanted heart

who were exercise tested using a protocol in which the work rate was not

increased until steady state VO2 and HR values were achieved, as compared

to a conventional Naughton treadmill protocol with 2 min stages.  This
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was despite a greater work rate achieved during the steady state protocol. 

However, plasma norepinephrine concentrations were not assessed. 

The purpose of this investigation was to test whether, using a 6

min versus a 3 min per stage work rate increment protocol, the plasma

norepinephrine concentration and HR values differ in the above type

patient. We hypothesized that an exercise test using 6 min (T6) versus 3

min (T3) stage increments in patients with cardiac transplant would result

in higher plasma norepinephrine concentrations and heart rates at selected

stages, and at peak exercise.

METHODS

Subjects

            Nine male patients who had undergone CT and a mean age, body

weight and months after surgery of: 51±8 years (mean±SD), 89.2±11.3

kg, and 45±18 months (range 16-59 months), respectively, participated in

the study.  All patients gave informed consent and the study was approved

by the hospital’s Human Subjects Committee. Six subjects were

transplanted secondary to dilated cardiomyopathy and three due to ischemic

cardiomyopathy.  None of the patients were receiving positive inotropic

or chronotropic medications. All were prescribed standard triple drug

immunosuppressive therapy (prednisone, cyclosporine and Imuran), and

were receiving various anti-hypertensive agents.  As part of each patient’s

annual evaluation following transplantation, left ventricular function was

assessed during cardiac catheterization within the previous 12-month

period.  Each patients ejection fraction was greater than 45%.

Equipment and Experimental Protocol

           In this cross over design study, each patient completed two

continuous graded exercise tests.   These were performed on two
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nonconsecutive days using a Monark cycle ergometer that was calibrated

prior to each test.  The order of the tests was randomly set and work rate

was increased every 3 min or 6 min. Testing began at 30 Watts and increased

30 Watts/stage until volitional fatigue was achieved. An electrocardiogram

rhythm strip was recorded at the end of each stage to determine heart

rate.  Expired air was analyzed for VO2 using a metabolic cart (Horizon II,

Sensormedics Corp., Yorba Linda, CA) which was calibrated prior to each

test. VO2 values were reported as 15 s averages.

Prior to testing each patient had an 18 gauge catheter placed in an

antecubital or a dorsal hand vein.  Following 30 min of quiet, supine rest

a baseline blood sample (10 ml) was obtained for norepinephrine

determination. Samples were also obtained at the end of each stage and at

peak exercise.  High-pressure liquid chromatography was used to determine

plasma norepinephrine levels. This data was used to determine an index of

beta-receptor sensitivity (delta HR/delta norepinephrine concentration).

StatisticalAnalysis

           All data are reported as the mean±SD.  Univariate 2-way repeated

measures ANOVA was used to detect a significant effect (p<0.05).  For

variables where a significant interaction effect was detected (test x stage),

a post-hoc analysis was conducted using a paired t-test. For each analysis

the Bonferroni multiple comparison test adjustment was used to reduce

the alpha level from 0.05 to 0.013.  A 2-way ANOVA with repeated measures

was employed to assess the beta-receptor sensitivity index.  The overall

statistical power of this investigation was 80% (beta = 0.20) to detect a

difference in mean values of ±0.8 SD.
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RESULTS

           All 18 tests were performed without incident and were terminated

as a result of volitional fatigue.  Table 1 provides the mean peak rate

pressure product (RPP), respiratory exchange ratio (RER), and rating of

perceived exertion (RPE) for each testing condition.  There was no

difference between conditions for RPP and RPE.  The RER was greater

for T3.

Peak work rate tended to be greater for T3 than for T6 (p = 0.06),

and as expected, the duration was longer for the T6 than the T3 test (Table

2).  Plasma norepinephrine was greater at peak exercise for T3 than for

T6 (Table 3).  Despite this there was no significant difference in peak HR,

or VO2 (Table II) between the test protocols.  HR reserve (peak HR minus

rest HR) was also not different between the two test protocols: T3 = 52±7

b/min; T6 = 50±6 b/min.
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The 30 and 60 Watt work rates were used to compare the group

mean submaximal responses between the T3 and T6 protocols. These were

used because they were the only stages in which a majority of (i.e., n=8)

subjects completed.  At rest, and at the 30 and 60 Watt work rates there

was no difference in plasma norepinephrine concentration and VO2 between

T3 and T6 (Table 3).  HR was not different between T3 and T6 at rest or

30 Watts, but was higher at 60 Watts for T6 (Table 3).

The beta-receptor sensitivity index values are presented in Table-

4.  Statistical analysis demonstrated no difference over time in either

protocol (p = 0.18) as exercise intensity increased.  Additionally, there

was no difference in beta-receptor sensitivity between the T3 and T6 tests

(p = 0.82).
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DISCUSSION

Despite the predominant reliance of the decentralized heart on

circulating catecholamines to increase heart rate during exercise the greater

plasma norepinephrine concentration at peak exercise during T3 than

during T6 did not result in a higher peak HR.  The tendency toward a

greater peak power output during T3 than T6 likely accounts for the higher

peak plasma norepinephrine concentration observed during T3. It was

somewhat surprising that the greater peak norepinephrine concentration

occurred in the shorter duration stage test and that this had no influence

on peak HR. However, this makes sense as this protocol (T3) resulted in a

significantly greater peak work rate and a direct relationship between

plasma norepinephrine concentration and work rate has been previously

established.

A limitation of this study was the use of the subjective test endpoint

of volitional fatigue.  It might be argued that the lower peak work rate

during T6 was the result of early peripheral fatigue occurring prior to the

attainment of cardiorespiratory or metabolic limitation. This has been

previously demonstrated in patients taking prednisone. The lower peak

RER during T6 supports this notion. However, the mean RER for T6 was

1.05 and this can be considered a significant level of cardiorespiratory and

metabolic demand.  Due to the absence of research-based VO2max or

VO2peak criteria for patients with a heart transplant, our lab uses RPP

values above 25,000 and RPE levels above 17 as criteria for the attainment

of maximal or near maximal levels of exertion. The mean of each of these

variables for each testing condition was above these values and not different

from each other.

It is possible that the very high peak exercise norepinephrine

concentration for both protocols, although different, may also account for
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the lack of difference in peak HR. This would occur if there is a

norepinephrine saturation level, reached by the beta1 receptors, at which

point a further increase in norepinephrine concentration would be

ineffective at producing a positive chronotropic response.  The beta-

receptor sensitivity index data supports this contention as there was no

difference in beta-receptor sensitivity as exercise intensity increased; or

between the shorter (T3) and longer (T6) exercise protocols at peak exercise

intensity despite a difference in plasma norepinephrine concentration.

As a result of these findings, we conclude that an elevated plasma

norepinephrine level has no effect on peak exercise heart rate in patients

with a heart transplant. This absence of a greater peak HR, work rate, or

VO2 with an exercise protocol which uses 6 min incremental stages

demonstrates that it is of limited value as a prescriptive technique for

determining an appropriate training stimulus in a cardiac transplant

patient.  Previous studies involving patients with cardiac transplant have

shown that peak HR increases after approximately 8 weeks of exercise

training and also as a result of spontaneous recovery from surgery.

Therefore, the progressive increase in peak HR in this patient population

appears to be a chronic adaptation occurring during several weeks rather

than an acutely manipulated response.  However, this response is not likely

to result in a higher VO2 peak .

The results of this study indicate that during short-term exercise

the work rate, and not duration, is likely the most important determinant

to the peak plasma norepinephrine concentration achieved. Another

possibility is that it may take a work rate duration longer than three or six

minutes to produce the necessary plasma norepinephrine concentration

threshold to achieve an appropriate HR response.  Anecdotal observation

of cardiac transplant patients during exercise indicates that HR
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progressively rises during a 30 min aerobic exercise bout and this may be

related to the longer (vs. 6 min) duration of elevated plasma catecholamine

concentrations.  However, a higher acute, submaximal and peak HR

response may not be possible in this patient population secondary to beta-

receptor desensitization or a lack of direct sympathetic innervation.

Our findings differ somewhat from Olivari et al., (who recently

reported a higher peak HR in the cardiac transplant patient during exercise

in which work rate was increased only after a steady state VO2 and HR

response was observed.  The higher peak HR occurred in conjunction with

a significantly greater peak work rate and exercise duration.  However,

the authors also demonstrated no difference in peak VO2, as we have

shown.   Norepinephrine concentration was not assessed. Interestingly,

their subjects did not appear to be limited by local fatigue when the protocol

stages were lengthened.

 CONCLUSIONS

Given the absence of a difference between peak HR or HR reserve

between the 3 min and 6 min stage tests, a longer stage duration protocol

appears to be of little clinical value.  We suggest that the other accepted

methods of exercise prescription, such as rating of perceived exertion,

percent of maximal VO2, ventilatory threshold or lactate threshold, continue

to be used to guide exercise intensity in patients with cardiac transplant.
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Introduction

Education is not all about studying and getting good marks. One of

the important roles of education is to serve as an instrument of social

change. It is really a means to discover new things which we don’t know

about and increase our knowledge. An educated person has the ability to

differentiate between right and wrong or good and evil. It is the foremost

responsibility of a society to educate its citizens. A person becomes perfect

with education as he is not only gaining something from it, but also

contributing to the growth of a nation.

The indifferent success programmes of the primary education

system at the beginning of 21st century in India, which has left more than

30 million children out of schools, calls for a complete change of the method

of delivery in education system (Sanjay Kumar et.al., 2013).

Numerous books have been written elucidating the social, economic,

and political importance of elementary education. A number of official

resolutions have been adopted and judgments pronounced on various

occasions to ensure education for all Indian children. Still the goal of

universal elementary education (UEE) remains elusive (Godbole 2001).

The National Policy on Education (NPE), 1986, as modified in 1992,

meticulously enumerated the problems relating universal elementary
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education in India (GoI 1992). The document not only talks of problems,

but also recommends several innovative parallel systems to reach the goal

of UEE. These innovations no doubt have helped improve coverage (Anant,

2004), yet a huge gap exists. Translated into numbers, this means that

more than 30 million children are out of school in India, the majority from

rural areas.

In fact, this is possible through universalization of quality

elementary education. Hence the entire globe has Concentrating on

enhancement of Qualitative education. Our India is also giving much

priority in Universalization of quality elementary education. Our country

is a Multi lingual & Multi cultural with large geographical Barriers.

According to Amartya Sen, “Primary education in India suffers not only

from inadequate allocation of resources, but often enough also from terrible

management and organization” (Sen 2002). To him, ‘organization and

governance of primary schools’ has remained a neglected subject in much

of India. Therefore, it is highly needed in enhancing the Quality education.

Many studies reveal that our country is facing the problems like lack of

infrastructure at rural areas and insufficient number of quality teachers

at elementary level. The Ministry of Human Resource Development,

Government of India launching number of quality improvement

programmes and strategies to minimize the hurdles in quality enhancement

of elementary education. Even then the challenges of education are not

been fully achieved. Hence in the year 1992 the then Ministry of HRD

Government of India launched a unique programme called Sarva Shiksha

Abhiyan (SSA).

SSA is Government of India’s flagship programme for achievement

of Universalization of Elementary Education (UEE) in a time bound

manner, as mandated by 86th amendment to the Constitution of India
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making free and compulsory Education to the Children of 6-14 years age

group, a Fundamental Right. Education for all to facilitate teacher training

programme to improve professional competencies of teachers and other

functionaries like curriculum, pedagoge, retention and attention of children

in school, education for life.

SSA programme is being implemented in partnership with State

Governments to cover the entire country and address the needs of 192

million children in 1.1 million habitations. This programme seeks to open

new schools in those habitations which do not have schooling facilities

and strengthen existing school infrastructure through provision of

additional class rooms, toilets, drinking water, maintenance grant and

school improvement grants.

Existing schools with inadequate teacher strength are provided with

additional teachers, while the capacity of existing teachers is being

strengthened by extensive training, grants for developing teaching-learning

materials and strengthening of the academic support structure at a cluster,

block and district level.

While, SSA seeks to provide quality elementary education including

life skills, it has a special focus on girl’s education and children with special

needs. SSA also seeks to provide computer education to bridge the digital

divide.

Therefore, elementary education is the foundation of the pyramid

of education system, stemming from provisions enshrined in the Directive

Principles of State Policy.  The SSA,  a  flagship  programme  for

Universalization of Elementary  Education,  has  created  a  tremendous

awareness  among  the  masses regarding the importance of elementary

education and the newfound enthusiasm among  villagers  in  school
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management  has  no  parallels.  SSA has achieved provisioning of basic

conditions including physical infrastructure and teachers. However, it has

yet not been possible to give good quality education at elementary level to

a wide cross-section of children.  This is because SSA  has not  yet  addressed

systemic reforms  with  a  broad based objective of  equalizing  opportunities

and  life  chances  for  all  children.  Besides, it was lacking in rights

approach.

In designing, implementing and execution of S.S.A. programme a

lot of research has been undertaken but a less amount of research has

been found an impact of S.S.A. programme on enhancement of quality

education. Hence, the present researcher has taken up a piece of research

work to study the impact of S.S.A. programme for enhancement of quality

education in particular rural primary school education.

The role of Sarva Siksha Abhiyan

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan is an effort to universalise elementary

education by community-ownership of the school system. It is a response

to the demand for quality basic education all over the country. The SSA

programme is also an attempt to provide an opportunity for improving

human capabilities to all children, through provision of community-owned

quality education in a mission mode. It is also a programme with a clear

time frame for universal elementary education. It leads response to the

demand for quality basic education all over the country and an opportunity

for promoting social justice through basic education. This programme is

an effort at effectively involving the Panchayat Raj Institutions, School

Management Committees, Village and Urban Slum level Education

Committees, Parents’ Teachers’ Associations, Mother -Teacher

Associations, Tribal Autonomous Councils and other grass root level

structures in the management of elementary schools. And it also an
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expression of political will for universal elementary education across the

country.  

The SSA programme functioning with partnership between the

Central, State and the local government and created an opportunity for

States to develop their own vision of elementary education. It also takes

note of the fact that provision of elementary education is largely made by

the government aided schools.

Significance

It is clear from the above facts and factors regarding the prosperity

of our community depend on the growth of education for which the

foundation and the roots of education has to be planned strongly. Hence,

there is a need to conduct a study on progress of rural primary school

education with reference to Sarva Siksha Abhiyan which is one of the mile

stone programme implemented by the Government of India relating to

reduce the dropout rate and further improve the enrolment ratio by

providing nutritious food and other facilities to the children between the

age group of 6-11 years. In the investigation it was identified some of the

problems relating to elementary education in increase enrolment, reduce

dropouts and improve achievements. So the present study carried out to

find out impact in implementation of SSA programme on educational,

enrolment, administrative and financial factors in primary and upper

primary schools, and government, local body and private management

schools. In this context the following objectives are considered to study.

Objectives of the study

1. To analyze the impact of SSA programmes on educational,

enrolment, administrative and financial factors in primary and

upper primary schools.
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2. To analyze the impact of SSA programmes on educational,

enrolment, administrative and financial factors in government,

local body and private management schools.

Methodology

The present article aims to evaluate the impact of SSA programme

on the development of primary education in relation to educational,

enrolment, administrative and financial aspects. While the main purpose

of this article is to investigate the impact of SSA on primary education,

the opinions of teachers are the source to analyse the impact on the

functional performance of the schools in educational, enrolment,

administrative and financial factors. In this connection the data was

collected from 150 teachers who are working in primary and upper primary

schools in Vizianagaram district on random sampling method. Out of these

sample teachers 75 are working in primary schools and 75 are working in

upper primary schools. This sample of the teachers also equally distributed

from three management schools I.e. 50 from government schools, 50 from

local body schools (municipal and Mandal Parishad schools) and 50 from

private schools. After collected the primary data, it was computed with

SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) software for statistical

analysis to study the objectives.

Data analysis

The opinions of the sample teachers on impact of SSA programme

in relation to educational, enrolment, administrative and financial factors

in primary schools measured with their response through opinion based

statements. In each factor there are number of statements and the response

of the teachers against the statements measured by Liker’s five options

scale. With the obtained scores on each factor has been tested by ANOVA

and t-test.
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The Table-1 analyses the significant difference between primary

and upper primary school teacher on four aspects of SSA programme

implementation in primary education.

According to the above table the mean scores of primary school

teachers in educational aspects (32.33) found than the upper primary level

was 32.97 and the standard deviations are 9.74 and 10.39 respectively. The

derived t-value are 0.49 is not significant because it is less than table value.

The mean score of teachers in primary schools regarding enrolment (32.89)

shows more than the teachers in upper primary schools (30.21) and the

standard deviations are 11.81 and 12.53 respectively. The tested t-value

1.70 is not significant because it is less than table value.  Towards the

administrative aspect, the mean score of teachers in primary schools is

(28.39) comparatively less than the upper primary school teachers (28.47)

and the standard deviations are 9.19 and 10.09 respectively. The calculated

t-value 0.06 is also not significant. In the Financial aspect, the mean score

of teachers in primary schools (33.11) also less than the upper primary

school teachers (34.34) and the standard deviations are 11.73 and 12.59

respectively. The tested t-value 0.78 is not significant because it is less

than the table value.
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Therefore, the analysis revealed that there is no significant

difference in the opinions of primary and upper primary school teachers

regarding the impact of SSA programmes on factors of educational,

enrolment, administrative and financial. This infers that the

implementation of SSA programmes giving almost equal results in primary

and upper primary schools in the study area.

The table-2 presents the comparative analysis of difference in

attitudes of teachers working in government, local body and private

management schools towards educational, enrolment, administrative and

financial aspects of SSA programme implementation.

It shows from the above table that in educational aspects the mean

score of teachers who are working under local body management school

(34.54) is dominating the mean score of government school teachers (31.90)

and private school teachers (28.78), and the respective standard deviations
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are 9.28, 9.86 and 10.0. The calculated f-value 10.12 found significant at

0.01 level. In relation to the enrolment aspects, the mean scores of

government school teachers (34.20) found more than  the mean score of

local body school teachers (32.90) and private school teachers (27.89) and

the standard deviations are 11.88, 11.92 and 11.31 respectively. The tested

f-value 7.65 indicate significant at 0.01 level. Regarding administrative

aspects, the mean scores of local body school teachers (29.80) indicate

significantly higher than the mean score of government school teachers

(28.69) and private school teachers (24.78) and their respective standard

deviations are 8.71, 9.37 and 9.88. The observed f-value 8.23 found

significance at 0.01 level. Regarding the financial aspects also the mean

scores of local body management school teachers (35.25) found significantly

higher than the mean score of government school teachers (33.34) and

private school teachers (29.09) and the standard deviations are 1.18, 12.50

and 1.32 respectively. The calculated f-value of this variable 7.57 indicates

significant at 0.01 level.

Hence, the analysis infers that out of the four aspects in

implementation of SSA programmes there is significant difference in the

opinions of the teachers working under government, local body and private

management schools where local body management school teachers are

more positive towards the educational, administrative and financial aspects,

whereas, the government school teachers are high aspects on enrolment.

Discussion

The study revealed that majority of the teachers agreed with the

SSA programme is focussing on the area of enhancement of educational

aspects of the teachers. And also, majority teachers are in view that the

SSA should also provide dress/cloths for the poor and deserved students.

It can be noticed that the teachers are having positive attitude towards
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educational aspects of SSA programme. Sundar (2005) also found that

majority teachers involvement will enhance the quality of the educational

programmes.

The discussion from the analysis inferred that majority of the

teachers are agreed for the grants and facilities provided by SSA programme

leads to encourage enrolment in the study area and they felt the

improvement of enrolment can be possible through the good environmental

conditions of the school and students’ participation in co-curricular and

extra curricular activities.

The study revealed that most of the teachers agreed that the

administrative aspects of the school through SSA programme show more

encouragement to the teachers in performing their duties. It shows that

more than ninety percent of the teachers felt that more training facilities

and more incentives should be given to the teachers.

The discussion from the data analysis on the teachers’ response

towards the financial aspects of the SSA infers that majority of the teachers

opined there is a poor environment condition in the schools takes place

due to lack of proper utilisation of the SSA grants. From the analysis it

shows that more than ninety percent of the teachers desire the interference

of the higher authorities in the utilisation of the SSA grants and functioning

of primary schools. Majority group of the teachers opined that the

government should sanction more grants for the development of

environment conditions of the primary schools and improve the facilities

in the schools.

Conclusion

Real education has to draw out the best from the boys and girls to

be educated. This can never be done by packing ill-assorted and unwanted
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information into the heads of the students. The National Policy on

Education, as revised in 1992, had emphasized the need for a substantial

improvement in quality of education to achieve essential levels of learning. 

The Programme of Action, 1992, stressed the need to lay down Minimum

Levels of Learning (MLL) at Primary and Upper Primary stage. This need

emerged from the basic concern that irrespective of caste, creed, location

or sex, all children must be given access to education of comparable

standards. The MLL strategy for improving the quality of elementary

education was seen as an attempt to combine quality with equity. Hence,

the quality issues in elementary education will therefore, revolve around

the quality of infrastructure and support services, opportunity time, teacher

characteristics and teacher motivation, pre-service and in-service education

of teachers, curriculum and teaching-learning materials, classroom

processes, pupil evaluation, monitoring and supervision etc. Indeed

improvement of quality in these parameters and its sustenance is a matter

of grave concern for the whole system of education. 
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PRECOGNITION IN DREAMS IN THE LIGHT OF VEDIC
PHILOSOPHY

Surabhi Verma
Department of Sanskrit

Panjab University, Chandigarh

INTRODUCTION

Dreaming phenomenon is unchangeable reality of every person’s

life. It can be said that the whole of the creation consists of a reality which

has dreaming phase as one of the main stage and nobody can escape up of

it. Precognition is the term used for the phenomenon of seeing the things

events and places etc of advanced co-ordinates of binding constituents of

time and space etc. Vedic texts deal with almost all the aspects of universe

and it indicates the phenomenon of precognition in its mantras. This paper

is based on the spotlight over the phenomenon of precognition in dreams

which has been indicated in Zgveda & Atharvaveda. Vedas are the ancient

Indian composition which are the store house of knowledge and represent

the realities concerned with the universe. There is a lot of discussion about

the dreams. Vedic text especially ‘Atharvaveda’ reveals important

information and discussion about the effect of dreams and following its

trend of describing in symbolic form they establish the god of dreams and

other related deities to produce and manifest the dreams. If we try to

understand the mantras superficially, we get the description of effects of

dreams but if we try to analyse in depth of description, we find the hidden

indication about the precognition phenomenon.

EFFECT OF DREAMS ON HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS

Vedic texts describe that when Human Consciousness undergoes

the phenomenon of dreaming, it perceives different realities sometimes
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favourable and sometimes unfavourable. In dreams Human Consciousness

gets connected with Pure Consciousness and receives many perceptions.

These Perceptions can be related with any reality of the world or universe.

The perceptions which are received by Human Consciousness are

‘Indicative’ in nature. The perceptions are about the realities in the form

of indications so Vedic mantras state about the effect of those indications.

Zgveda & Atharvaveda contain mantras in which there are prayers to

deities of dreams to gift us good dreams and to keep us away from the bad

dreams. In Atharvaveda, there are mantras to avoid the effect of bad dreams.

There are prayers done to please Agni Dev and VaruGa Dev to save from

the effects of bad dreams. Those mantras mention that when our ‘Mana’

is of bad thoughts, then we become entangle in the web of bad dreams, or

when we do some sinful activities of harshness from very close or from

remote whether in the waking state or in the sleeping state, then we get

the bad dreams and we have to face the bad consequences of them. So in

the mantra there is prayer to devās to avoid the ill effects of those bad

dreams through ĀAgīrasa Mantrās. These mantrās explain that dream is

neither alive nor dead, it takes birth from the vāsanās of wakened states

which reside in the subconscious mind1. They depict VaruGānī as the mother

and Yama as the father of dreams and Araru as the name of born child

that is Dream2. These dreams come from the loka of yama who is the deity

of Anuśāsana. The representatives of yama – Citragupta reside secretly

and auspiciously in the sub conscious mind. Dreams are also said as the

Hands of Yama. If dreams are false and they are of no use then what can

be the purpose to pray to avoid the ill effects of them. It is a point worthy

to note that the persons might be affected by the dreams, so in Atharvaveda

mantrās prayer is done to attain good dreams and to avoid the bad dreams.

Thus Dreams can’t be a subject of just negotiation.
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INDICATION ABOUT PRECOGNITION PHENOMENON IN

DREAMS HIDDEN IN VEDIC MANTRĀS

It is a well known fact that when there is no effect of any

phenomenon, any type of prayers regarding the gaining and avoiding the

phenomenon cannot be done. Nobody steps into an action without any

purpose or aim. If Vedic Hymns describe the prayers to their deities then it

is very well clear that the phenomenon exists and has its effect on Human

Consciousness. The second noteworthy point is that Vedic Hymns are

prayers to deities which are done to achieve the good dreams. If having

good dreams do not have any effect or they are not related with the realities

of wakened state, no such prayers should have been done or prescribed

and described in the Vedas. Vedic Hymns show that Dreams do convert

into realities of wakened state and have effect over that. Vedic seers have

mentioned the prayers devoted to the deities of the dreams, these prayers

are done to achieve the good dreams and to avoid the bad dreams3.

Atharvaveda describes the hymns of achieving the dreamy sleep in its

‘Svāpana Sukta4’. This is not the end point of discussion. Vedic hymns

provide further more information. They mention that thoughts reside in

subconscious mind show their positive effect to the spiritually advanced

persons and show their negative effects to the spiritually declined persons

who are constantly engaged in bad attributes and have done wrong

workings5. One Atharvavedic Hymn states that the dialogues which occur

in dreams are not known to anybody. The deity Āditya establishes the

‘Apa tattva’ (most active constituent of the creation) of dreams in the ‘Trita’

(TriguGa prak[ti: composed of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas)6. One Atharvavedic

Hymn states that dreams have both positive and negative parts in them

and it has been prayed that the only the positive and beneficial parts should

come in our part and negative part should either be avoided or should be
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sent towards our enemies who are always engaged in bad and harming

activities towards us7.

CONCLUSION

Precognition stands for the cognition of future occurring events

and Vedic Hymns do support the phenomenon because they mention

mantras praying to achieve good dreams which get converted into good

wakened state realities by pleasing the deities of the dreams and to avoid

the bad dreams so that Human Consciousness do not come into contact of

bad effect generated due to the conversion of bad dreams into bad wakened

state realities.

Reference

1. yo na jīvossi na mZto devānāmamZtagarbhossi svapna. varuFānī te māta

yama pitararunāmāsi. (atharvaveda hymn: 1431)

2. vidmya te svapna janitra devajāmīnā putrossi yamasya karaFa antakossi

mZtyurasi. ta tvā svapna tathā sa vidmya sa na svapna dubvapnyāt pāhi.

(atharvaveda hymn: 1432)

3.

a. yo me rājanyujyo vā sakhā vā svapne bhayam bhīkhe mahyamāh.

steno vā yo dipsati no vZko vā tvam tasmādvaruFa pāhyasmān.

(Zgveda hymn: 2212)

b. parospehi manaspāpa kimaśastāni śasasi. parehi na tvā kāmaye

vZkbā vanāni sa cara gZhebu gobu me mana. (atharvaveda hymn:

1428)

c. apehi manasaspate krāma paraścara. paronirZtyā ā cakba bahudhā

jīvato mana. (Zgveda hymn: 5659)

4. svapna svapnābhikarFena sarva ni bvāpayā jana.

otsuryamanyāntsvāpayāpyuśa  jāgratādahamindra ivāriślo akbita.

(atharvaveda hymn: 627)
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5.

a. avaśasā niśasā yat parāśasopārisa jāgrato yat svapanta.

agniviśvānyapa dubkZtānyajublānyāre asmad dadhātu.

(atharvaveda hymn: 1429)

b. yadindrabramaFaspatespi mZśā carāmasi. pracetā na a Dgiraso

duritāt pātvahasa. (atharvaveda hymn: 1430)

c. yasya krūramabhajanta dubkZtossvapnena sukZta puFyamāyu.

svarmadasi parameFa bandhunā tapyamānasya manasosdhi

jajňibe.  (atharvaveda hymn: 4977)

6. naitām vidu pitaro nota devā yebā jalpiścaratyantareda. trite

svapnamadadhurāptye nara ādityāsovaruDenānuśiblā. (atharvaveda hymn:

4976)

7.

a. devānā patnīnā garbha yamasya kara yo bhadra svapna. sa ma ya

pāpastad dvibate pra hiFma. mā tublānāssi kZbDaśakunermukha.

atharvaveda hymn: 4981)

b. ta tvā svapna tathā sa vidyma sa tvam svapnāśca iva kāyamaśca

iva nīnāha. anāsmāka devapīyu piyāru vapa yadasmāsu dubvapnya

yad gobu yad ca no gZhe. (atharvaveda hymn: 4982)

c. anāsmākastad devap īyu piyārunibkamiva prati muňcatā.

navāratnīnapamayā asmāka tata pari. dubvapnya sarva dvibate

nirdayāmasi. (atharvaveda hymn: 4983)
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TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS AND PROFESSIONAL
COMPETENCY AMONG HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL

TEACHERS – A STUDY

Dr. G. Ramakrishna Babu
 Senior Lecturer in Mathematics
Sri G.C.S.R. College of Education
 Rajam, Srikakulam District, A.P.

Introduction

Quality of teaching determines the quality of education. The

teacher,7 his/her personal qualities, attitude and dedication towards

teaching profession, educational qualification and professional training

etc. play a vital  role in modern education. Achievement of effective

education can be brought about by the efforts of a team of high quality

teachers. Therefore, the role of a teacher is pivotal in arousing enthusiasm

and inspiring a person for learning and sharpening one’s intelligence and

wisdom. Imparting education is rather less difficult than understanding

the behaviour of adolescent children. The teacher has to layout a strong

foundation for stable preparation of a person to fit into society by enabling

him to earn his livelihood. How an individual learn and how a school

perform are largely determined by the competence and effectiveness of

teachers.

Teacher effectiveness

The term teacher effectiveness refers to the measure of success of

teacher in carrying out institutional and other specified duties demanded

by the nature of his/her position. Teacher effectiveness include efficacy in

strategies of instruction, student and classroom management, inter personal

relations, evaluation and feedback etc (Jayaramanna K, 2001). Effective

teaching should be considered only in relation to effective learning.
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According to Salijo (1979), the academic learning can be judged qualitatively

as increase in knowledge and utilization of facts and methods in real

situations. While the teacher effectiveness is made up of two familiar words

‘teacher’ and ‘effectiveness’, teacher is a person who teaches i.e. impart

knowledge or skills to the learner and ‘effectiveness’ is the quality of being

successful in producing an intended result.

Professional competency

The term professional competency refers to a set of knowledge, skills

values, attitudes, capacities and beliefs people need for success in a

profession. Teachers’ professional competencies include various

competencies in different areas such as pedagogical,  cultural,

communicational, personal, intellectual etc which are needed for effective

teaching. As the term ‘professional competency’ is made of two words

‘professional’ and ‘competency’, a profession may be defined as an

occupation based upon intellectual study and training, the purpose of which

is to supply skilled service to others for a definite ‘fee or salary, and the

competence is a consistent ability to realize particular sorts of purposes to

achieve desired outcomes. All the teachers were competent and there existed

a significant relationship of gender, teaching experience and specialization

with their competency, where as academic qualification had influence on

their teaching competence (Abdul Rahim Hamdan, 2010).Professional

competency therefore can be considered as a highly valued quality which

accounts for the efficient use of knowledge, skills, intellect, strength and

capacity that are required to carry out one’s functions and duties for the

profession (Chowdhary K, 1985). Teaching competency can be considered

as the set of knowledge, skills and capabilities of teachers to perform the

duties and functions of teaching profession.
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Therefore, teacher Effectiveness and Professional Competency are

extremely important for teachers. But these are considered to be rather

unexplored area of research studies in higher secondary education in

Andhra Pradesh. Thus descriptive, qualitative, and quantitative approaches

pertinent to effectiveness of teachers and professional competency of higher

secondary school teachers is the need of the hour. The present article is

designed to study into various aspects of teacher effectiveness and the

effect of variables such as sex, age and locality (demographic variables)

and educational and professional qualification, span of teaching experience,

designation and type of management on it. Various aspects of professional

competency as well as the influence of intervening variables on professional

competency are studied.

Need and significance

There is a need of systematic study on teacher effectiveness and

professional competency among higher secondary school teachers for the

analysing the context of teacher effectiveness and professional competency

exhibited by teachers. The role of teacher is to concentrate on the facilitation

of learning and development of all students to the practical abilities of the

teacher. They should have deep understanding of the students, the subject

they teach, the nature of learning and the world around them. The

emergence of a globalised world in a frame work of competitions together

with the pressure of an exploding knowledge base has given rise to new

challenging roles for the higher secondary teachers. Therefore, the present

article reveals the existing status of teacher effectiveness and professional

competency among higher secondary school teachers working under

Government, Aided and Unaided schools in Vizianagaram district of Andhra

Pradesh. Therefore, this article has designed to study the following

objectives.
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Objectives

1. To study the differences among government, aided and unaided

higher secondary school teachers with respect to factors of teacher

effectiveness.

2. To study the differences among government, aided and unaided

higher secondary school teachers with respect to factors of

professional competency.

Methodology

This study aims to explore the distribution and association of

Teacher effectiveness and Professional competency among higher secondary

school teachers, it considering the nature of required data, a descriptive

design has been opted. Therefore, the current study attempts to survey

the higher secondary school teachers of Vizianagaram district in Andhra

Pradesh state by selecting representative group. The study also considered

to relate demographic and professional variables to psychological aspects

like opinion, feelings, perceptions and attitude of teachers about Teacher

effectiveness and Professional Competency. For this, the author has adopted

two standardized tools. The Jayaraman’s Teacher Effectiveness Scale

(JTES) tool for Teacher Effectiveness and the Savan’s Professional

Competency Scale (SPCS) tool for Professional Competency has adopted

by the researcher.

After collecting the data and necessary information from the

teachers with the help of pre-designed questionnaires, the data were

processed and analysed by a statistical package called SPSS to find the

results.
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Data analysis

To know whether there is any average significant difference in the

opinion of the respondents on all the dimensions related to teacher

effectiveness by Type of school they are working ANOVA test is conducted

and presented below with significant values.

For the dimensions Personal Aspect (0.004, 5.563) and the

Intellectual Aspect (0.001, 6.933), the P-values and the corresponding f-

values are found to be significant at 1% level which suggests that there is

a significant difference in the opinion of the respondents belonging to three

types of schools in which they are working on the said dimensions. Further,

the average opinion score of the teachers who working in unaided school is

greater than the government teachers as well as aided school teachers in

both the dimensions which concluded that the unaided school teachers

have positive corner on this particular aspect when compared with the

other teachers.
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For the remaining three dimensions the P-values are found to be

insignificant and it can be concludes that there is no significant difference

in the average opinion score of the respondents belonging to three types of

schools in which they are teaching i.e., for these three dimensions their

opinions are similar. Also for these three dimensions, the average opinion

score of the respondents belonging to unaided school is greater than the

aided and government school respondents.

To know whether there is any significant difference in the opinion

of the teachers on the dimensions of Professional competency by type of

school in which they are working ANOVA test is conducted and presented

below with significant values.

For the dimensions Activity based teaching & hurdles (0.004, 5.648),

Child centred approach (0.000, 18.403) and Novel strategies (0.000, 28.483)

the p-values and the corresponding f-values are found to be significant at

1% level suggests that there is a significant difference in the opinion score
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of the respondents belonging to three types of school in which the teachers

are working. Further for all the dimensions the average opinion score of

the Aided teachers are found to be significantly higher than the remaining

unaided and government school teachers which gives an idea that the aided

teachers has more positive corner than the government an unaided school

teachers about the dimensions related to professional competency. Also

the average scores of these three dimensions are greater than one which

suggests that their opinion for these dimensions are more than agree level

whereas for the remaining dimensions these scores are less than one which

suggests that their opinion is under the agreed level in particular. The

respondents opinion’ on the dimension Novel Strategies are very low for

government and unaided teachers which percolates that teachers belonging

to these two categories have pessimistically opined towards the particular

dimension. Further, for these three dimension p-values are found to be

significant at 1% level. It can be concluded that there is a significant

difference in the average opinion scores of the respondents belonging to

the three types of schools which they are teaching.

Major Findings

1. With regard to all the aspects of teacher effectiveness – Personal,

Professional, Intellectual, Strategies of teaching and Social aspects,

the opinion of higher secondary school teachers are favourable to a

large extent. The opinions of the teachers are satisfied with respect

to personal aspects followed by social, professional, intellectual and

social aspects of teacher effectiveness respectively. The low score

may be due to the lack of awareness about the different strategies

or due to limited time available to complete the vast syllabus.

2. With regard to most of the aspects of professional competency higher

secondary school teachers show a high status and they are found to
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be more competent in teaching learning material and their display,

followed by evaluation techniques, activity based teaching and

hurdles child-centred approach and novel strategies respectively.

Though 70% of the respondents favourably opined to the aspect

novel strategies, opinion of the remaining respondents on novel

strategies is less and the opinion of the respondents on this aspect

is pessimistic when compared with the remaining aspects of teacher

competency. This may be due to their unwillingness to take the

efforts and hard work which are required in practicing and

implementing novel strategies or due to lack of adequate training

they receive regarding novel strategies.

Conclusions

To sum up the five dimensions of Teacher Effectiveness average

opinion score is the highest for Personal aspect and lowest for strategies of

teaching aspect. The low score may be due to the lack of awareness about

the different strategies or due to limited time available to complete the

syllabus. Among the five dimensions of Professional Competency scale the

averages opinion score on the Novel strategies found very much less than

the other dimension which indicate pessimistic attitude of teachers towards

novel strategies. So teachers may require adequate training to acquaint

themselves with novel strategies for teaching, and there is a significant

correlation found between each and every dimension of Professional

Competency and all the five dimensions combined together to get

professional competency.
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 “The story is told in a manner designed to echo, as closely as my abilities,

the Indian talent for non-stop self regeneration. This is why the narrative

constantly throws up new stories, why it ‘teems’. The form – multitudinous,

hinting at the infinite possibilities of the country – is the optimistic

counterweight to Saleem’s personal tragedy. I do not think that a book

written in such a manner can really be called a despairing work. (Imaginary

Homelands : 16)

1. INTRODUCTION:

           Sir Ahmed Salman Rushdie the Indian/British writer was born on

19th June, 1947, in Bombay (now Mumbai) Maharashtra to Anis Ahmed

Rushdie and Negin Rushdie, a muslim family of Kashmiri descent. Born

the only son of four children to a Cambridge educated businessman and a

school teacher in Bombay. The actual surname of Rushdie is itself a creation.

His father Anis Ahmed has changed his ‘fine Old Delhi’ to Rushdie in

homage to “Ibn Rushd”, the then 12th Century Spanish Arab Polymath

who wrote commentaries on the works of Aristotle and made a forceful

case, 800 years before the uproar over “ The Satanic Verses”.  Salman

Rushdie is the author of eleven novels, one collection of Short-Stories,

four works of Non-Fiction and is the Co-editor of the Vintage Book of

Indian Writing. He has received many awards for his writing including the

European Union’s Aristoleon Prize for Literature. He is a fellow of the
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Royal Society of Literature and Commandeur des Aets et des Lettres of

France.  Salman Rushdie married four times and divorced.  In 2007 he was

Knighted by Queen Elizabeth II for his services to Literature.

        Sir Ahmed Salman Rushdie catapulted to literary fame due to his

best work /novel Midnight’s Children (1981) (although it was first published

in late 1980, a series of delays, including a strike by dock-workers, delayed

distribution of the novel).and inspite of its late publication it is considered

his best work to date. It was while he was at Ogilvy that he wrote

“Midnight’s Children” before becoming a full-time writer.  It also

significantly shaped the course Indian Writing in English. The novel won

the prestigious Booker Mc Connell Prize for fiction in 1981. Midnight’s

Children has been recognized as a landmark novel, an important turning

point in Post-Independence Indian Fiction in English. The novel won

Booker prize in 1981, The James Tait Black Memorial Prize for fiction, an

Arts Council Writers’ Award and the English-Speaking Union Award.

This work was later awarded the ‘Booker of Bookers’ prize in 1993

– after being selected as the best novel to be awarded the Booker Prize in

its first 25years. In 2003, the novel was listed on the BBC’s survey The Big

Read. It was also added to the list of Great Books of the 20th Century,

published by Penguin Books.      In the late 1990s the BBC planned to film

a five-part miniseries of the novel with Rahul Bose in the lead as Saleem

Sinai, but due to the pressure from the Muslim community in Sri Lanka,

the filming permit was revoked and the project was cancelled. Later in

2003, the novel was adapted for the stage by the Royal Shakespeare

Company.

Director Deepa Mehta collaborated with Rushdie on a new version

of the story, the film Midnight’s Children.  The political upheaval and the

threat of violence for the post-liberated nation for three decades of
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independence forms the backdrop for Midnight’s Children. Midnight’s

Children is a family saga set against the events of the thirty years following

the Country’s independence- like the partition of India and Pakistan, the

rule of Smt. Indira Gandhi, the threat of violence and war, the imposition

of martial law by Ayub Khan.

The major events and movements in the history of modern India.

The Jallianwala Bagh tragedy, the Quit India Movement, the role of Muslim

League, the post-Independence riots, the Five Year Plans, the re-

organization of the states in India, the language agitation, the Chinese

aggregation, the theft of the sacred relic from Hazrathbal mosque, the war

with Pakistan, the independence of Bangladesh, the Emergency and other

historical landmarks. Midnight’s Children is the story of an Individual’s

identity and is an affirmation of the memory of personal and collective

history.  The title of the novel is drawn from the speech given by the then

Prime Minister of the Independent India, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru on the

eve of achieving Independence and hence the speech is delivered on the

exact moment of midnight.

In Midnight’s Children (1981) the political history of India is

presented and it is the marking point of Saleem Sinai’s quest. The historical

events which recreate the individual destiny is an imaginative device in

fulfilling the larger thematic purpose, the search for identity in Saleem

Sinai’s mind. The theme of identity operates with grim intensity and

purpose. Saleem takes recourse to fantasy to seek his roots with the Indian

psyche. Saleem’s quest for the national identity with India is both historical

as well as a political necessity.

The narrator/protagonist of Midnight’s Children is the unifying

force of the novel for three decades from the moment India became free,
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and the History of India during theses decree decades and is said to be

handcuffed to history in his own words,

 “I had been mysteriously handcuffed to history, my destinies

indissolubly chained to those of my country…I have been a

swallower of lives; and to know me, just the one of me, you’ll

have to swallow the lost as well. (MC.9)

In a numerous way Saleem Sinai is India, and India is Saleem Sinai.

The very time of the “clock-ridden, crime-stained birth” (MC.4) handcuffs

him to Indian history. Geography is no less important in the novel. ‘Saleem

Sinai’s “map face” also represents the map of India, her vastness reflected

in its largeness.’ (MC.144). ‘The disfiguring birthmarks on the face seem

to be a creation of the holocaust of partition .’ (MC.145).

‘Saleem’s long cucumberlike nose, is the most marked feature

of his physiognomy, appears to be indicative of India’s pride

and self glorification which makes Indian’s so valuable that

Saleem’s nose ran.’ (MC. 145).

Saleem Sinai, the protagonist / narrator of the novel Midnight’s

Children, opens the novel in the form of a book written by explaining that

he was born on midnight at the stroke of 12, on August 15th, 1947, at the

exact moment when India gained its Independence from British rule.

“I was born in the city of Bombay … once upon a time. No, that

won’t do, there’s no getting away from the date. I was born in

Doctor Narlikar’s Nursing HHome on August 15th, 1947. And

the time? The time matters, too. Wll then: at night. No, it’s

important to be more … On the stroke of midnight, as a matter

of fact. Clock-hands joined palms in respectful greeting as I

came”. (MC.11)
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      Now, that is when he starts his narration Saleem is nearing  his thirty-

first birthday, and basing on the words of Tai Bibi/a prostitute who is a

foreteller, he believes that his body is beginning to crack and hence, his life

is coming to an end. Padma, his loving companion , serves as his patient

and often skeptical listener/audience.

Saleem’s Story begins in Kashmir, exactly thirty-two years before

his birth, in the year 1915. There, in Kashmir, Saleem’s Grandfather, Aadam

Aziz used to be a practicing doctor in Kashmir.  Aadam’s  name suggests

the biblical Adam, the world’s first man and he used to live in the garden

of Eden, and Adam’s hometown in Kashmir is similarly described as a

lush, a beautiful locale and a paradise. Aadam has recently returned home

from Germany, after five years of medical study. While Aadam was away

from his hometown his father passed away as he had a stroke, and his

mother took over his duties in the family gem business. So, as a doctor,  he

receives a message from Ghani who is a blind and wealthy landowner stating

that his daughter Naseem Ghani is sick and she needs treatment. And as

they follow purdah Naseem will not be projected totally and the physical

appearances which need to be showed in the form of fragments from a

perforated sheet.

Tai the boat man is the person who brings the message about the

sickness of Naseem the daughter of Ghani. So, Aadam Aziz is taken to see

the patient, and two women holds a white bed sheet over Naseem Ghani as

a curtain. In the centre of the sheet is a hole,  approximately seven inches

in diameter. Ghani tells Aadam, to examine his daughter through the seven-

inch hole. So, basing on the words of Ghani Aadam treats her only through

a holed cloth held before her. He examines her part by part through a

holed cloth. She also pretends various ailments in order to draw Dr. Aadam

Aziz to her house for three years and ultimately falls in love with him.
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Aadam sees the face of Naseem Ghani for the first time on the same day

World War I ends, in 1918. Aadam marries Naseem.

Aadam and Naseem marry, and move to Agra. Naseem is quite a

contrast to her husband. She is highly religious-minded and comes to be

called Reverend Mother.

Being brought up in the strict traditions of a Muslim family, she is

not able to appreciate the liberal views of her husband. Because of her

religious observations and fasting, she is called as Reverend Mother by her

children.  Aadam and Naseem have three daughters, Alia, Mumtaz, and

Emerald, and are known as Teen Batti (the three bright lights) and two

sons, Mustapha and Hanif. Aadam Aziz has lost his religious faith , becomes

a follower of the optimist activist Mian Abdullah,  (Hummingbird) who is

the leader of the famous magicians’ ghetto in Delhi and a famous political

figure before independence. Mian Abdullah is the founder of the Free Islam

Convocation, an organization dedicated to resisting the partition of India

along religious lines. His enemies who are meant for the partition of India,

manage to murder him while he tries  to organize a conference at Agra.

Aadam hides Nadir Khan, the assistant of Mian Abdullah, despite

his  wife’s opposition.  While living in the basemement, Nadir Khan falls

in love with Mumtaz and they are secretly married. But he is forced to

divorce her because of his impotence. Later he changes his name to Qasim

Khan and hence becomes a communist. Nadir Khan is sent running for his

life when Emerald, Mumtaz’s sister, tells Major Zulfikar who is an important

figure in the Pakistani army. He soon marries Emerald the younger sister

of Mumtaz, she is selfish and self-absorbed. As Mumtaz is abandoned by

Nadir Khan ( Nasir Qasim Khan) , Mumtaz agrees to marry Ahmed Sinai,

a young merchant and who dreams of reordering the chapters of the Koran

in a different chronology . And Alia suffers from a lifelong love for Ahmed
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Sinai, and hence stays unmarried forever.  Mumtaz changes her name to

Amina Sinai after her marriage to Ahmed Sinai. Despite being married to

Ahmed, she is never able to forget her first husband, Nadir Khan. After

marriage Amina moves to Delhi with her new husband.

When she becomes pregnant she goes to a fortune – teller named

Ram Ram Seth who prophesises Saleem Sinai’s birth, and declares that

the boy will never be older or younger and also says that he has two heads,

knees and a  nose.  After a while a terrorist organization burns Ahmed’s

factory, and because of this Ahmed Sinai and Amina Sinai moves to Bombay.

In Bombay (now Mumbai) they buy a house from a departing Englishman,

William Methwold, an Englishman who owns an estate at the top of a hill.

And hence he sells a portion of his estate to Ahmed Sinai and William

Methwold is the biological father of Saleem Sinai.

Wee Willie Winky, is a poor man who entertains the families of the

Methwold’s Estate and earns his living. And his wife Vanita, is also expecting

a child soon and she is the biological mother of Saleem Sinai. Vanita had

an affair with William Methwold and hence he is the true father of her

unborn child. Amina Sinai and Vanita both go into labor at the same time,

and exactly at midnight, Amina and Vanita delivers a son individually Vanita

dies in the labor.

In the meanwhile, a midwife at the nursing home, Mary Pareira, to

make her lover proud, she switches the nametags of the two newborn babies,

this made the poor baby enjoy a life of privilege and the rich baby a life of

poverty. Later, the midwife is traited by her lover, and driven by a sense of

guilt, she becomes the ayah and surrogate mother to Saleem Sinai. In order

to compensate her crime, Mary Pareira dedicates her life to raise Saleem.

Later, she changes her name to Ms. Briganza as she becomes the owner of

a pickle factory.
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     As the birth of the two children occurs at the exact moment India gains

its independence, the press heralds Saleem’s birth as hugely significant.

Young Saleem , though not the biological son of Amina Sinai, but still he

has an enormous cucumberlike nose and blue eyes like those of his

grandfather, Aadam Aziz.  His sister Jamila Sinai also nicknamed as Brass

Monkey is born a few years later.  She is nicknamed ‘brass monkey’ because

of her thick thatch of red-gold hair. She changes her name to Jamila Singer

when she becomes a popular singer in Pakistan.

Then, at the age of nine Saleem recognizes that he has the power of

prophecy and he even can smell the future with the help of his huge nose.

Saleem becomes acutely aware of the expectations surrounding him. In

order to escape from the happenings in his mind, he hides in his mother’s

washing chest. His snot nose continues to grow. He seeks refuge in the

washing chest to escape from the insults, where his imagination is free to

roam. One afternoon, while Saleem is hiding in the washing chest, his

mother receives a  phone call from her ex-husband and she begins to sob,

repeating the name of Nadir Khan. She takes off her Sari and stands naked

before her son Saleem due to lack of knowledge of his presence in the

washing chest. She then punishes him and asks him to stay silence for one

whole day.

During that quite day, Saleem begins to hear voices rattling in his

head, which he compares to the divine voices heard by Prophet Mohammed

and Moses.The next day, he tells the entire family that angels   are speaking

to him. Everyone grows angry with Saleem, and his father hits him so

hard that Saleem permanently loses his hearing in his left hear. Amina

asks Saleem about the voices he hears, but he lies that it was all just a

joke, and she dies, nine years later, without ever knowing the truth. Saleem

realizes  that he has the power of telepathy and can enter anyone’s thoughts.
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Eventually, Saleem begins to hear the thoughts of other children born

during the first hour of independence.

The 1,001 children born on the very moment of India’s

Independence, reduced in number to 581 by their tenth birthday – all having

magical powers, and even the magical powers vary according to the closeness

they were born at the stroke of midnight on the eve of India’s Independence.

Each child born at the stroke of midnight possess a sort of magical

power, which is unique and unequalled:

“Midnight’s Children can be made to represent may things …

they can be seen as the last throw of everything antiquated

and retrogressive in our myth ridden nation whose defeat was

entirely desirable in the context of a modernizing, twentieth-

century economy, or as the true hope of freedom, but what they

must not become is the bizarre creation of a rambling, diseased

mind. (MC. 240).

One day Saleem loses a portion of his finger in an accident and is

rushed to the hospital where the parents came to know that Saleem is not

their biological son as his blood group totally varies from theirs. After he

gets discharged from the hospital, he is sent to live with his uncle Hanif

and Aunt Pia for a while. Shortly after Saleem returns home to his parents,

Hanif commits suicide.

Immediately after the death of Hanif, Mary Pareira confesses to

having switched Saleem and Shiva at birth. Ahmed Sinai a alcoholic grows

violent with Amina and asks her to leave the home and take Saleem and

Brass Monkey to Pakistan, where she moves to live with Emerald her

younger sister. During their stay in Pakistan with Zulfikar and Emerald,

Zulfikar gives a fatherly treatment to Saleem. Four years later, Ahmed
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suffers from a heart failure, and Amina and the children were made to

move to Bombay to attend Ahmed Sinai. During this particular time India

goes to war with China, and at the same time Saleem’s nose hits the silver

spittoon which his mother brings during her marriage with Ahmed Sinai

and he undergoes an operation for this. As a result, he loses his telepathic

powers, but , in return, he gains an incredible sense of smell, with which

he can detect emotions.

Saleem’s entire family moves to Pakistan after India’s military loss

to China. His younger sister Jamila “Brass Monkey” now is known as Jamila

Singer, becomes the most famous singer in Pakistan. Saleem’s entire family

– dies in the span of a single day during the war between India and Pakistan

and they save Saleem and Jamila in this incident.  After a while, Saleem

gets hit in the head by his grandfather’s silver spittoon, which makes his

memory erased entirely.  He falls in love with his sister in this state and

Jamila sends Saleem to  join the army as a punishment for his act of love.

While being an active member in the army, Saleem helps and is an active

member for the independence movement in Bangladesh.

After serving the army, he flees into the jungle with three of his

fellow soldiers, named Farooq, Shaheed and Ayooba. He reaches the

Sundarbans, and regains all his memory except the knowledge of his name.

He leaves the jungle and meets Parvati-the- witch, who is one of the

Midnight’s Children, who reminds Saleem of his name ane she helps him

to escape to India. He lives with her in the magicians ghetto, along with a

snake charmer named Picture Singh. Parvati becomes the close friend of

Saleem and later becomes his wife.  In the meantime, being disappointed

that Saleem will not marry her, she has an affair with Shiva the war hero

and one of the Mchildren born on the Midnight.
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Shiva and Parvati could not continue their relationship and she

returns to the magicians ghetto, pregnant and still unmarried. There the

residents of the ghetto shun Parvati, which made Saleem to marry Parvati.

In the meanwhile, Indira Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of India, begins

a sterilization campaign. In that moment Parvati gives birth to a boy baby

and Saleem treats the child as his biological son and gives his name “Aadam

Sinai”. Shortly, after the birth of the child, the government destroys the

magicians ghetto. Shiva acts an active participant in this act. Parvati dies

and shiva captures Saleem and brings him to a forced sterilization camp.

There Saleem divulges the names of the other Midnight’s Children

born along with him. One by one the Midnight’s Children are rounded up

and sterilized, effectively destroying the powers of the children that threaten

the prime minister. After the sterilization process all the Children are set

free including Saleem. Then Saleem goes in search of Parvati’s son Aadam

Sinai, who has been living with Picture Singh . Then, three of them starts

a journey to Bombay. In Bombay Saleem tastes a chutney exactly like that

his ayah, Mary Pareira used to make.

He finally finds the chutney factory which is owned by Mary Pareira

with another name as Ms. Breganza and he finds Padma guarding the

gates of pickle factory. So, with this meeting the journey of Saleem Sinai

ends and he finds a steadfast listener ‘Padma’ and he decides to marry her

on his thirty first birthday, which falls on the thirty first anniversary of

India’s Independence. Basing on the words of Tai Bibi, Saleem feels that

he will die on his thirty first birthday. Aadam Sinai is three years old when

the novel comes to a conclusion.

Saleem met with an accident and loses his fingertip, and due to this

accident the parents of Saleem came to know that he is not their biological

son, because their blood group does not match with that of the blood group
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of Saleem. Mary Pareira admits that she had switched the children during

their birth. Soon after this incident Saleem’s parents arrange for him an

operation for sinuses and immediately after the operation Saleem finds

that his telepathic powers are gone. Later the family move to Pakistan

where Saleem realizes that he is in love with his sister Jamila who is

nicknamed Brass Monkey, and he even confesses his love to her. And Amina

becomes pregnant again, but in 1965 in the Indo-Pakistan war, Ahmed,

Amina and most of Saleem’s family members are killed in the bombing.

Saleem becomes unconscious in the bombing and loses his memory.

Book three begins with Saleem Sinai working in Pakistan army.

After undertaking the sinuses operation he had lost all his telepathic powers

but he  now possesses an acute sense of smell. He works as a tracking do

during Pakistan’s invasion of its eastern wing, which is now Bangladesh.

To escape from the risk of war, Saleem leads his companions deep into the

jungles of the Sundarbans where they become lost. Saleem is bitten by a

poisonous snake and he miraculously recovers his memory, but he cannot

remember his name. He emerges out of the jungle, and encounters with

one of the Midnights Children Parvati-the-witch, who calls out his name

and he finally remembers his name.

Using her magical powers Parvati makes Saleem invisible and

smuggles him back into India. Saleem goes to Magician’s Ghetto of New

Delhi and starts living with Parvati in the Ghetto. Parvati and Saleem fall

in love, but Saleem refuses to marry her, because he finds the face of Parvati

resembling that of his younger sister Jamila. Being helpless and the

desperate want for a child, made Parvati to use her magical powers to

summon Shiva. She becomes pregnant and she is deserted by Shiva. Saleem

feels honor bound to marry her.
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     She gives birth to a son at midnight on 25th June, 1975, at the moment

that the state of Emergency is declared in India. The child born to Parvati

is named after the grandfather of Saleem as Aadam Sinai. And Saleem

adopts and treats Aadam as his biological son.

“Rushed wildly and too fast into our future, he [Aadam],

Emergency – born, will be is already, more cautious, biding his

time; but when he acts, he will be impossible to resist. Already,

he is stronger, harder, more resolute than I.” (MC.410)

“We, the children of Independence, rushed wildly and too fast

into our future: he, Emergency-born, will be, is already more

cautious, biding his time; but when he acts, he will be impossible

to resisit. Already, he is stronger, harder, more resolute than I:

when he sleeps, his eyeballs are immobile beneath their lids.

Aadam Sinai child of knees and nose, does not (as far as I can

tell) surrender to dreams.” (MC.507)

They live for two years together in the magician ghetto. Then after

two years Shiva become a Major in the Indian Army, and he leads a raid on

the ghetto in which Parvati is killed and Saleem is taken as a prisoner.

Saleem was taken to a prison named “Widow’s Hostel” where all the other

581 Midnights Children are being held and they are sterilized in the prison

which made all the magical powers of the children to vanish and they are

released from the prison.

In the final chapter of the novel, the journey of Saleem to Bombay

is depicted, and his encounter with his ayah Mary Pareira where she now

opens a pickle factory. The novel ends and concludes with two modes: both

hopeful and despairing. On one hand, Saleem says that his son Aadam

Sinai after his three years of his birth, said his first word “abracadabra” –
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which carries a hope in the mind of Saleem where Saleem feels that Aadam

carry on the act of narration  and on the other hand Saleem basing on the

prophecy of Tai bibi forsees that he is going to be destructed and dissolute.

The three books of the novel, consists of the thirty chapters of Midnight’s

Children, which correspond to thirty birthdays of Saleem Sinai, the narrator

and the protagonist of the novel. The plot of the novel is finely woven from

the diary written by Saleem Sinai, which is told in the form of his memories

to his to-be-wife, Padma and she acts as the active audience cum critic for

Saleem.

Saleem Sinai recognizes his magical powers when he hides in the

washing chest and he finds comfort in the dirty and stained clothes. It is

so because he sees a reflection of himself in the stained clothes. He describes

his birth as stained because his birth is uncertain as his biological father is

William Methwold, Wee Willie Winkie is the husband of Vanita, and Aadam

Sinai the surrogate father of Saleem Sinai. At the same time, his hiding in

the washing chest made him to discover his telepathic powers.

Saleem compares himself with lord Ganesh as he had a long nose

like cucumber.And Saleem disclaims to Padma his passive listener regarding

his inherited nose from his grandfather Aadam Aziz:

“I wish to place an account on my record my gratitude to this

mighty organ-if not fir it, who would ever have believed me to

be truly my mother’s son, my grandfather’s grandson? … “

(MC.118).

“On Aadam Aziz, the nose assumed a patriarchal aspect. On

my mother, it looked noble, the Brass Monkey escaped it

completely; but on me – on me, it was something else again.

But I mustn’t reveal all my secrets at once. (MC. 13-14).
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Similarly he compares himself with Prophet Mohammed because

he feels that his partner and his lover Padma is patient audience and a

suitable mate like that of Khatija to Prophet Mohammed and finally there

is a comparison of Saleem’s birth and the magical powers with that of the

miraculous Jesus. There is a clear depiction of the multiplicity of religions

that which have played a dominant role in the novel because Saleem is a

born Christian but brought up by Muslims and marries Parvati a Hindu.

And hence, the text is a sacred incarnation of the three major religions of

India.

The exile started following the young Saleem from Narlikar’s

nursing home as the switiching of the children is the root cause of his

exile. When he was taken as a just born baby to Methwold’s Estate, his

mother have treated Saleem as a son of pride but after knowing about his

birth he was banished from their home and he is sent to his uncle Haneef

and aunt Pia as a sense of shame. Saleem’s true parentage represents a

major shift in his family’s history, which made the history of his family to

take a different turn.

Chapter 24 entitled   “The Buddha” depicts Saleem being

transformed into half-animal and half-god  like figure. As he has lost his

memory he spends his days sitting under a tree, free from the memories of

the past, he resembles a monk as well  Buddha who sits under a tree.  But

when he enters Sundarban jungle to live he reclaims his memory there.

The snake bite in the heel, thereby restores his memory.

Saleem marries Parvati and Parvati becomes Laylah Sinai after her

marriage to Saleem Sinai and Saleem Sinai prepares to raise the son of

Parvati-Shiva as his own son. He finds himself in a similar position to his

father, who also raised the son of another man’s child unknowingly. Aadam

Sinai was born with a pair of enormous ears like that of the elephant God
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Ganesha as he is the son of Shiva and Parvati. Saleem’s birth correspond

to the birth of a new nation when Indian has achieved its Independence

whereas Aadam Sinai the son of Parvati-Shiva but raised by Saleem is

born during the State of Emergency.

Saleem Sinai is a multiple personality He is so, because, he is the

biological son of William Methwold and Vanita, and unknowingly the son/

adopted son of Ahmed Sinai and Amina Sinai, the presumed son of Wee

Willie Winkie and Vanita and with this we can clearly make out that Saleem

is a joint product of Hindu, Muslim and English influences. And

simultaneously his mother Mumtaz a.k.a. Amina married Nadir Khan for

the first time and hence Nadir Khan is a father figure, Dr. Schaapsteker

brings him back from death caused by snake bite and hence gives him a

new life. In this way he becomes a father figure. General Zulfikar, the

husband of Emerald the aunt of Saleem acts as a surrogate father when

Saleem seeks shelter when he was alienated by his father. His uncle Haneef

and aunt Pia acts as parents when his parents exiled him bearing the blame

of not being their biological son. Picture Singh also adopts Saleem when

Parvati escapes from the magicians ghetto. Even, Mary Pareira, the midwife

and ayah acts as the mother of Saleem after his birth.

     Basing on all the above instances Saleem gives the below statement,

“my inheritance includes this gift, the gift of inventing new

parents for myself whenever necessary”. (MC.108)

Even more strikingly, he discovers his unifying role for the 581

Midnight’s Children , the surviving members of the MCC, and he is also

the living member of MCC and the young hope, in a young country. He

uses his telepathic powers for uniting the nation and when he uses his

telepathic powers he believes that,
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“I was somehow creating a world; that the thoughts I jumped

inside were mine, that the bodies I occupied acted at my

command”. (MC.174)

“At the ‘fantastic heart’ of the narrative, however, is the tale of

the Midnight’s Children themselves-those who, like Saleem

were born at the hour of Independence and whose fates, like

his, are indissolubly linked to those of their country.” (MC.192)

Basically, the story of Midnight’s Children is in the form of a book

written by Saleem Sinai about his life and Padma his friend is the patient

listener of the story. And the story ends with the death of Saleem Sinai in

a pickle factory owned by Mary Pariera a.k.a. Miss Briganza on his thirty

first birthday, as it is already prophesied by Tai Bibi the prostitute. The

propriety dictates that the girl not to be allowed to appear before a strange

man and hence so the doctor is allowed look at her only through a hole in

the center of a sheet, and he is allowed to examine each and every part of

Naseem Ghani’s body at a time. However, the father of Naseem Ghani

hopes to marry his daughter to the young German-educated doctor. Finally,

they fall in love and get married, and after their marriage Aadam Aziz

takes Naseem with him to his new job in Amritsar. The perforated sheet

plays an important role, and it enacts an interplay between the fragmented

and the united whole. Aadam Aziz is attracted towards Naseem Ghani not

just by the parts of the girl that he sees through the hole, but by the unified

whole that he has seen.

Saleem attempts to present a whole version of his own life and

identity through the presentation of different fragmented incidents to form

an unified opinion of the story. The image also applies to the nature of

India, because it is a single nation composed of many regions, peoples,

cultures and languages. While Aadam Aziz was in Amritsar, Aadam
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witnesses the Massacre at Jallianwallah Bagh on 13th April, 1919, which is

an event in winning popular support for the Independent movement. This

is the first example in the novel stating that Saleem is attempting to uncover

and narrate his family history and Indian history.

Midnight’s Children as a postmodern novel:

The novels of Salman Rushdie are associated with several categories

like magical realism and postmodern literature. Salman Rushdie’s works

are often affiliated with postmodernist literature. Midnight’s Children is

a representative of a postmodern work in many respects. One such feature

is the rewriting of a time in a world history i.e., the Indian Independence

from the British in 1947. Hence it is stated in the Oxford Companion to

Twentieth Century Literature in English as follows:

“Midnight’s Children exploits complex narrative techniques of

allegory, fable, fantasy, and textual self-consciousness, coupled

with detail realism in the depiction of personal relationships

and certain key historical events, to illuminate what, in

Rushdie’s view, has gone wrong in India since independence,

particularly attacking the Nehru-Gandhi dynasty.” (584:

Deborah. 3)

And equally significant is the incorporation of mythical and

fantastical elements drawn in the works of Salman Rushdie made the Indian

perspective clearly shown in the novels.   As fragmentation is one of the

mostly dealt in aspects in the postmodern literature, it is presented well in

Midnight’s Children.  Rushdie’s works draw heavily on the theme of

migration too.

His style is often likened to magic realism, which mixes religion,

fantasy, and mythology into more grounded reality. Rushdie creates the
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magical elements to show the absurdity. The devices used by Rushdie are

literary devices and they are symbols, figures and persons which we do not

have in the modern world. Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children is often credited

with having made Magic Realism a popular style for Postmodern English-

language fiction. The success of the novel could partly be explained by the

fact that it mingles the most important historical events in India of the

last few decades with fiction. This combination evokes more interest on

the reader’s part than any mere historical account would have done, this

great interest being also a result of the use of various devices in the novel,

such as comedy, the high use of symbolism, Hindu mythology and

postmodernist techniques like magic realism.

Both, the Midnight’s Children as well as the Midnight’s Children

Conference (MCC) are the elements of Magic Realism, which as a Post

modern technique which reinforces the major events of India’s

Independence. The children born in India around the hour of India’s

Independence, are called magical, because they all have special magical

gifts and this is a way that sets them apart from other children.

8. CONCLUSION:

Hence, the novel Midnight’s Children (1981) is basically written by

Salman Rushdie for a cause. Rushdie showcased the political upheavals in

the society by using the instrument novel as a basic tool. Midnight’s

Children focuses on the post-liberated state of India. Rushdie’s Midnight’s

Children meant for a social change and his basic aim to trace out the facts

for reaching the truth. From the point of view of the novel, there is a clear

picture that the novel is a device used by Salman Rushdie to depict the

social conditions in the pre and post-colonial Nation. And depiction of the

facts is not his final motto.
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        He wants to get a concluding change in the people and society as a

whole. He wants to make the people think over for the prevailing conditions

and he wants to make the people crave for the ultimate truth. My last

remarks are that Rushdie with his novel Midnight’s Children has created

him a position in the Indian Writing in English to be a trend setter and the

novel Midnight’s Children became a landmark in the Indian Writing Fiction.

This is hence proven by the successful journey of the protagonist Saleem

Sinai in achieving the truths behind his quest.
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Etymologically “Sugar” is of Indian Origin. The word ‘sugar’ or

‘shakkar’ actually derived from the original Sanskrit word ‘sharkara’.

Sugar is one of the important commodities in the international trade

markets. The entire economy of many sugar-exporting countries is

depending on the export earnings of sugar. In every country, sugar industry

contributes to the central, as well as, state exchequers to a considerable

extent.  At present 79 countries in the world grow sugarcane and procure

white sugar during in the last half a century.  The world sugar production

from sugarcane has increased four times, from 1,40,60,400 metric tonnes

in 1923–24 to 5,62,55,000 metric tonnes in 1977 – 78 and to 77,67,754,000

in 1998–99.  This phenomenon of increasing Sugar Production has been

the result of a spurt of activity in many countries, particularly in the African

countries and to a certain extent in Asia.

The Sugar industry is said to be the engine of growth in the rural

economy of India.  Although sugar can be produced either from sugarcane

or sugar beet, mainly sugarcane is used for production of sugar in India.

The sugar industry consists of two stage production processes - first, farm

level sugarcane production and second, processing of sugarcane into sugar.

India is the largest consumer and second largest producer of sugar in the

world. The Indian sugar industry is the second largest agro-industry located

in rural India.  Sugar Industry is the second largest agro – based industry
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in India after cotton, supplying an important product and providing

employment to millions of farmers, workers, technicians and traders.  In

India, around 50 million sugarcane farmers and 10 million agricultural

labourers are involved in sugarcane cultivation, constituting 7.5 per cent

of rural population.

The level and pace of economic development in India have been

still continued to be significantly influenced by the pace of agricultural

development.  Within the agricultural sector, sugarcane and sugar industry

occupy an important place as a source of income and employment to million

of people in the country.   The importance of sugar industry in the national

economy can not be over emphasized since its prosperity depends on the

livelihood of millions of cane growers. Some of the workers are working in

the factories and others are working in the ancillary industries. Therefore,

it requires careful nursing but unfortunately, it is subjected to great

prosperity and depression.  The economics of sugarcane cultivation, the

problems and prospects of sugarcane growers by and large plays an

important role in framing the appropriate policy for sugarcane production

in India.  Micro level studies in this direction are conspicuous by their

absence in the literature.  Against this background, the present study

focuses on the cost and returns of sugarcane cultivation.  The study is

based on primary data.  Primary data is collected using questionnaire.

The data is collected from 100 farmers, who are selected randomly from

Mulpur village of Guntur district, Andhra Pradesh.

Results and discussion

Generally sugarcane producers have to meet various costs like

ploughing cost, soil preparation cost, seed cost, sowing cost, farm add

manure cost, fertilizers cost, pesticides cost, labour cost, harvesting cost,

transportation costs etc.  These costs are discussed below.
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Ploughing Cost

It is found from the field survey that all the sugarcane cultivation

respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.1,000/-  towards ploughing

cost per acre.

Soil Preparation Cost

Table – 1 shows the distribution of the respondents by cost of soil

preparation.  It is evident from the table that above 80 per cent of the

respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.300/- on soil preparation cost

in sugarcane cultivation.  9 per cent of the respondents have incurred an

amount of Rs.500/- on soil preparation cost.  Very few respondents have

incurred an amount of Rs.500/- on soil preparation.  The average (mean)

soil preparation cost is Rs.315/- per acre.  Among the class of farmers,

majority of the respondents in all classes have incurred an amount of Rs.300/

-.  Only few respondents of medium and large classes have incurred Rs.500/

- for soil preparation.

Seed Cost

The distribution of the respondents by cost of seed per acre in

sugarcane cultivation is presented in Table – 2.  It is found from the table

that large percentage of the respondents have incurred an amount of

Rs.4,000/- on seed cost.  Only 6 per cent of the respondents have incurred

an amount of Rs.4,500/- towards seed cost.  The average (mean) cost of

seed is Rs.4,032/- per acre.  With regard to various class of farmers, it is

observed that cent per cent of the marginal and medium classes respondents

and high proportion of the small and large classes respondents have

incurred an amount of Rs.4,000/- towards seed cost.  Only a few respondents

of small and large classes have incurred an amount of Rs.4,500/-.
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Cost of Sowing

The distribution of respondents by cost of sowing per acre in

sugarcane cultivation is given in Table – 3.  As seen from the table,

significant percentage of the respondents have incurred an amount of

Rs.1,000/- towards sowing cost per acre.  Only 5 per cent of the respondents

have incurred an amount of Rs.1,200/- towards sowing in sugarcane

cultivation. The average (mean) cost of sowing is Rs.1,030/- per acre.

Regarding various class of farmers, it is observed that cent per cent of the

marginal and medium classes respondents and large proportion of the small

and large classes respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.1,000/-

towards sowing.  Only a few respondents of small and large classes have

incurred an amount of Rs.1,200/- and Rs.1,500/- respectively.

Cost of Farm Add Manure

The distribution of respondents by cost of farm add manure in

sugarcane cultivation is presented in Table – 4.  It is seen from the table

that significant percentage of the respondents have incurred an amount of

Rs.300/- per acre on farm add manure (90 per cent) and only 8 per cent of

the respondents have incurred Rs.600/-. The average (mean) farm add

manure cost is Rs.326/- per acre.The class-wise analysis show that majority

of the respondents of all classes have incurred an amount of Rs.300/-.  19

per cent of the small class respondents have incurred Rs.600/- for farm

add manure followed by a little number of marginal, medium and large

classes of respondents.

Cost of Fertilizers

Table –5 shows the distribution of respondents by cost of fertilizers

in sugarcane cultivation in the study area.  It is revealed from the table

that most of the respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.2,000/- to
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Rs.2,500/- on the fertilizers for sugarcane cultivation per acre (53 per cent).

39 per cent of the respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.2,500/- to

Rs.3,000/-.  The average (mean) fertilizers cost is Rs.2,491/-.  Regarding

various size class of farmers, it is found that more than half of the

respondents of all classes have incurred an amount of Rs.2,000/- to Rs.2,500/

- on fertilizers.  43 per cent of the marginal and small classes respondents

spent Rs.2,500/- to Rs.3,000/-, followed by 20 per cent of the medium class

respondents and 39 per cent of the large class respondents.  However, it

may be summarized that marginal and small class respondents are incurring

more when compared to other classes towards this cost.

Cost of Pesticides

The distribution of respondents by cost of pesticides in sugarcane

cultivation in the study area is presented in Table – 6.  Majority of the

respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.300/- on pesticides per acre

(66 per cent).  28 per cent of the respondents have incurred an amount of

Rs.400/- on pesticides and a few respondents have incurred an amount of

Rs.900/-.  The average (mean) cost of pesticides is Rs.347/-.  As far as

different size class of farmers are concerned, majority of the marginal and

small classes respondents and half of the large class respondents have

incurred an amount of Rs.300/- per acre on pesticides, while majority of

the medium class respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.400/-.  Very

few number of the small and large classes respondents have incurred an

amount of Rs.500/- to Rs.900/-.

Cost of Labour

The distribution of respondents by cost of labour per acre in

sugarcane cultivation is furnished in Table-7.  Cost of labour includes

application of fertilizers, pesticides, weeding and irrigation etc.  It is revealed
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from the data that large percentage of the respondents have incurred an

amount of Rs.1,400/- to Rs.1,600/-  towards labour per acre  and only 14

per cent of the respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.1,600/- to

Rs.1,800/-.  The average (mean) cost of labour is Rs.1532.50 per acre.  Among

various class of farmers, large percentage of the marginal, small and medium

classes respondents and 44 per cent of the large class respondents have

incurred an amount of Rs.1,400/- to Rs.1,600/- per acre.  39 per cent of the

large class respondents have incurred an amount of  Rs.1,600/- to Rs.1,800/

-.  Therefore, it may be said that cost of labour is more for large class

respondents than other classes since members of the family in other classes

are also worked as labourers while in large class family members are not

working as labourers.

 Cost of Harvesting

The distribution of respondents according to the cost of harvesting

is presented in Table –8. It is observed from the table that about 59 per

cent of the respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.4,000/- to Rs.5,000/

- for harvesting the sugarcane per acre.  Only a few respondents have

incurred an amount of above Rs.6,000/-.  The average (mean) harvesting

cost is Rs.4,640/-.   Among various class of farmers, majority of the marginal

and medium classes respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.4000/- to

Rs.5000/- for harvesting the sugarcane, while most of the small and large

classes’ respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.3,000/- to Rs.4,000/-.

Very few number of medium and large classes’ respondents and 11 and 19

per cent of the marginal and small classes respondents respectively have

incurred above Rs.5000/- on this cost.

Cost of Transport

Distribution of the respondents by cost of transport is given in Table

– 9.  All the sample respondents expressed that there is no proper transport
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facility to transport the sugarcane to the industry.  It is found from the

study that 99 per cent of the respondents are transporting sugarcane to

the industry by bullock carts and only one respondent is using tractor.

Transport cost depends upon the yield of sugarcane.  If the yield is more,

transport cost will increase and vice-versa.  It is found from the Table that

most of the respondents have incurred an amount of Rs.4,000/- to Rs.5,000/

- towards transport per acre.  27 per cent of the respondents have spent

Rs.3,000/- to Rs.4,000/-.   The average (mean) transport cost is Rs.4,700.50.

Among various classes of farmers, it is evident that cost of transport is less

for majority of the small and large class respondents compared to marginal

and medium class respondents.  Cost of transport for majority of the

marginal and medium classes respondents is of Rs.4,000/- to Rs.5,000/-,

while for majority of the small and large classes respondents it is Rs.3,000/

- to Rs.4,000/-.

Cost of Land Rent

Distribution of the respondents by cost of land rent per acre in

sugarcane cultivation is furnished in Table - 10.  It is observed from the

table that majority of the respondents are paying an amount of Rs.10,000/

- towards land rent per acre while only a few are paying an amount of

Rs.11,000/-.  Among the class of farmers, it may be observed that large

majority of the landless respondents of all classes are paying an amount of

Rs.10,000/- as land rent and a few number of marginal and small classes

respondents are paying an amount of Rs.11,000/-.

Interest on Working Capital

 It is found that entire respondents are borrowing an amount

Rs.10,000/- from Commercial Banks at an interest rate of Re.1/- per month,

to invest the same on sugarcane cultivation.  After getting the returns

from the sugarcane cultivations, they are clearing their borrowings.
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Duration of sugarcane crop is 11 to 12 months.  Therefore, the amount of

interest on working capital is Rs.1,200/-.

Total Cost incurred in Sugarcane Cultivation

Distribution of the respondents by total cost is furnished in Table –

11.  It is observed from the table that majority of the respondents have

incurred an amount of Rs.20,000/- to Rs.25,000/- for sugarcane cultivation

(63 per cent) and only 17 per cent of the respondents have incurred an

amount of Rs.30,000/- to Rs.35,000/-.  The average (mean) total cost of

cultivation is Rs.23,530/-.  Across the strata, it is observed that total cost

incurred by large class respondents is less compared to other classes.  Total

cost in sugarcane cultivation for majority of the marginal and medium

classes respondents is Rs.20,000/- to Rs.25,000/-, followed by 43 per cent of

the small class respondents and 39 per cent of the large class respondents.

A little number of respondents of marginal, medium and large classes and

43 per cent of the small class respondents are incurring Rs.30,000/- to

Rs.35,000/-.

Yield of Sugarcane

Distribution of respondents by yield of sugarcane cultivation is given

in Table –12 .  It is found from the table that 59 per cent of the respondents

get 40 – 50 tonnes yield per acre and 28 per cent of the respondents are

getting 30-40 tonnes yield per acre.  The average (mean) yield of sugarcane

is 46.45 tonnes.  Among the class of farmers, it is found that high percentage

of the small and large class respondents are getting yield of 30-40 tonnes

while most of the marginal and medium class respondents are getting yield

of 40-50 tonnes.
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Returns from Sugarcane Cultivation

Distribution of respondents by amount of returns getting from

sugarcane cultivation per acre is presented in Table-13.   It is observed

from the table that about 80 per cent of the respondents are getting an

amount of Rs.35,000/- to Rs.45,000/- per acre as return on sugarcane

cultivation.  The average (mean) amount of returns is Rs.41,805/- per acre.

Among various class of farmers, it may be noticed that half of the large

class respondents and significant per cent of marginal, small and medium

class respondents are getting an amount between Rs.35,000/- and Rs.45,000/

-.  33 per cent of large class respondents and one respondent each from

small class and medium class get the returns of Rs.25,000/- to Rs.35,000/-

.  Therefore, it may be said that large farmers are getting low returns

compared to other class of farmers.

Conclusion

It is observed from the study that the sample respondents in

sugarcane cultivation are spending on various costs like ploughing cost,

soil preparation, seed, sowing, farm add manure, fertilizers, pesticides,

labour cost, harvesting and transport cost.  Marginal and small class of

farmers incurred more costs than other class of farmers but in case of cost

of labour large class incurring more amounts.  The large farmers are getting

low returns compared to other class of farmers but they are facing some

problems like transport of sugarcane to the industry, cane cutting problems

with regard to labour etc.

It is suggested that farmers should strictly follow the cane

development programme prepared by the Chief Agricultural Officer.   Early

maturity seed varieties should be enormously used. The farmers should

attend to the programmes arranged by the government or the factory about
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farm education. Develop and implement a comprehensive welfare scheme

with contribution from sugarcane growers and sugar industries, enabling

payment of ex-gratia for any farmer who committed suicide or who faces

heavy losses. Farmers should take crop insurance scheme for safe side.

Farmers should complaint to the Government about the factory

management if any frauds are made by the factory either with regard to

fixation of cane price or with regard to payment of cane price and follow

the complaint upto the justice is made.   Further, the farmers should bring

to the notice of the Government about the adulteration and black marketing

of inputs particularly seed, fertilizers and pesticides for necessary action.
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THE UNDERCLASS, GREEN GROWTH AND THE GANDHIAN
ALTERNATIVE

Sreetama Misra
Research Scholar

Department of Philosophy
Assam University, Silchar

Can we relate these distinctly opposite paradigms in a single scale

in this high-tech world? Or the balance would simply destroy? Our societal

structure is something similar like, to say on the one hand, we have at

stake the interests of thousands of the deprived class or what we call as

‘underclass’ – who represents the ‘excluded class’ or the minorities that

we encounter them daily as street vendors, as rickshaw pullers, as domestic

workers and so on. And on the other hand, there are lists of government

policies of economic and political nature which regularly boosts up the

periphery of growth and development. The primary concern of putting

this pen is to figure out the two radically contradictory yet interlinked

concepts.

With a tendency of living a simple life with a high thinking, the

street vendors stand in traffic signals, near the schools and colleges and

near the malls to meet their daily ends needs. The rickshaw pullers under

the scorching heat of the sun, without caring for their personal hygiene or

well being help the passengers in their travelling from one place to another.

And the domestic workers, who most often are the females, come to earn

their livelihood in hundred rupees a day and help the so-called sophisticated

office goers. They are unaware of the various developmental goals and

policies. For the underclass, a slightest hope of storing their food for a few

days or being able to send their wards to school is what they understand

by development. They have no interest as in which road the upcoming
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flyover is to be built, who is going to be the next Miss India or what the

status of share market is today. The under classes are the most unheard

people, their trauma remains always unattended and their dreams and

wishes remain uncared for. Rapid changes in the political, economic and

social scenario is taking place at a wide pace and a significant sections of

our society comprising of the underclass are deliberately excluded from

the mainstream development programmers and policies. Very few leaders

such as Dr. B.R Ambedkar could rise probably from the lowest classes of

society and make the world listen the voices of the unheard and the

unspoken. Even after 60 years of independence, there has been no structural

development of the neglected poor; the question of their existence becomes

significantly important.

In this most difficult paradigm, where to count morality? Ethics

does never count exploitation. The excluded ones are the neglected ones.

True that since the last decade, attention has mainly been to build up new

and new opportunities for the progress of the downtrodden, corporate

sectors are working on several social responsibility schemes ensuring and

extending their help to the deprived. Again, acting in a corporate manner

does not imply performance of any ethical action. Ethics focuses on man’s

transformation of consciousness and sensibility for understanding every

neglected issue. In most cases of environmental threats, health epidemics

and the criminal trafficking of persons, the underclasses are the excluded

ones. Anti social, anti work, anti welfare activities mainly victimize the

underclass and the downtrodden.  Even today some examples can be cited

where militants engage their day in serious war confronting discussions,

but at the end of the day they end up in fulfilling their lust and sexual

desire with numerous sexually excluded women who are counted as

prostitutes. Such dichotomy existing at two parallel strands does project
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the gruesome reality from a very narrow perspective. The current pattern

of liberal-democratic structure makes it quite relevant for the neglected

sections of the society to approach towards a much contended invincibility

approach. The ideas associated within the living experiences of the

underclass, their struggle for earning daily bread, legal complexities

concerning housing and earning and the false promises of the lofty

politicians has discontented a large section of people. In constantly making

efforts to fulfill their unrealized aspirations and facing the crisis of

opportunities in accessing basic facilities such as health, education, food

etc. many unheard communities resort to anti state activities. In an age

where corruption, murders, rape are continuously on the rise, the first

step of the governmental initiatives must be to bring down the rate of

poverty and guideline the models of development to keep in track the

morality of the common people alive. But where hunger thrives in, there

remains very less scope for maintaining constant morality. The so far

discussed several dichotomies catch human’s attention in trying to adopt

means which are more green and environmental friendly in nature.

Gandhian theories provide a significant source in helping to reduce the

high-low dichotomy, enduring sustainable growth for the future

generations.

In an age where hundreds of states are driven by socio-economic

efforts to reduce environmental deterioration, Gandhian emphasis on

‘simple living’ provides a landmark alternative to minimize the utilization

of non renewable resources and puts a check on limitless consumption and

ceaseless exploitation. The World Bank report in 2012 has drawn the

attention of common man towards the continuous degradation and scarcity

of natural resources in the state caused by a series of problems. The basic

criterion of development, which is sustainability, seems at stake for millions
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of India. Certain constraints on the part of common man such as poverty,

economic inequality, in access to land, water and other natural resources

have made it almost an impossible task for the stake holders. This crisis

remains inevitable in most of the third world countries. And hence, the

possibility of green growth remains almost a dream for a section of citizens.

But what is to be noted is that the idea of green growth is not a

multidimensional project that requires hard labor and severe

instrumentalism. In Gandhian philosophy the idea of green growth can be

understood as phenomenon that needs to be realized in the minds of man.

It is a policy for the sustenance of several generations across the world

which exists at a very low cost and is environment friendly. Though Gandhi

did not specifically use the word ‘green’ anywhere in his writings, yet his

works on nature and environment provide foundations for furthering his

thoughts on green growth and sustainability.

The goal that is aimed by Green Growth is a Sustainable Future.

Sustainable future demands greening of the economical policies and

strategies.  A sound ecosystem and preservation of resources in its natural

form and taking the best out of them without costing its sustenance and

durability remains a primary ambition of the masses. The World Bank

reports states four findings relating to the promotion of Green Growth. It

says that Green Growth is necessary, desirable, affordable and measurable.1

With the increasing rate of environmental degradation, it has become an

urgent necessity to adopt a green strategy with long term and environmental

friendly plans, which is a primary means for the growth of a country’s

economy. The adaptation of an eco friendly lifestyle makes it reliable for

individuals to depend upon rather than depending on artificial technological

inventions. Environment friendly techniques are better adapted by people

and are available at lesser economic costs. Sustainability primarily demands
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the preservation of resources of all kinds including the ones which are in

the verge of destruction. The green growth sustainability programmers

and policies revive man’s inborn connection with nature and unsuitability

to live in an artificial environment.

Green growth is a highly effective measure to promote development

and policies. In order to bring into effect, what is demanded is adopting

green techniques and technologies. By definition, green growth strategies

‘aims to break the vicious cycle between environmental deterioration and

unsustainable economic growth-poverty and replace it with a virtuous cycle

of quality growth, environmental enhancement and social inclusiveness.’2

Green growth provides a solution to the tremendous and unavoidably faster

rate of climate change and global warming. A global initiative to reach to

the poor and needs, to fulfill the basic needs of the starved and the hungry

and to live in a better environment is a beginning step for attaining green

growth.  With the growth of luxurious technological inventions and growth

of consumerist attitude in man, a section of human population became

increasingly wealthier, beneficial and solvent, while the other section in

their incapacity to meet out the needs of the daily needs became poorer

and poorer. The sharp gap between the two went on extending like anything.

So, what is the benefit for such a growth where economy becomes restricted

to a particular class of people only without being able to survive or cope up

to the needs of the poor?  In order to proportionate the balance between

these two extreme sections of the planet, an inclusive policy is needed,

which shall definitely support the people inhabiting in the planet today as

well as populations of the future generations.

Mahatma Gandhi’s idealistic philosophy has often served to satisfy

the ideals of the two imbalanced classes. One of the noblest models of

Gandhian philosophy is his notion of Trusteeship. What can be made
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possible by adopting this policy is incredibly significant. Trusteeship is an

economic model which centers its idea on egalitarianism. What Gandhi

thought of is that in the fast pace of advancing with technological

innovations, a sharp gap is created among the haves and the have nots.

Trusteeship model offers a viable solution to lowering the gap of differences

between the two extreme classes, not reducing them by an equitable mode

of distribution of resources. And it is possible if the rich voluntarily become

the trustee of their excess wealth and distribute it to the poor. In case the

rich do not voluntarily come forward to be a trustee, Gandhi insists the

poor to adopt the measures of non cooperation and satyagraha. Hence

Gandhi offers a sustainable solution for the society at large. Gandhian

policy requires assistance of no laws or constitutions, it simply seeks the

assistance from the capitalists’ class or the elites to become a trustee of

their excess wealth and distribute it to the needy and have-nots. In the

midst of increasing gap between the rich and the poor, Gandhian trusteeship

is found to be more in use and relevant in Indian scenario today, more

prominently in the name of Corporate Social responsibility. Gandhi’s

concern about the rich and the poor and his extremely respectful attitude

towards menial work attempted to build solidarity with the whole of

mankind, to narrow down the gap between the rich and the poor and build

a spiritual contact with the whole of nature. Hence, Gandhi’s development

vision offers a solution to green growth economy and policy. His affluent

policy also aims to democratize a nation’s economy and provide the notions

of solidarity among humankind and the environment at large. Gandhi’s

philosophy is a module for mankind to provide for economic equality and

to go beyond one’s own selfish goals and material pursuits and devote

one’s contributions for the larger welfare of society.3 Gandhi writes,

‘economic equality is the master key to nonviolent independence. Working
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for economic equality means abolishing the eternal conflict between capital

and labor. It means the leveling down of the few rich in whose hands is

concentrated the bulk of the nation’s wealth on the one hand, and the leveling

up of the semi-starved naked millions on the other’4. The implication of his

policy has keen affinity with green growth policies which aims at building

up of a sustainable society. Green growth definitely takes into account a

very radical environmental perspective of restructuring society for the

benefit of future generations to come.

Such an alternative paradigm dilutes the differences between the

excluded classes. What is essential is a mutual cooperation, a mutual

support and a common platform for erasing such impossibilities. The

millennium development goals set up several institutional bodies to turn

India into a super power shall begin only when only the global community

wakes up and contributes to eradicate the differences, disputes and

inequalities existing among classes, racial and linguistic groups and so on.

The unawareness of the underclass about the multidimensional projects is

nothing impractical. But to make them aware of the green growth

possibilities is a goal of the several humans working to bridge the gap

between the high and the low. And Gandhian alternative provides the best

solutions in this regard.
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1. Introduction

The incidence of natural disasters is increasing in frequency and

magnitude in recent decades. Some of these phenomenons particularly

floods and landslides are being triggered by anthropogenic degradation of

the environment. During recent periods the occurrences of natural disasters

has been increasing, affecting normal life of people by causing extensive

loss of life and property damage. Natural processes such as rainfall or

earthquakes couldn’t be minimize or controlled, therefore in order to

minimize the damage, it is necessary to identify and map potential hazard

areas in hilly terrain.

Remote sensing and Geographical Information System (GIS) has

gained widespread use during the recent decades. It has high potential

applicability for studying dynamics land use/land cover changes, hazard

zonation, risk analysis, environmental monitoring and model building in

very accurate and cost effective manner. The utility of GIS and remote

sensing for all aspects of disaster management has been adequately used

in the recent time (Raman and Milap 2011; Vaibhava 2012). Remote sensing

technologies have been used for predisaster applications, such as scenario

modelling (Iverson et al. 1998; Tralli et al. 2005) forecasting of events,
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early warning and event monitoring (Ramsey and Flynn 2004) and  damage

assessment and monitoring of land use changes after a disaster (Kerle 2002).

The present study has been establishing statistical relationship

between landslides and geo-environmental parameters and to analyze the

accuracy in classification of landslide susceptibility map. In this paper, the

results of a study aimed to assess the landslide susceptibility zonation

using GIS and bivariate statistics are presented. This method was widely

used in the existing literature (Yin and Yan 1988; van Westen 1993, 1997;

Rautela and Lakhera 2000; Yalcin 2008). In this method, the weighting

values of the causal factor classes have been calculated on the basis of the

landslide density.

2. Study Area

The study area is the part of the Alaknanda river catchment in

Chamoli district of Uttarakhand State in India.  The major river in this

area is Alaknanda which emerges from Chaukhamba range and joined by

several tributaries of Nandakini, Birahi Ganga, Garur Ganga and Vishnu

Ganga. The study area is bounded by 79 22’30"E and 79 30E’longitude

and 30 22’30"N and30 30’N latitude. The total area investigated under

the present work is about 110 km2. The study area comes in the

physiographic belt of lesser Himalaya and highly rugged and mountainous

terrain with deep narrow valleys. The reliefs of the area vary from 1400m

to a maximum of 2800m above the mean sea level.

3. Materials and methods

Lithology, geomorphology, slope, aspect, land cover, soil type and

drainage are important factors that are used for susceptibility mapping by

many researchers (Dai et al., 2001; Lee and Min, 2001 Cevik and Topal,

2003).The hazard mapping in this study started with the preparation of
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an inventory map of landslides and mapping of geo-environmental factor

maps of the study area. Remote sensing images from IRS-1D LISS-III

(acquired on Jan 31, 2011) and IRS-1D-PAN (acquired on Jan 24, 2011)

and Survey of India (SOI) topographic maps are main data sources to

generate various thematic layers. Erdas Imagine 9 and ArcGIS 10 software

were used to produce the thematic layer maps which assist in the production

of the landslide susceptibility map. To validity of results, the hazards maps

were matched against the landslide maps.

3.1 Bivariate Statistical Method

Bivariate statistical method is based on statistical correlation of

the landslide inventory with different landslide influencing geo-

environmental factor maps. In this method a weight value for a parameter

class is defined as the natural logarithm of the landslide density in the

class, divided by the landslide density in the entire map (Van Westen 1997,

Rautela and Lakher 2000). This method requires the selection and mapping

of significant parameters and their categorization into a number of relevant

classes and assignment of weighting values to the various parameter maps,

and final overlay mapping and calculation of the final hazard or

susceptibility value of each identified land unit as operations (Aleotti and

Chowdhury, 1999). This method is based upon the following formula:

Where, Wi is the weighting value of the class i;  DensClas is the

density of the landslides  in the class i;  DensMap is the density of the

landslides in the whole study area; NpixXi is the number of pixels falling

within the polygons representing landslides occurring within the class,

�NpixNi is the number of pixels within the class i;  NpixXi is the total
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number of pixels falling within the polygons representing landslides

�occurring in the whole study area; NpixNi is the total number of pixels of

the whole study area map.

The landslide susceptibility map was prepared in raster calculator

by adding all the Wi value of each thematic maps.  The final susceptibility

map was divided into five classes.

3.2 Landslide influencing data layers

3.2.1 Landslide distribution: The landslide inventory map was produced

by gathering the information related with the landslides or by analyzing

the data from remote sensing. Landslide distribution map depicts spatial

distribution of landslides.  This can be used as a basis for landslide hazard

susceptibility mapping. A total of 90 landslides of varying dimensions have

been demarcated in the study area (Figure 1).

3.2.2 Geomorphology: In the study area, dissected denuduational  land

surfaces predominate. Thus, in general, the geomorphology of the

Alakananda valley is controlled by the degree of dissection. The study area

has three type of dissected hills; low dissected hills, moderately dissected

hills and highly dissected denudo-structural hill. In the low dissected hill

the drainage density is low, in moderate dissected hills the drainage density

is medium and in the highly dissected hills the drainage density is high

(Figure 2).

3.2.3 Slope Degree: Slope gradient is the most substantial cause of slope

instability. At local scales, it affects the concentration of moisture and the

level of pore water pressure thus influences the instability of slope. GIS

analysis was performed to discover in which slope group the landslide

occurred. The landslide percentage in each slope group class is considered

for landslide mapping. In the study area most of landslides occur at a slope
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angle of less than 40°.  The slope map of the study area was divided into six

slope categories (Figure 3).

3.2.4 Slope Aspect : Aspect map of the study area was produced to show

the relationship between aspect and landslide (Figure 4). Aspect regions

are classified according to the aspect class as flat (-1°), north (315°-360°,

0°-45°), east (45°-135°), south (135°-225°) and west (225°-315°).The south

facing slopes have lesser vegetation density as compared to the north facing

slopes and hence, the erosional activity is relatively more in the former

case.

3.2.5 Lithology: Lithology is very important, as it is one of the main factors

influencing the type and the intensity of the morphodynamic processes,

including landsides. Thus, lithology has been often used for susceptibility

mapping.   Different rock types have varied composition and structure,

which contribute to the strength of the material. In the study area majors

rocks type are Gneiss, Quartzite, Granites, Dolomite/marble, Phyllite,

Schist and unconsolidated sediments (Figure 5).
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3.2.6 Land use/Land cover: In the present study land use land cover

classification has been prepared using supervised classification. Thirteen

different land cover are described including agriculture, forests, rocky areas,

agricultural fields, barren land and residential areas (Figure 6). To show

the relationship between the existing land cover and landslides, the

landslide inventory map was evaluated with land use/land cover maps.

Most of the area is covered by dense forest, scrub land and degraded

vegetation. Barren slopes are more prone to landslide activity as compared

to the forest area.

3.2.7 Drainage  : Drainage data layer was prepared by digitising the stream

lines from the topographic maps (Figure 7). Drainage density was prepared

on the basis drainage network. Drainage density is the ratio of the total

length of the stream to the area of the drainage basin; the higher the

drainage density, the lower the infiltration and the faster the movement of

the surface flow (Pachauri et a.l.  1998). The majority of landslide occurred

in moderate and low drainage density zone.
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4. Results and Discussion

The information value method is based on statistical correlation of

the landslide map with different parameter maps. The correlation is used

for calculating the information value of each in a theme map. The overlay

process has produced the susceptibility map by using the equation above

after calculating the all the index value (Wi) of each thematic maps (Figure

8). Using this method, the study area is characterized by a very high, high,

moderate, low and very low classes. To test the validity of the landslide

susceptibility map produced by the information value method has been

first divided into five classes based on standard deviations (Ayalew et al.

2005) and crossed with the landslide inventory map in GIS environment.

Such procedure has pointed out that the percentage of surface for each

susceptibility class really affected by landslides.

The high and very high susceptibility zones contained 72% of the

active landslide of the study area. The spatial correlation between the

landslide distribution and the landslide hazard zonation map shows that

25.16% of landslide occurrences has predicted on 1.9% of the total area of

very high hazard zone. According to this hazard map, 11.56% of the total

study area is found to be very high and high hazard zone (Figure 9).

Moderate and low hazard zones make up 40% and 16%, respectively. The

very low susceptibility class has 32% of the total area.

The result validates that about 11.56% of the total area occupied

by high and very high hazard zones are able to predict 72% of the total

landslide area (Figure 9). This method indicates a quite significant good

result as a more percentage of actual landslide area occurs under the classes

of high and very high hazard zone.
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4. Conclusions

In the Himalayan region, landslides occurred regularly in monsoon

season. Precipitation as a triggering mechanism of landslides is strongly

influenced by the landscape dynamic and lithology. This study focused on

the Alaknanda valley in Garhwal Himamalya, the most geo-dynamically

and unstable zone in the Himalayan region. In this study bivariate statistics

method and landslide influencing parameters were applied for land slide

hazard zonation mapping.  It represents an objective approach where

weights for factors are determined through the natural logarithm of the

landslide density in the information value method. It delineates a relatively

large area of past landslide for very high hazard and high hazard zone,

which can be more meaningful for practical applications.  Land slide hazard

zonation map based on information value approach has been found to be

significantly, more than 72% of the total actual landslide area is found to

be under very high and high hazard zone and contain 11% of the study

area.  The result obtained from landside map of the study area appears to
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be quite validated and established a relation with the geo environmental

condition of Himalayan regions.

Hazards zonation approach is quite useful way for planning future

developmental activities and implementation of disaster management

programmes in hilly terrains.  Thus, remote sensing techniques and GIS

greatly aid in the investigations of landslides, on both a local and regional

scale. Most importantly, they greatly help in the prediction of future

landslide occurrences, which is very important to those who reside in areas

surrounded by unstable slopes.
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